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The Cover: Autumn's Centerpiece, the lake reflects the trees that line the shore. 
Drained in June of 1964 to permit construction of a $100,000 spillway to elimi-
nate a flood threat, the lake bottom had gone from mud to four-foot grass and 
back to mud, depending on the season. With most of the accumulated silt 
removed, the valve was closed on September 14 and on October 8 water was 
dripping over the spillway. 
D.S. Freeman: He Knows the Value of Time 
It is entirely appropriate that the newest dormitory for men on the University of Rich-
mond campus should honor one of Alma Mater•s most distinguished sons. 
Douglas Sout hall Freeman, a graduate of the class of 1904, would be in the very top 
echelon of those great men whose names have adorned the alumni roster of our University. 
As editor of the Richmond News Leader, as the biographer of his life-long hero, R. E. Lee, 
and as the biog rapher of Washington, he was internationally known . Both his Lee and his 
Washington, a task on which he was at work when death claimed him in 1953, won for the 
author Pulitzer prizes. 
With so much to do over the short span of a lifetime, he husbanded time as others 
hoard gold; to him it was the most priceless of all commodities. He was up before the crack 
of dawn and thus was able to finish his editorial stint before the pests who bother editors are 
afoot. Then he would retire to the seclusion of his home, where the unlisted telephone 
seldom rang, to write the definitive biographies that added new luster to the lives of great 
Americans and won immortal fame for the author. 
So mindful was he of the value of time that he developed for himself a regimen so 
efficient that, by excl uding the trivial, he gained the time to do the work that he had set 
for himself to do. He computed the amount of time he spent daily in lighting and smoking 
cigarettes-and then stopped smoking, not for health considerations but because he couldn't 
spare the time. 
But he could spare the hundreds of hours he gave to the University he loved, repaying 
in part the debt he owed Samuel Chiles Mitchell and others of his teachers, and the debt 
he owed President Frederic W . Boatwright, with whom he worked closely as a member of 
the board of trustees and later as rector of the University. Two of the saddest duties of his 
life, and yet two of his most memorable addresses, were eulogies of Dr . Mitchell and Dr. 
Boarwright, delivered at memorial services in the Chapel. 
He was in the forefront of those who recognized the worth of the comparatively young 
man who had come to the University from Princeton University to serve as professor of eco-
nomics and director of the evening program in business administration. Time has proved 
the va lidit y of his prophecy that in George Matthews Modlin the trustees had elected as 
President Boatwright's successor " the man of all men to fulfill the great future of the Uni-
versity of Richmond." 
Freeman Hall will be an appropriate reminder to students of a scholar who knew the 
value of time and therefore put it to the most effective service of his fellowman. 
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A Faculty Child Recalls 
STUDENT LIFE ON THE OLD CAMPUS 
Though there are numbers among my 
contemporaries who knew the old campus 
and its people from childhood, perhaps they 
are not moved to record particulars . Vivid 
memories of the scene, beginning early 
seventy years ago, may one day be welcome 
as local history, and living persons who 
shared those impressions will be glad to have 
them recalled. Much with which I was 
familiar could be dug out of the College 
archives, and with greater accuracy, but more 
was never written down (unless in letters 
that would be hard to collect), because in-
consequentia l or having to do with the 
manners and atmosphere of the community. 
I was taken to the old campus in 1895, a 
child of three years. The buildings were the 
same as later except that the large dormitory, 
Memorial Hall, beside Broad Street, and 
the Science Hall across the campus at Frank-
lin Street, had not been erected. The athletic 
field at the northeast corner had no equip-
ment except for a wire mesh backstop behind 
home plate. In the summers it grew up in 
coarse grass that invited goats from the 
other side of the railroad tracks. These ani-
mals, semi-wild, were the ruminant equivalent 
of alley cats, picking up a living where they 
could , except that they were powerfully 
odoriferous. Stray dogs hung about the 
campus and neighboring streets, to be taken 
up periodically by the public dog-catcher 
with his oversized butterfly net and a closed 
wagon into which he thrust his protesting 
captives. The only cat not belonging to one 
of the households, that for years was a 
denizen, was a large calico. She attached her-
CAMPUS CHILDREN. Three sons, whose 
fathers played leading roles in the building 
of a great college that was to become a 
great university, face the camera. Left to right 
they are Morris Randolph Mitchell, author 
Broadus Mitchel I, and Freder ic Boatwright 
whose untimely death at the age of 13 
brought sorrow to the college community. 
by BROADUS MITCHELL 
The Main Building, Richmond College, 1873-1914 
self to the refectory , and regularly had litters 
of kittens under the back steps. 
Being confined to the campus as a play 
area, indeed constituting our little world, the 
faculty children, or those in my family at 
any rate, got to know many of the students 
intimately. Ray Staples, whom I called to see 
years later when he was a Baptist minister 
in Orange , Virginia, made us our first kites . 
Brothers named Wade , in Deland Cottage, 
were clever at making pictures, and enter-
tained us with their watercolors. Another 
took me on a walk to find a young willow 
tree from which, with a few deft cuts of 
his pocket knife, he made me a remarkably 
shrill whistle. More of the students gave us 
peanuts which they had brought from home , 
unroasted , or shared with us cookies sent by 
their mothers. The highlight of these treats 
was a whole nickel's worth of candies from 
Collins' store on Broad Street. At that time 
a penny for candy was a child's portion, and 
five cents bought a bonanza . 
The students were sharply divided, in 
campus allusion, into those ( on scholarships, 
I suppose) who looked forward to the 
ministry ( the "Jaspers, " doubtless from the 
celebrated Negro preacher, John Jasper, of 
the Sixth Mount Zion Church), and the 
worldlings. I do not know that those expect-
ing to enter the ministry were more purpose-
ful than the others, but they were the objects 
of good-natured disparagement. However , 
they were far more numerous than one finds 
on a college campus today, and needed no 
defense. On the whole, I suppose the Jaspers 
were obliged to be more economical than 
others, and were more apt to come from 
country districts or small towns. However , 
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few of the students gave evidence of having 
money or sophistication. Their campus 
amusements were innocent. Aside from or-
ganized athletic teams, the chief outdoor 
exercise was "shinny" played with home-
made hockey sticks in the field to the east 
of Deland Cottage and the houses of Profes-
sor Winston and President Boatwright. The 
"Shirttail Rangers" had informal baseball 
contests at the opposite end of the campus. 
Once a year a "jollification " in the chapel 
included gymnastics and barbershop quartets , 
and also annually a play was presented on 
a special stage built at the north end of the 
chapel. A few students had bicycles, but I 
recall only one, very much the city slicker, 
who had golf clubs. I cannot remember that 
drinking on the campus was any problem , 
though saloons were close at hand and a 
large brewery flourished immediately oppo-
site on Broad Street. A single instance of a 
girl in the neighborhood complaining that 
a student ( a "Jasper " too) was the father 
(Continued on page 38) 
About the Author 
Broadus Mitchell , who writes so delightfully of those 
days on the old campus when every student knew 
every other student by his first name, was three years 
old when he came to the campus with his father, 
the late great Samuel Chiles Mitchell. 
Young Broadus attended Miss Kate Winston's school 
on the campus and the Richmond Academy nearby but , 
unlike a younger sister, Mary , and brother , George, 
he did not attend Richmond College. 
He taught economics in several institutions, and is 
now a member of the faculty of New College of 
Hofstra University, Hemstead, Long Island . His latest 
book (with his wife, Louise Pearson Mitchell), is A 
Biography of the Constitution of the United States 
(Oxford University Press, 1964) . 
Dormitories for Men Pressing Problem as 
New Session Opens 
The Universit y of Richmond launched 
its 1965-66 session on a familiar academic 
note of "bigger and better ," but there were 
growing pains which may become worse 
before they become better. 
First semester enrollment totaled 6,107, 
a new high , but it could have been much 
higher had the University adequate facili-
ties for housing all the competent young 
men and women who sought admission . 
Dormitories for men-or rather, the lack 
of dormitories for men- was perhaps the 
most difficult of all the problems facing the 
Univ ersity administration . Dean Robert F. 
Smart of Richmond College pointed out 
that at least three new dormitories would 
be needed , in addition to the newly con-
structed Douglas Southall Freeman Hall , 
to accommodate all of the out-of-Richmond 
students who are living off campus or in 
the barracks, now picturesquely described 
by students as "the Green Mansions ." These 
barracks were labeled "temporary" structures 
when they were erected after World War II 
to house returning veterans, but they are 
still in service and probably will be for 
years to come. 
In addition to the 200 men living in 
homes near the campus, there are 135 men 
in the barracks- a total of 335, enough to 
more than fill three dormitories of the ca-
pacity of Freeman Hall which houses 106. 
The problem is not the result of a drastic 
increase in enrollment, Dean Smart said, 
but rather in the percentage of resident stu-
dents . Twenty years ago, he pointed out, 
more than half of the students who attended 
Richmond College were commuters . Today 
slightly more than one-fourth (27 per cent) 
commute. He estimates that by 1970 the 
resident popuation will be less than 20 per 
cent. 
Why this shift ? There are at least two 
factors, Dean Smart says. There is more 
money in circulation; students who want to 
go away from home can, in most cases, af-
ford to go. Further , many of the Richmond 
students are enrolling in the Uni versity's 
junior college on the old campus. 
The story can be graphically told by 
pointing out that Thomas and Jeter halls , 
dormitories completed in 1914 when the 
University moved to its present campus, 
were sufficient over a long period of years 
to house students who desired to live on 
campus. The need for additional dormi -
tories became apparent in the 1940's and 
became acute in the 1950's . Wood Hall 
was constructed in 1956, Robins Hall , 1959 ; 
Dennis Hall , 1963, and now Freeman Hall. 
On the Westhampton College side of the 
lake, the problem is identifical, with dormi-
tory space the principal factor in determin -
ing enrollment. 
All hands were agreed that the great in-
crease in the number of applications had 
made for selectivity and that entering 
classes in Richmond College and W esthamp -
ton College have never been of higher cali-
TWO NEW DEANS. Edward C. Peple , '32, who succeeds B. C. Holtzclaw as Dean of the Graduate School and Miss Mary Louise Gehring, Miss 
Marguerite Roberts ' successor as dean at Westhampton College, are guests of honor at a reception given by University President and Mrs. 
Modlin. With the new deans are Mrs. Modlin (left) and Mrs. Peple (right). 
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With Record Enrollment 
ber. The Unive rsity's tota l enrollment of 
5,616 reported at the opening convocation 
was 491 over the preceding year, with most 
divisions reporting slight ga ins. 
The convocation was hel d in warm late 
September sunshine wit h all of th e accus-
tomed accademic panop ly. Seniors marched 
for the first time in academic pro cession 
with members of the facu lty, administration , 
and honored guests. They heard Dr. Vernon 
B. Richardson , ' 35, pastor of the nearby 
River Road Baptist Church, assert that those 
who hav e the advantages of an education 
but are unwilling to take the risks that go 
with it are like a fully-trained astronaut who 
is afr aid to leave the launching pad . 
" Th ey are unmiti g ated phonie s," he 
said, "sh irking their responsibilitie s. Such 
per sons want life without ventur e, reward 
without risk, experience without use of it , 
faith with out commitment. " 
He told the students that "once you have 
expos ed yourself to education ther e is no 
hidin g pla ce." The natura l fulfilment of 
learning , he said, is service. 
Th e largest increase in full-time enroll-
DOUGLAS SOUTHALL FREEMAN HALL, memorial to editor, historian , author , U-R rector . 
QUOT ABLE QUOTES 
Excerpts From the Remarks of Dr. Vernon B. Richardson, '35, at Opening Convocation 
A University convocation is the pause at the beginning of the year to remind ourselves of the 
direction . I t is the University saying with T. S. Eliot "T he only wisdom that we can hope to acquire 
is the wisdom of humility." It is the student addressing himself with the words of Solomon, "JJ1/ith 
all thy gelling. get understanding." I t is schola1·, student and commmzity saying that we need one 
another . 
* * * * * * 
The tme purpose of leaming is not to make sense of life but to discover its meanings. These two 
are not the same, fo r life is not a neat 1·ational package. It is contradictory, ambiguous, puzz ling. It's 
a small mind that cannot accommodate contradictions. 
* * * 
The unmitigate d phony is the person who has the advantages of learning but won't take the 
risks that go with them. A phony is an astronaut who won't take off . H e is a prepared person who 
won't f unction . H e is the individual who wants life witho ut ventttre, reward without risk, experience 
without use of it, faith witho ut commitment . 
* * * * 
The unauthentic lif e, masque,·ading as t1 nwture person, is the one who bets need to tt1ke flight 
but stays earth-bound hoping to learn there more about the sky. 
* * * * * * * 
Once you have exp osed yourself to education, there is no hiding place; not in security, not in 
escape, not in confor mity, not in 1·ebellion. T he only resting place for the leamer is the fu lfilment of 
learning in service. 
* * * * * 
The authentic life will accept not only the consequences of its learning but of its ignorance, of 
its non-mastery of life. Th e pain, blight and burden of the world is ours because we are involved i11 
its causes as well as in its cure. JJ7 e are the torme ntors and the tormented, the pursuers and the 
pursued, the hungry and the affluent. 
Let us then in a trinity of concern as student, teacher, commun ity, accept the risks of let1rning, 
the results of ignorance, and the guilt of sin . Let us, responding to the Di vine imperative t1! work 
within us, walk where we cannot see, believe what we cannot prove, and obey what cannot be 
enfor ced. 
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ment, was in Richmond College where the 
total of 1,35 1 was 140 above last year. It 
was the largest Richmond College student 
body since 1948 when returnin g Gi s swelled 
the class rolls to 1,384. 
Westh ampton Colleg e rep orted 645 stu-
dents , up 42 over last year, and the Uni-
versity's Summer School reported 1,550- an 
increase of 38. 
University College , includin g the Junior 
College, as well as part-time stud en t enroll -
ment in evening classes, reported 1,780 , an 
increase of 252. 
Th e Graduate School was up four with 
121, the School of Business Administrati on 
up six with 221. The Law School enroll -
ment of 187 compared with 199 last year. 
Two of the deans who made their enroll -
ment reports were new in the role , Dr. 
Mary Louise Gehring , former head of the 
speech department at Stetson Uni versity, who 
succeeds Miss Marguerite Roberts at West -
hampton College (see page 16) , and Dr. 
Edward C. Peple , '32, the new dean of the 
graduate school, succeeding Dr . B. C. Holtz -
claw, retired. 
Just Before Take-off At Dulles Airport 
LI. R. European Tour: It Was Fun 
Take a couple of college professors, 
sprinkle in a few attorneys, add a dash of 
businessmen and their wives, and finally, a 
few teen-agers. Shake them all together 
with some affiliation to the University of 
Richmond as a catalyst, and you have one of 
the most congenial groups of Americans 
going to Europe that you could hope to find. 
That was the composition of the University 
of Richmond alumni group of sixty that 
toured six European countries in mid-sum-
mer. 
To say that each of us learned something 
is, of course, superfluous. Not one of us 
will soon forget gazing at history in the 
Roman Forum or the beautiful program 
called "Sound and Light" there, depicting 
the history of that exquisite city. Nor is 
anything quite comparable to the symphony 
under the stars at the Pitti Palace in Florence. 
Time and history seemed to seep from the 
cobblestones of Westminster Abbey right 
up through our feet. ( As a matter of fact, 
Entering the Colosseum, Rome 
by CAROLYN GARY HUGO, '41 
St. Patrick's Square, Vatican City 
a lot of pain as well as a lot of culture 
seemed to seep up through your feet in 
Europe!) 
Spending a day at the western wall m 
West Berlin, seeing the homemade wreaths 
in memoriam from relatives to people young 
and old, who had tried to escape East Berlin 
and failed. Then, an afternoon crossing 
through Checkpoint Charlie, and going into. 
East Berlin and seeing the mass of rubble 
still remaining from the war were as fright-
ening a lesson in modern history as many of 
the bloody scenes recalled to us in ancient 
England, France, and Italy. 
I will never forget the bare little room 
with magazine pictures of American film 
stars where Anne Frank hid from the Nazis 
for four long years. The excruciatingly hot 
day in the Tivoli gardens where there were 
thousands of steps to climb and hundreds of 
exquisite fountains with millions of gallons 
of water but not a drop to drink is another 
memory. 
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But, no trip can be all culture and learn -
ing, and this one had as many ingredients 
of fun as of history. For example, there was 
the night when our canal boat got "locked 
in the locks" in Amsterdam, and only our 
own "Admiral" Robert Randolph (Bob) 
Jones, Richmond attorney, could get us out. 
There was the night in the Crazy Horse 
Saloon in Montmartre when we thought only 
the gendarmes could get us out! There was 
the hotel in West Berlin where the lift 
didn't work, and most of us could not get 
in or out! There were the beautiful hotel 
garden dining rooms in Madrid and Florence 
heavy with oleander and bouganvilla and 
soft with the music of violins while we 
dined and drank heavy, sweet expresso 
coffee under the stars. 
Still and all, with the many exciting and 
wonderful experiences, the main ingredient 
was finally, the people . No one could forget 
(C ontinued on page 38 ) 
Just Outside Amsterdam 
Gridders Lose Five in a Row 
OVER-MATCHED SPIDERS FIND GOING 
ROUGH;HOPEFORIMPROVEMENT 
Coach Ed Merrick's University of Rich-
mond football team, making mistakes but 
improving, dropped its first five games of 
the season. Powerfu l West Virginia tri -
umphed , 56-0, in 90 degree weather. Vir-
ginia Tech scored a 25-7 decision before 
11,000 at Richmond City Stadium. Southern 
Mississippi won, 28-7, over the Red and 
Blue. East Carolina won, 34-13, and Buffalo 
blanked Richmond, 24-0. As the Bullet in 
goes to press the Spiders were on their way 
to Boston for another underdog assignment , 
against the Eagles of Boston College. 
The Spiders played their best game against 
Southern Mississippi which boasted one of 
the nation's top offensive leaders in Quarter -
back Vic Purvis. Three touchdown under -
dogs, the Spiders scored first and trailed by 
only 14-7 at intermission. 
Merrick had to start Larry Shotwell, sub-
bing for the ailing Jan Linn, at quarterback 
against USM and the youngster did well. It 
was Shotwell who directed a 73-yard scoring 
drive in the first quarter, setting up the score 
by Fullback Ron Gordon from the two-yard 
line with an 11-yard run. Gordon and Half -
back Ronnie Grubbs picked up short yardage 
and Shotwell completed a 20-yard pass to 
End Ed Kull af and an eight -yard pitch to 
Denn is Phelps during the march . 
Purvis, however, broke loose on a 66-yard 
by W ALT DREWR Y 
Spider Halfback Ronnie Grubbs (with football) is tackled by a Virginia Tech player after 
picking up five yards in the game w ith the Gobbl ers at City Stadium. Oth er Richmond 
players are Tackle Bernie Ort wein (77), Fullback Ron Gordon (31) and Halfback Don 
Matth ews (42). Wa yne Rash is No . 27 for Virginia Tech. Virgi nia Tech won, 25-7. 
scoring jaunt for the Southerners and then 
connected with a 23-yard scoring pass to 
Wing back Rabbit Brown to give Southern 
Mississippi a 14-7 advantage at intermission. 
Purvis, who was to gain 203 yards on 19 
rushing attempts and to complete 10 of 22 
passes for an additional 123 yards, scored 
again in the third period and USM added 
another marker against a dead tired Spider 
team in the final stanza. 
CAPTAIN'S CLUB TO SALUTE THREE Despite the record, Merrick is encouraged about the future. Both Shotwell and Linn, 
who suffered a knee injury in the Virginia 
Tech tilt , now are quarterbacks with some 
game experience. They both were unt ried 
signal callers at the beginnin g of the season 
but are progressing rapidly. The backs have 
run well and the line, both offensively and 
defensively, has done well. However , there 
are just too many sophomores to provide 
adequate depth and the play of an inexperi-
enced secondary hasn't been up to par. 
Three Richmond businessmen, Richard C. 
Wa lden, III , Clyde H. Ratcliffe, Jr . and 
Alfred J . Cohn, will receive the University 
of Richmond Captain 's Club's "distinguished 
service" awards at the club's annual banquet 
at the Hotel John Marshall on Saturday 
night, October 30, following the Home -
coming football game between The Citadel 
and the Spiders. 
Hugh Keyser, '42, president of the club, 
pointed out that the awards are presented 
to those, not necessarily alumni of the Uni-
versity of Richmond or former athletes, who 
have contributed to the University's athletic 
program in various ways. 
Walden, '22, is president of the Old 
Dominion Mortgage Corporation. He earned 
three letters in baseball and participated in 
track two seasons. He was president of the 
varsity club and active in other student 
activities. He was chairman of the Athletic 
Council from 1931-45 and one of the or-
ganizers of the Richmond Student Aid 
Foundation . 
Ratcliffe, '34, is president of the Ratcliffe-
Goolsby Paint Company. He served as vice-
chairman of the Athletic Council for nine 
years and was co-founder of the Red and 
Blue Club with Wa lden. He's president of 
the Richmond Arena , site of the Spiders' 
home basketball games, and has served on 
the board of the Richmond Stadium Author-
ity, the Thanksgiving Festival anad the To-
bacco Festival. 
Cohn, a manufacurer, is president of 
Dixie Dinettes, Inc. He 's a native of Buffalo, 
N . Y., attended the University of Richmond 
and is a graduate of the University of Flor -
ida, '42. He 's on the board of directors of 
the American Institute of Management. 
The banquet, which will follow a social 
hour at 6 o'clock, is open to all alumni and 
friends of the Un iversity. A Homecoming 
dance follows. Tickets are priced at $10 each. 
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The heavily favored Mountaineers scored 
28 points in each half , rolling up a total 
offense of 458 yards-3 11 on the ground . 
West Virginia Quarterback Allen McCune 
threw touchdown passes of 26 and 35 yards, 
Sophomore Ha lfback Garrett Ford romped 
67 yards for another and Fullback Dick 
Leftridge rammed over from the two all in 
the first half. 
The depth-shy Spiders, unable to cope 
(Continued on page 38) 
DR. W ILLINGHAM, who has retired after distinguished service as general secre tar y of the 
American Baptist Foreign Mission Societies, and an earlier outstanding career in the 
pastorate. 
Mr. Forward Thrust: 
Edward B. Willingham, 
Missionary Pioneer, 
Christian Statesman 
by JOHN C. SLEMP 
If a Pulitzer Prize were to be awarded 
for geniality, and another for forward 
thrust, Edward B. Willingham, '21, would 
win them both, with votes to spare. 
Friendly, affable, gracious, genial-Dr. 
Willingham is all of these and more. And 
yet, in the deep springs of his winsome 
personality is a dominant element of for-
ward thrust, of invincible faith, and of 
courageous action that one rarely finds in 
a person as gentle as he . 
Soon after becoming general secretary of 
the American Baptist Foreign Mission So-
cieties (January 15, 1956), Dr. Willingham 
took note of the revolutionary changes that 
were taking place in the world at that 
time-the rise of national ism in many lands, 
the reawakening of dormant religions, and 
the struggle between ideas seeking to con-
trol economic and social patterns every-
where . Yet, in spite of all this, he insisted, 
it is imperative that Christians respond with 
(8) 
a reaffirmation of their missionary commit-
ment. 
Dr. Willingham recognized that modern 
world conditions called for changes in mis-
sionary strategy. Indeed, he saw clearly that 
definite, basic changes had to be made, 
and made quickly, if the missionary cause 
were to survive the impending crisis. In an 
article in Missions, American Baptist inter-
national magazine, for October, 1956, he 
declared: "The forward thrust in world mis-
sions now needed calls upon us to encour-
age and to cooperate with younger churches 
in lands where our past efforts have borne 
fruit. Local leadership must be trained and 
entrusted with responsibility . . . . If cer-
tain doors close to our witness for the Mas-
ter, we must seek to enter new ones. We 
find no basis for lethargy or retreat in our 
faith." 
Here is an example of Christian states-
manship of a high and noble order. In a 
day of increasing restrictions on missionary 
service in Burma, in India , and in other 
lands, the answer was to train Christian 
nationa ls to carry on much of the work 
formerly done by missionaries, and, as soon 
as feasible, to transfer to them all mission 
property. The mission societies would con-
tinue to send missionaries to serve on an 
equal basis with nationals where needed, 
and to give financial assistance. 
And now, in retirement as of May 31, 
after a decade of courageous, creative serv-
ice as a missionary executive, including ex-
tensive travels in Asia, Africa , and Europe, 
Dr. Willingham leaves the work of the 
American Baptist Foreign Mission Societies 
on a firm and solid base. He was as much 
a pioneer for the new day in missions as 
William Carey and Adoniram Judson were 
more than a century and a half ago. 
Those who have known Dr . Willingham 
through the years can testify to his courage 
and his unwavering faith in the triumph 
of truth. This faith, this phi losophy ap-
plies to his student life at the University 
of Richmond and at the Southern Baptist 
Theological Seminary; to his pastorates in 
Lynchburg , Va. (1928-1932) , St. Louis 
(193 2-1940), Huntington , W. Va. ( 1940-
1945) , Washington, D. C. (1945-1956 ) ; 
to his many denominational and interdenom-
inational services; and to his keen and 
perceptive interest in civic, national, and 
international affairs. 
Still in robust health, still marching breast 
forward, Edward B. Willingham is in re-
tirement only in a technical sense. Hand 
in hand with his beloved wife Harriet 
(West hampton '26), who accompanied him 
in his travels and shared the burdens of 
his task, he will be among all courageous 
and dedicated souls who seek new worlds 
to conquer for Christ and his church. 
1907-
Oscar Robert "Horse" Thraves is a member 
of the County Board of Supervisors of Albe-
marle County, and resides near Burnleys, Va. 
Senator A. Willis Robertson has received the 
Distinguished Service Award by the Americans 
for Constitutional Action. 
1911-
Paul E. Hubbell, a professor at Eastern 
Michigan University, represented the University 
of Richmond at the inauguration of Dr. Harold 
E. Sponberg as president of the Michigan uni-
versity October 2. 
1913-
John J. Wicker, a Richmond attorney and 
former state senator, has been re-elected counsel 
for the Virginia Thanksgiving Festival. 
1915-
Dr. R. Inman Johnson now lives at King and 
Queen Court House, Virginia. He is a retired 
member of the faculty of Southern Baptist 
Theological Seminary. 
1916-
Joseph A. Leslie, Jr., of Norfolk has been 
named vice chairman of the Hampton Roads 
Educational Television Association. Leslie is 
vice chairman of the Norfolk school board. 
Reverend George T. Terrell, pastor of Trinity 
Baptist Church in Norfolk for 21 years, has been 
named pastor emeritus of the church. He has 
served churches in Virginia and Louisville, Ky., 
during hi s ministry of more than 50 years . 
WINGO WILL DIRECT 
EDUCATION PROGRAM 
Alfred L. Wingo, '26, a Virginia educa-
tor for 39 years; is the new director and 
co-ordinator for the federally assisted edu-
cational programs operated through Vir -
ginia 's Board of Education. 
Wingo will devote much of his time to 
carrying out the provisions of the Elemen-
tary and Secondary Education Act, under 
which Virginia will receive an estimated 
34 million dollars during the coming fiscal 
year. 
For the past two years Wingo has been 
director of special services in the State 
Board of Education. 
Wingo 's other duties will include assist-
ing in administering the state program of 
integration compliance required by the 
Civil Rights Act. 
He joined the Department of Education 
in 1940 as a high school counselor and ad-
vanced to head of special services in 1963. 
He received his master's degree from Co-
lumbia University and held principal, 
teacher and coaching positions before join-
ing the Education Department. 
GRIDDERS OF 1925 UNITE 
Enough players to put a team on the field 
showed up September 25 for the 40th re-
union of the team of 1925. They had 
dinner, attended the V.P .I. football game 
at City Stadium and then reassembled for 
a gab fest that lasted far, far into the night. 
All agreed that the party was a success and 
all were grateful to Joe DeMotte and Her -
bert Peterson, Richmond businessmen, who 
made arrangements for the reunion . 
Hale and hearty despite the rigors of the 
years are (from the left) R. Nelson Sibold, 
'28, Roanoke, halfback ; Douglas Trolan 
1920-
Dr. Charles M. Caravati, professor of clinical 
medicine at the Medical College of Virginia, 
has received the first Annual Medical Staff 
Award for outstanding contributions to medi -
cine, presented by the Louise Obici Memorial 
Hospital co-sponsored with Merck-Sharp and 
Dohme Postgraduate Division. He has been in 
private practice of internal medicine and gas-
troenterology in Richmond since 1924. 
1921-
Randolph W. Nuckols has been re-elected 
secretary of the Virginia Thanksgiving Festival. 
1922-
Rev. Charles L. Leek of Chatham, Va. · has 
completed his 10th interim pastorate since retir-
ing in 1957. His most recent service was at 
Calvary Baptist Church in Danville. 
1923-
Rev. S. Roy Orrell has retired and now lives 
in Fredericksburg, Va. He was pastor of 
Chatham Heights Baptist Church . 
1924-
Davis T. Ratcliffe of Mohawk Valley Com-
munity College in Utica, N . Y., has retired and 
is now living at Foxwells, Va. 
1926-
Dr. Howard L. Arthur, pastor of Leigh Street 
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'29, Clayville, Va., end; Peterson, '28, half-
back; DeMotte, '27, tackle; Roland B. Met-
calf, '30, Petersburg, guard; Jesse W. Dil-
lon, '31, Richmond, cente.r; William C. 
McCorkle, '26, Elizabethton, Tenn., halfb ack; 
Dr. Myer Vitsky, '26, Richmond , fullback; 
Cornelius B. Penzold , '29, Norfolk, quarter-
back; Thomas R. Miller, ' 19, assistant 
coach; Roland C. Robins, '28, Richmond, 
guard ; A. P. Newcomb , '28, Richmond, 
halfback ; Virgil Goode, '27, Rocky Mount, 
Va., end; Dr . Emory H. Anderson, '29, 
Glendale, Calif., guard. 
Baptist Church for 16 years, has retired. A 
former moderator of the Richmond Baptist As-
sociation, he was pastor of Branch 's Baptist 
Church in Chesterfield County, and pastor of 
Port Norfolk Baptist Church in Portsmouth 
for many years. 
Rev. R. T . Smith of North Fork and Grace 
Baptist Churches has retired and moved to 
Evergreen, Va. 
1927-
Dr. L. L. Cooke of Louisville, Ky., has re-
turned from a five-month trip around the world. 
W. R. Vaiden has moved from Atwater, Cali-
fornia to Winton, California . 
FIVE WIN U. VA. DEGREES 
Five University of Richmond alumni re-
ceived graduate degrees in University of 
Virginia commencement ceremonies in June . 
Two received LL.B. degrees: Blanton Bowles 
Allen, '62, and Russell P. Robertson, Jr ., 
'62. 
Two received Master of Education de-
grees: James Morris Bagby, '60, and Elmo 
Jenkins Vogt , '47. 
John Hollingsworth Wright, '60, re-
ceived the Ph .D. degree. 
BOB CAVERLEE GOING STRONG 
AFTER 50 YEARS IN MINISTRY 
Dr. Robert F. Caverlee, '21, celebrated his 50 years in the ministry by preaching 
his anniversary sermon in Fredericksburg Baptist Church in August. 
It is a career that has included 29 years as pastor of 
the Fredericksburg church, from which he retired in 1961 , 
and 32 years of teaching Biblical literature at Mary Wash -
ington College. 
Still a robust figure at 71, Dr . Caverlee, is far from 
retired. He calls himself a "circuit rider," traveling through -
out Virginia and neighboring states, filling vacant pulpits 
and speaking at special assemblies. 
Born in a one-room log cabin near Huntington, W . Va., 
he was the son of a machinist with the Chesapeake and 
Ohio Railroad , but decided not to follow in his father's 
footsteps. He preached his first sermon in the church in 
which he and his fami ly were members; his second sermon 
was delivered outdoors under a sycamore tree and from the 
gathering was organized a church with Caverlee as pastor. 
His first salary was $25 a month . 
Recognizing the need for more education, he enrolled at Richmond College, where 
he played right end on the football team and edited the yearbook, while earning his 
degree. He served as pastor of Fairmont Avenue Baptist Church while in college. 
In 1933, Alma Mater conferred on him the degree of Doctor of Divinity. He is 
one of the few ministers to head the Baptist conventions in both Virginia and West 
Virginia. 
1929-
Elmer B. Potter is the author of a book, 
"Triumph in the Pacific; the Navy's Struggle 
Against Japan. " The book, edited by Potter and 
Fleet Admiral Chester W. Nimitz, was published 
by Prentice-Hall, Inc ., in 1963. 
1931-
E. Claiborne Robins, president of A. H . 
Robins, Co., has been elected to the board of 
Virginia Electric and Power Company. 
Rev. Paul J. Forsythe of Richmond has 
DR. KRUG APPOINTED 
GEORGE MASON DEAN 
Dr. Robert C. Krug , '40, has been ap-
pointed dean of George Mason College of 
the University of Virginia. 
Dr. Krug, who was professor and chair-
man of the chemistry department at VPI, 
will serve at George Mason not only as 
dean but as chairman of the chemistry de-
partment there . He is the first faculty dean 
to serve at the new Fairfax campus, dedi-
cated last fal [. 
Dr. Krug received his master's degree 
from Pennsylvania State University in 1941 
and his doctorate from Ohio State Univer-
sity in 1944. He spent four years as a 
research chemist in Philadelphia and then 
taught at Washington and Lee University in 
1948-49. He joined VPI in 1949. 
At VPI , he received the W. E. Wine 
award for excellence in teaching in 1957. 
He has served as a consultant for the Amer-
ican Pigment Corporation and as a research 
chemist for the Virginia Institute of Scien-
tific Research. 
accepted a call to Mill Swamp Baptist Church 
in Isle of Wight County. He formerly served 
Sunset Hills Chur ch in Richm ond. 
1933-
Ernst W. Farley, Jr., president of Richmond 
Eng inee ring Company, Inc., has been named 
chairma n of the Richmond-Petersburg Turnpike 
Authority. 
Thornton Charnock of High Point, N. C., is 
manager of BBS photographic studio there, 
where he does commercia l photographs for 
the _furnitu re mart. 
1935-
Dr. Verno n B. Richardson, pastor of River 
Road Baptist Chur ch in Richmond, is one of six 
nationally-known ministers who delivered ser-
mons in this year's Ecumenica l Preaching Pro-
gram at St. Thomas Church in New Yor k. 
S. Frank Straus is executive vice president of 
the 2,400 member Virginia Food Dealers As-
sociation, one of the largest and most active 
associations in the food industr y. 
Dr. Fillmore H. Sanford has joined the 
facu lty of Macalester College in St. Paul, Min-
nesota. He formerly was on the faculty of New 
College, Sarasota, Fla. 
1936-
William H. King of Richmond has been 
named chairman-elect of the National Confer-
ence of Bar Examiners. The Richmond attorney 
is a partner in the firm of McGuire, Woods, 
King, Gordon and Davis, and has served as 
president of the Virginia State Bar Association . 
E. Stark e Farley, vice president of Richmond 
Engineering Company, has been elected presi -
dent of the Sales and Marketing Executives of 
Richmond. 
1937-
B. A. Gilman is director of guidance at New 
Park Ave . School in West Hartford, Connecticut . 
William E. Moore, Jr. is with Johnson and 
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Johnson in Mexico where he is in charge of 
their pharmaceutical production. 
1938-
s. Broo ks Robertson of Richmond has been 
promoted to assis tant secretary of Virginia 
Electr ic and Power Company. Robertson, who 
joined th e company in 1938, served as system s 
superviso r of plant acco untin g and property 
records before his appoi ntm ent as assistant to 
the secretary in 1964. 
1939-
Lt. Col. F. M. O 'Connor of the U. S. Air 
Force is now commander of a fighter in terceptor 
squadron at Griffith AFB, in Rome, N . Y. He 
recently returned from a tour in Ger many. 
1940-
C. Porter Vaughan, Jr ., executi ve vice presi-
dent of Slater and Vaughan, Inc ., Richmond 
realtors, has been appointed to the board of 
directors of Richmond National Bank and Trust 
Company. Vaughan, a former major league base -
ball pitc her , is a past president of the Richmond 
Board of Realtors. 
Edward L. Field has been named operation 
vice president for Federated Departme nt Stores 
Inc., of Cincinnati. ' 
Dr. Willia~1 H. ReMine of the Mayo Clinic, 
Rochester, Mmnesota, has been elected presi -
dent of the Minnesota Surgical Society. 
1943-
~ch_ard C. Ow~n, Jr., of Shaker Heights, 
Oh10, 1s a gro up vice presid ent at Meldrum and 
Fewsmith, Inc ., a Cleveland advertising age ncy. 
L&M PROMOTES KERSEY 
TO SPECIAL ASSIST ANT 
Robert L. Kersey, Jr., '48, has been pro-
moted to special assistant to the director of 
research at Liggett and Myers Tobacco Com-
pany in New York. 
Kersey, a native of Richmond, served in 
the U. S. Navy as a commissioned airship 
pilot during World War II, and was 
awarded the Air Medal for his trans-At-
lantic flights in non-rigid airships which 
took him to North Africa, France and Italy. 
After leaving the Navy he enrolled at the 
University of Richmond, majoring in chem-
istry. He was employed by the Tobacco By-
Products and Chemical Company in Rich-
mond prior to his service in the Navy. 
Before joining the Liggett and Myers re-
search staff in 1953, he was employed by 
the Standard Oil Company of Indian a. 
Guy Friddell' s Newest: 
I HA TE YOU, I LOVE YOU 
There were, as I recall, five of us who 
put out The Collegian, the University of 
Richmond's student weekly, back twenty years 
ago when the War was just concluded and 
the campus was jammed tight with ex-
servicemen renewing, beginning, or enhanc-
ing their education with the help of govern-
ment grants. There were Cliff Long , '47, 
Thad Crump, '48, Paul Duke, '47, myself-
and Guy Friddell, '46. 
Duke is now a top-flight NBC newsman 
in Washington. Cliff Long is an executive 
with the Virginia-Caro lina Chemical Division 
of Socony-Mobil. Thad Crump is vice presi-
dent of Wilson Paper Box Co. I have fallen 
below the estate of the others ; I teach school. 
And Guybo-as anyone of us could have told 
you back in 1946, Guybo is in the public 
eye most of all, for Guybo is the best news-
paper columnist in this part of the country, 
as well as the hard-hitting editor of the edi-
torial page of the Norfolk-Virginian Pilot. 
Now comes forth a volwne from Doubleday 
and Company, entit led I Hate Yott, I Love 
Yo11 ($3.95 at your bookstore), containing 
a selection of some of the best pieces he 
has written, and I predict that its nationwide 
reception will be enthusiastic. 
For Guy Friddell hasn 't changed. To be 
sure, there is considerably less hair on his fat 
head than formerly, and I believe he requires 
a somewhat larger waist size when he buys 
a new pair of pants. But the sense of humor , 
the high, mischievous tomfoolery, the way 
with words, the sharp insight into the 
customs of his fellow mortals-t hese are 
still there. Twenty years have brought him 
only increased knowledge and wit and a great 
deal more subject matter- principally a wife 
who keeps him headed in as much as is 
humanly possible, and three teen-age children 
who give him the excuse to continue to go to 
circuses, baseball games, zoos, parades, and 
the like, and to write about them. 
Guy Friddell's columns, as contained in 
l Hate Y 011, I Love You , are about small 
matters for the most part: small matters 
which constitute 99 per cent of our experi-
ence, and which we do and think about most 
Dr. John R. Fitzgerald is practicing medicine 
in Rochester, N. Y ., where he lives with his wife 
and four children . 
Dr. Linwood T. Horne of Radford, Va., is 
president of the Radford Area Ministers' As-
sociation and chairman of the Christian Services 
Committee of the Virginia Baptist General 
Board . 
by LOUIS D. RUBIN, JR., '46 
of the time, and which, when we consider 
them, are what most of us call life. Only 
most of us don't consider them, and it takes 
Guy Friddell , who does, to come along and 
remind us what we are and therefore who 
we are. 
Guy isn't a satirist; he isn't the sort of 
newspaper columnist who slices some people 
up for the edification of other people. So much 
newspaper columnizing and editorializing 
consists, it seems to me, of cutting down any-
body or anything big enough or good enough 
or intelligent enough to be noteworth y. 
There is more pious grovelling and less 
humility in most newspapers than jellyfish in 
the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries. Not 
Guy Friddell ; as a writer he hasn't a mean 
or envious bone in his body. 
In J Hate Y 011, I Love Y 011 there are 
children learning how to spell CENEPEDE, 
children saying yuk-yuk-yuk at dinner and 
infinitum, well-known silver-headed baseball 
coaches missing the Pro Bowl game to play 
basketball, with circuses and memories of 
circuses, grandchildren outside, flags flying 
on Armistice Day, weary automobiles that 
won't start (Guybo can't drive a car any 
better now than in 1946 when the winding 
road up past the Chapel to the Westhampton 
dormitories used to be a perilous place just 
before sign-in time on Saturday night.) 
There is Sergeant Maypop, the World War 
II top sergeant who with infinite patience 
and exasperated understanding shepherds a 
company of limited service Gis through the 
vicissitudes of army life. "Yers must call 
me Sergeant, " he tells recruit Friddell . "It 
is another one of those silly regulations , like 
saluting with yers right hand instead of the 
left, but yers will learn. " The Sergeant's war, 
and Friddell's war, involved what war was 
for most of us most of the time-a n ag-
gravating, awkward, monotonous interlud e 
when civilians had to be soldiers for awhile. 
There are famous men and women in 
I Hate Y ou, I Love Y ou, too-b ut through 
Guy Friddell's eyes they become hum an 
beings to us instead of publ ic figures. Par-
ticularly are there politicians (Guybo was the 
1944-
Earl Hamner has a new book out, "You Can't 
Get There from Here. " It is published by Ran-
dom House . 
1946-
Guy Friddell, columnist and editorial page 
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best political reporter in Virginia before he 
turned to editorializing)-Truman, Steven-
son, Harry Byrd, Eisenhower, Barry Gold-
water, Lyndon Johnson ("W hat did Dick 
Nixon ever do for Culpeper?"). And , a high 
point in this fine book, a moment at Atlantic 
City during the 1964 Demo cratic nominating 
convention when Robert Kennedy took the 
rostrum and an ovation broke loose: 
Until that moment the docile dele-
gates had gone along with stage direc-
tions, but all along there had been at 
the edge of their consciousness the 
muted memory of a tall, urbane, and 
yet boyish young man, and now they 
stood and voiced their wordless an-
guish at what had happened last 
November and their human frustration 
at not being able to set it right. It was 
the only truly genuine demonstration, 
and it was for a man who was not even 
there . 
That, and not nomin ating speeches, ac-
ceptance speeches, seating disputes, phoney 
campaign songs, and the like, was what was 
most memorable at Atlanti c City, and Guy 
Friddell saw it and captured it for all of us. 
And that is what Guy Fridde ll's book is 
made of: the same old Guybo, always worth 
reading. I find the Guy Friddell who in this 
book frightens his neighbor 's dinner guests 
by standing outside the hou se and shouting, 
"I KNOW YOU'RE IN THERE, LARRY 
GOULD. YOU WON'T GET AW A Y 
THIS TIME," to be approximately the same 
Guy Friddell who ran several hundred yards 
across the State Capitol grounds in 1946 to 
wash his face in the Capitol fish pool after 
vault ing the iron railing around it, in order 
to impress the young lady who is now his 
wife with his bravado and his sincerity. 
("Get that mackerel out of your ear, Frid-
dell," said J. Hamilton Barnes .) And among 
numerous books I have read recently, I find 
this book one of the most delightful of all. 
Now of course I am biased. Who wouldn't 
be? 
editor of the Nor/olk-Vh-gini"n Pilo t, is the 
author of a new book, "I Love You, I Hate 
You," a collection of his columns. It is pub -
lished by Doubleday and Company. 
1947-
Dr. Thomas Jennings and his wife, Eileen, 
Examining one of the precast concrete panels me Supt. Basi,I Miller, Jr., Bert W. Milling, 
'42, president of Underwood, and Robert L. Foster, vice president in charge of sales. 
BERT MILLING PIONEER IN CONCRETE BUILDING 
Bert W. Milling, '42, is known in the 
building business as a man who has built 
a career as solid as the concrete products 
his firm produces. 
Milling, president of Underwood Builders 
Supply Company, of Mobile, Ala., led his 
firm into a half-million dollar expansion 
into precast concrete building components 
two years ago. 
Now, his firm has captured a large por -
tion of the market. Underwood was chosen 
to furnish the precast panels for the 33-
story First National Bank Building in Mo-
bile, a job involving more than 3,000 tons 
of gleaming white concrete facing with dec-
orative half-diamond panels of exposed ag-
gregate above and below windows forming 
the exterior walls. 
Other buildings using the Underwood 
also a doctor, are practicing medicine in Bed -
ford, Va. 
Kermit E. McKenzie, a member of the facult y 
of Emory University, is the author of a book, 
"Commutern and World Revolution 1928-1943, 
The Shaping of a Doctrine." It is published by 
Columbia University Press . 
Dr . George P. Williams of Wake Forest 
College delivered an address in September be-
fore an international meeting of physicists in 
England. His paper was entitled "Internal 
Friction in Silver-Cadmium Alloys." 
Arthur L. Pleasants, III, of Arlington, is com-
pleting his doctoral thesis in economics. 
1948-
Thad T . Crump, vice president of Wilson 
product include the dormitories and ad-
ministration buildings at Mobile College and 
the University of South Alabama, the student 
union building at Spring Hill College, build-
ings at Scott Paper Company and the Mar-
shall Space Flight Test Center at Picayune, 
Miss. 
Milling joined Underwood Builders Sup-
ply Company as superintendent of the ready 
mix concrete department in 194S, then 
served in the clerical, bookkeeping, sales, 
and administrative and executive depart-
ments before his election to president in 
1961. 
Between his graduation in 1942 and his 
post-war occupation, Milling earned the 
Air Medal with three Oak-Leaf Clusters as 
a B-24 bomber pilot with the Eighth Air 
Force, in England. 
Paper Box Company, has been given the re-
sponsibility for Southern area packaging sales 
of Downington Paper Company of Downington, 
Pa. He will continue in his present position with 
Wilson, but will become sales manager for 
Downington. 
1949-
L. Alex Jordan, Jr., of Charlotte, N. C., has 
moved to Martinsville, Va . 
Richard E. Holtzworth of Washington, D. C., 
has been appointed manager of the regional 
office of the Precision Instrument Company 
there. Holtzworth has held executive positions 
with Sierra Research Corporation and Houston-
Fearless Corporation of Los Angeles. 
Walter J. Gans, Jr., has moved to Chicago 
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where he is vice president of Reynolds Alumi-
num Supply Company. 
Alec Finlayson is a sales representative with 
Trust Securities, Inc ., in Richmond. 
Arthur J. Haines, Jr., of Riverdale, Ill., has 
completed his 15th year with Phillips Petroleum 
Company in the firm's Chicago division sales 
office. 
1950-
R. C. Tutwiler, Jr., is administrator of Bertie 
County Memorial Hospital in Windsor, North 
Carolina. 
Rev. James D . Burnett of Colorado Springs, 
Colorado, is rector of the Chapel of Our Saviour 
there. He serves on the boards of trustees for 
the Colorado Spring School and the Brockhurst 
Foundation. 
Herbert A. Atkins, Jr., an executive with All-
state Insurance Company, in Arlington Heights, 
Ill., has been promoted to Lt. Col. in the Air 
Force Reserve . 
1951-
Harold F. Carder of Fredericksburg is pastor 
of Fellowship Baptist Church and teaching at 
Spotsylvania High School. 
William M. Claytor, C.L.U., vice president of 
the Richardson -Claytor Insurance Agency in 
Roanoke, Va., is one of eight representatives of 
National Life Insurance Company of Vermont 
chosen to attend a seminar at the firm's home 
office. 
Al Rinaldi of South River, N. J., is football 
coach of New Brunswick High School in New 
Brunswick, N . J. 
1952-
Rev. Robert Lee Boggs has accepted a call to 
Connelly Memorial Baptist Church in Roanoke. 
He was pastor of Raleigh Forbes Baptist Church 
in Richmond before accepting the call. 
Julio R. Rive is director of the Hotel and 
Restaurant Administration Program of the Inter 
American University of Puerto Rico. 
Al H. Cosby of Chantilly, Va., has been named 
program manager of Melpar, Inc., a subsidiary 
of Westinghouse Air Brake Company. He will 
be responsible for the coordination of con-
tractual work assigned to Aerospace Center and 
the Space Sciences Center of Research and 
Engineering . He joined Melpar in 1957. 
LaSandra Bowden has been appointed assistant 
superintendent of a paper mill in the Roanoke 
EDWARD T. CLARK, JR.: 
ONWARD AND UPWARD 
Edward T. Clark, Jr., '49 , is a rising 
young man. In his ever-upward climb, in 
fact, he has just completed the require-
ments for membership in the Appalachian 
Mountain Club's "4, 000 Footer Club ," 
achieved by climbing each of the 46 peaks 
in the White Mountains of New Hampshire 
that rise above the 4,000 foot mark. 
His climbing feat was accomplished 
while Clark was serving as director of Camp 
Merrowvista in Ossipee, N. H. , developing 
a program of Christian Education through 
summer camping. 
This fall, however, he has moved up in 
duties and responsibilities working in an 
administrative capacity with Webster Col-
lege in Webster Groves, Missouri, in the 
Teacher Training Program as well as ad-
visor to the male students. 
He will continue to direct the camp in 
the summer months. 
Rapids, N. C. division of Albemarle Paper 
Manufacturing Company. He has been assistant 
superintendent of the mill since 1962. 
Norman R. Dodl of Stanford, California has 
been appointed assistant professor of elementary 
education at the University of Illinois. He had 
been an instructor at Stanford University since 
1962. 
James E. Flournoy of Richmond has gone into 
pr ivate practice of law in Manassas, Va., under 
the firm name of Hersch and Flournoy . He had 
been claim superintendent at the eastern re-
gio nal office of the State Farm Mutual Auto-
mobile Insurance Company. 
1953-
Rev. Thomas A. Jackson is now pastor of 
Mclean Baptist Church. He was formerly pastor 
of the Reisterstown Baptist Church in the 
suburbs of Baltimore, Md . 
Richard Stevens of Millbrook, N. C., is 
operating Stevens Book Shop at Southeastern 
Seminary in Wa ke Forest, N. C. His book shop, 
now has more than 100,000 volumes of new 
and used theological books. He is married and 
has two chi ldren. 
1954-
Rev. James E. Clark is chairman of the social 
studies ?epar _tment of the W. T. Woodson High 
School 10 Fairfax, Va., the state's largest public 
high school. 
Professor Averett S. Tombes of Clemson Uni-
versity has received a National Institutes of 
H~alth postdoctorate _ research fellowship . He 
will spend the year 10 the biology department 
of the University of Virginia working on the 
TRAVELERS PROMO TES 
W ILLIAM H. GARREN 
Wi11iam H. Garren, '49, has been named 
assistant comptroller in the comptroller's de-
partment at the Travelers Insuran ce Com-
pany, H artford , Conn. 
Garren joined the firm in 1949 and was 
named assistant chief accountant in 1957. 
In 1960 he was promoted to chief account-
ant. 
A native of Richmond, he is former 
treasurer and clerk of sessions of the First 
Presbyterian Church of Hartford , Conn., 
and is chairman of the boards of the Con-
necticut Valley Presbytery, and the Synod 
of New England. He is secretary of the 
Wethersfield, Conn., Little League, and a 
member of the accounting systems and in-
ternal controls committee of the Life In-
surance Office Management Association. 
He is married to the former Shirley M. 
McGee of Richmond . 
ALUMNUS BAUSUM 'S DAUGH TER 
FOURTH GENERATION MISSIONAR Y 
If ever anyone was born to be a mission-
ary it was Mrs. B. D. Evans, the former 
Dorothy Lord Bausum, daughter of Rev. 
and Mrs. Robert L. Bausum, '17, of Mt. 
Vernon, Ky. 
She was born in China while her parents 
were missionaries there and now has gone 
with her missionary husband to Hong Kong 
to begin her work as a missionary. 
She goes as a fourth generation mission-
ary, bearing the names of her great-grand-
fathers, themselves missionaries from the 
first days of the movement. They were Rev. 
John George Bausum, who served in Pe-
nang, China 120 years ago, and Dr. E. C. 
Lord who began his service in Ningpo at 
approximately the same time. 
Mr. Bausum reports that his eldest son, 
Rev. George R. Bausum, is also in the min-
istry, with a pastorate in McQuady, Ken-
tucky. The Bausum's second son, Dr. How-
ard T. Bausum, is a geneticist on the staff 
of the University of Kansas, in Kansas City. 
endocri ne control of diapause in insects. 
J. Vaug han Gary, Jr., is teaching English 
at Thomas W. Pyle Junior High School in 
Bet hesda, Md ., where be is sponsor of the 
drama club. He toured Europe this summer . 
1955-
Dr. Charles M . Graham, Jr., is practICmg 
obstetrics and gynecology in Radford, Va. 
Captain Pau l L. Dvorak of the U. S. Air 
Force has entered the Air Force pilot instructor 
course at James Connelly AFB, Texas. Upon 
completing the program, he will be assigned as 
an instructor pilot at an Air Training Command 
pilot training base for duty . 
Rev . Park P. Dickerson has completed his 
work for the STM degree at Yale Divinity 
School, and has moved to Jo h nson, Vermont 
where be is pastor of Jo hnson United Church. 
Albert C. Limbrick, Jr., has been appointed 
a management intern in the Baltimore head-
quarters of the Department of Health, Educa-
tion and Welfare. 
Rev. Fred W. Reid, Jr., has been named 
assistant professor in the department of hospital 
administration of the University of North Caro-
lina school of medicine. He will continue as 
chaplain of the North Caro lina Memorial 
Hospital. 
Dr. Sol F. Cantor of Reynoldsburg, Ohio has 
opened a general practice in that city . 
1956-
Sidney E. Friedenberg of Poughkeepsie, N . Y., 
is now senior associate programmer with Inter-
national Business Machines Corp. Mr. and Mrs . 
Friedenberg have announced the birth of a 
daughter, Miriam Simma, on May 13. 
Rev. Edward B. Willingham, Jr. of Southfield, 
Michigan has been elected to the board of 
managers of the Broadcasting and Film Com-
mission of the National Council of Churches. 
Dr . John D. Millar is enrolled at the London 
School of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene for 
a year's training. In August, he received a 
commendation medal from the U. S. Public 
Health Service, for his work as chief of the 
service's Communicable Disease Center in 
Atlanta, Ga . He had concentrated on smallpox 
research . 
Sattler Anderson has accepted an administra-
tive post with the Richmond school system. 
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Mr. and Mrs. B. D. Evans and Mrs. Robert 
L. Bousum with Mark Thomas, 2, Cindy, 4, 
Michael David, 2, and Jenny, 6. 
Anderson has been basketball coach at John 
Mars hall High School for nine years. He will 
become principal of the night school and 
assistant pri ncipal of the day school at George 
Wythe High School. 
Dr. Fred C. Mallory is teaching philosophy 
and sociology at Campbell College. He formerly 
was a professor at Limestone College. 
Captain John R. Shurley, III, of the U. S. 
Air Force has completed his training at the 
Tropic Survival School at Albrook AFB in the 
Canal Zone . He received training in escape and 
DOWNING ACCEPTS CALL 
TO BALTIMORE CHURCH 
Rev. Thomas W. Downing , Jr., '54 has 
accepted a ca]] to University Baptist Church 
in Baltimore. 
He resigned from his pastorate at War-
saw, (Va.) Baptist Church to succeed Dr. 
Vernon B. Richardson, who moved from 
Baltimore to Richmond where he is pastor 
of River Road Baptist Church. 
Mr . Downin g earned his Bachelor of 
Divinity degree in 1957 from Southern 
Baptist Theological Seminary, and received 
a graduate certificate in post-graduate school 
of theology from Edinburgh University in 
1958. 
He was summer minister at the First Bap-
tist Church in his home town of Front 
Royal, and later pastor of Sycamore Baptist 
Church near Franklin. He had been pastor 
of Warsaw Baptist Church since 1962. 
He served as president of Southampton 
Ministerial Association and as vice presi-
dent of the Baptist Ministers Association 
of the Blackwater Association. 
At the University of Richmond , he was 
chairman of Religious Focus Week, an of-
ficer in many organizations as well as chap-
lain of the student government. 
COLLING WILL CONDUCT 
RESEARCH IN ANTARCTIC 
Eric J. Colling, who earned an almost 
straight A average at the University 's Grad-
uate School before his graduation last June, 
will spend the winter in the Antarctic doing 
biological research. 
Colling received his master 's degree in 
biology in June. He is a 1963 graduate of 
Roanoke College. He will accompany the 
chairman of the Roanoke College depart-
ment of biology, and with one other man, 
they will study parasites in fish and mam-
mals . 
They will collect specimens for numerous 
institutions, including the University of 
Hawaii and the University of Virginia. He 
will be working on Hallack Station, a small 
outpost 350 miles from McMurdo, the Ant-
arctic. The three men will live in quonset 
huts . 
DR. FILER'S JOB: 
DOLLARS AND SENSE 
Dr. R. J. Filer of the University's de-
partment of psychology is a full-time pro-
fessor and a full-time president of his own 
firm, Psychological Consultants , Inc. 
With Dr. Merton Carver, also of the psy-
chology department, he formed a partner-
ship in 1955, taking the name of Psycho-
logical Consultants in 1958. Now they 
answer some of the toughest questions con-
fronting businessmen today - questions 
dealing with employee problems. 
Their answers prove that the cold dollars 
and cents figures that determine the success 
of a business often revolve around the very 
human factor of personnel. The firm now 
has a growing clientele of almost 50 busi-
ness and industrial firms. 
"The whole theme of this organization, " 
said Dr . Filer, "is to combine the theoretical 
and practical. We are concerned primarily 
with the application of the basic principles 
of psychology to industry. I have no doubt 
that being a consultant makes me a better 
professor and being a better professor makes 
me a better consultant." 
evas10n techniques and jungle survival at the 
school. 
Dr. Fitzhugh Mullins of Rockville, Md. is 
the au thor of an article for the Journal of the 
American Medical Association entitled "The 
Late Intestinal Complications of Cystic Fibrosis." 
He presented a paper in June at the First 
Annual Biomedical Laser Conference. 
Rev. Philip E. Jenkins has been appointed 
chaplain in the U. S. Navy. He had been pastor 
of Newington Baptist Church at Gloucester, Va. 
1957-
Donald William Yates of the Deering-Milli-
ken Company of Spartanburg, S. C., has received 
his Master of Business Administration degree 
from Harvard University. 
Gene L. Holder of Endicott, N. Y., has been 
promoted to advisory planner for the Inter-
national Business Machines Corp. 
Rev. Lawrence W. Mason has journeyed to 
Hong Kong, where he will be chaplain and 
instructor of religious knowledge at St. Paul's 
College. He will teach courses in Bible content 
and plans to attend Chinese language and 
culture classes during his three years in Hong 
Kong. He was rector of the Church of Our 
Savior in Sandston. 
Frank A. Howard is now branch manager of 
Southwestern Life Insurance Company in Ra-
leigh, N. C. 
David E. Hudgins of Richmond has been 
promoted to senior bank examiner by the Vir-
ginia State Corporation Commission. 
1958-
Dr. John B. Wiggins, Jr., has been elected 
treasurer of the Maryland Association of Medi-
cal Record Librarians. He is a physician at 
USPHS Hospital in Baltimore, Md. 
Jay J. Levit is now senior attorney 'Yith the 
electronics division of General Dynamics Cor-
poration in Rochester, N. Y. 
Dr. Robert Kendall is in his third year of 
neurosurgery residency at the University of 
Oklahoma Medical Center. 
Robert C. Jackson has joined Baxter Labora-
tories as a medical service representative in 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Dr. Charles Turney of New Brunswick, N. J. 
has received his Ph .D. from Rutgers University 
and is now assistant professor of English at 
Douglass College, Rutgers. 
Barry B. Anthony of Richmond has been 
promoted to assistant vice president at the Bank 
of Virginia. Anthony joined the bank in 1958 
and has been in charge of the bank's investment 
section. 
1959-
Thomas F. Mains, Jr., is the American partner 
in Trafalgar Investment Company of England. 
He recently resigned as chairman of the board, 
director and stockholder of the Thomas F. 
Mains Corporation in Richmond. 
Charles P. Reamy of Boydton, Va. is assistant 
plant manager of Lake Sleepwear there. He and 
Mrs. Reamy have two daughters. 
Rev. James A. Imel graduated from Talbot 
Theological Seminary in 1964, was ordained by 
the General Conference Baptists and is now 
pastor of the First Congregational Church in 
D unlap, Iowa. He and Mrs. Imel have an-
nounced the birth of a son, Stephen Michael, on 
February 15. 
James A. DeVoe of Richmo nd has been 
promoted to sales representative in New York 
for Albemarle Paper Manufacturing Company. 
His territory will include New York and the 
New England area. 
1960-
Joseph A. Hyman is now living in London, 
Ontario, where he is working toward a Ph.D. 
in psychology at the University of Western 
Ontario. 
Mr. and Mrs. A. Paul Smith of Decatur, Ga. 
have announced the birth of a son, Scott Ashley, 
born in March. 
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BUDDY MAYO HEADS 
VIRGINIA LEGION 
Ralph P. (Buddy) Mayo, postmaster at 
the University of Richmond since 1939, has 
been elected Virgi nia's new American Le-
gion commander. 
His victory came on a landslide vote 
during the Amer ican Legion convention in 
Roanoke this summer. He commands 30,375 
Virginia Legionnaires in his new post. He 
has held every major office in the Legion's 
chain of command, from adjutant to com-
mander of his post, to the Virginia depart-
ment vice commander. 
During World War II, May~ saw naval 
service in the Pacific. He was m the fleet 
post office in the Pacific, a military branch 
that kept the mail flowing to and from the 
United States. 
Mayo also is a Mason, a member of t_he 
Scottish Rite Order and a Shriner with 
Acea Temple. He is an active member of 
the Boulevard Methodist Church. 
W. Christian Sizemore has been promoted to 
associate librarian at Southeastern Baptist Theo-
logical Seminary. The Sizemores have ~elcomed 
a new addition, Richard Mason, their second 
son, born on August 23. 
Asa L. Shield, Jr., is associated with ~eat, 
Marwick, Mitc hell and Company, Certified 
Pub li c Acco unta nts in Richmo nd . 
Robert A. Bunti ng h as been transferred fro~ , 
Newport News to Ric hmond by the Shell Oil 
Company. 
1961-
Landis H. Litchfield was graduated from 
Southwestern Baptist Seminary in May. . 
Martin B. Williams, Jr. bas passed the Certi-
fied Public Accou n tant examination in Virginia. 
He is employed by Peat, Marwick, Mitchell and 
Company, in Richmond. 
Frank G. Rubury of Hazelwood, Mo. graduate 
cum laude in June from Fairleigh D ickinson 
University in New Jersey with the degree of 
Master of Business Administration. He has 
entered St. Louis University where he wi ll 
p ur sue a Ph .D . H~ has accepted _a P<?Sition 
with McDonnell Aircraft Corporation m St. 
Louis. 
Dr. Earl D. W hite, II was graduated from the 
Medical College of Virginia in June and is 
interning at Marcy Hospital in Springfield, 
Ohio. 
Paul de Kozan has been transferred to the 
Southeast Regional Office in Richmond of the 
National Park Service as personnel management 
specialist. He was for three and a half years 
administration assistant at Richmond National 
Battlefield Park. 
Ralph A. Butler has joined Richmond News-
papers as a systems ana lyst. He formerly was 
employed by Honeywell, Inc., as a systems 
representative. Before he joined Honeywell, he 
was with the National Cash Register Company. 
Henry W . Copley of Hopewell bas been 
appointed to executive board of the Virginia 
Council of Social Welfare. He is probation 
officer there. 
Dr. Hilton R. Almond graduated from MCV 
in June and is interning in the Medical College 
Hospital. 
Von L. Piersall, Jr. of Portsmouth, Va. has 
been nominated by the Democratic Party for 
the office of commonwealth's attorney for 
Portsmouth. 
Samuel W . Anderso n was married to the 
former Huldah Eugenia Ferguson on Jul y 17, 
1965 in M urfreesboro Methodist Chu rch, Mur-
President and Mrs. Johnson with Pastor Speer. 
LYNDON JOHN SONS WORSHIP 
AT SAINT ANN'S CHURCH 
Rev. William Speer, '59, rector of St. 
Ann's Episcopal Church in Smithburg, Md., 
preached his sermon Sunday, May 16 to his 
regular congregation and two visitors-
President and Mrs. Lyndon Johnson. 
The Johnsons, spending the weekend at 
their Camp David retreat, sometimes visit 
the area churches for Sunday services. On 
this particular Sunday, the big, black car 
with the presidential seal on it pulled up 
in front of the church, the Johnsons got out, 
entered the church, and took seats near the 
front. 
Mr. Speer was equal to the occasion, 
though s0mewhat surprised. He preached 
his p--c-~ ,,xed sermon, and administered com-
munion. 
Johnson thanked the rector after the serv-
ices and signed a guest book on the way out. 
freesboro, N. C. 
The engagement of Calvin Coleman Alperin 
of Norfolk to Miss Carole Lynn Russinsky of 
Richmond has been announced. A December 
wedding is planned. 
1962-
Rev. Rodney J. Hale is now associate pastor 
of First Baptist Church in Piedmont, Alabama. 
He finished his work for the Bachelor of 
Divinity degree at Southern Seminary in July. 
Paul S. Jones, Jr. has enrolled in the doctoral 
program in philosophy at Northwestern Uni-
versity, after completing the Bachelor of Divin-
ity degree program at Union Theological 
Seminary in New York. 
While there, he worked with a Puerto Rican 
Presbyterian church in the Bronx, a suburban 
Methodist church on Long Island, and was 
editorial assistant for the Department of Faith 
and Order of the National Council of Churches. 
William A. Harrison of Richmond was 
graduated from Southwestern Baptist Seminary 
in May with the degree of Bachelor of Divinity. 
Lt. Randolph C. Cox, Jr., of the U. S. Marine 
Corps, was married in 1964 to Miss Elizabeth 
Edwards of Camden, S. C. He is stationed at 
Camp LeJeune, N. C. 
G. Eugene Brown is a student in the Ph.D. 
program at Texas Technological College in 
psychology. 
Blanton B. Allen of Berryville, Va. has 
received the degree of Bachelor of Law at the 
University of Virginia. In the same class with 
Allen was Russell P. Robertson, Jr. of Newport 
News. 
1963-
Wilson C. Outten, Jr., is now associated in 
the practice of law with the Vincent, Warringer 
and Outten law firm in Lawrenceville, Va. 
Clyde E. Steger has been appointed social 
insurance representative of the Department of 
Health, Education and Welfare. He will work 
in Buckingham, Va. 
Lt. Norman E. Lassiter, Jr., of Ft. Rucker, 
Alabama, reports the birth of a son, Christopher 
Shawn, born August 16. He is a graduate of 
the U. S. Army Helicopter School and now 
assigned to the Army Aviation School at Ft. 
Rucke .r. 
William W. Jennings, Jr. of Chapel Hill, 
N. C. was married to the former Miss Sandra 
Sue Horton on September 18. 
Jerry J. Pezzella, Jr. of Norfolk has been 
promoted to assistant cashier for Virginia 
National Bank in that city. 
Roland B. Brandis, III of Falls Church re-
ceived the Master of Business Administration 
degree from Harvard University in June. 
David K. Lerch has been named principal 
at Cardwell Elementary School in Goochland 
County. He was the Chesterfield County school 
system for two years. 
Rev. Jack C. Grady, Jr ., is pastor of Hardy 
Central Baptist Church in Richmond. He has 
been choir director of the Confederate Heights 
Baptist Church in Richmond and pastor of 
Fork Baptist Church in Bumpass. 
ROTC CHIEF RECEIVES 
AWARD, NEW ASSIGNMENT 
Lt. Colonel Glen L. Shivel, who re-
linquished command of the University of 
Richmond 's ROTC unit in July, received a 
commendation from the U. S. Army for 
his performance at the University. 
Colonel Shivel was awarded the First 
Oak-Leaf Cluster for his service. In the 
citation, he was credited with using "an 
imaginative approach and outstanding or-
ganizational ability." And, the citation read , 
"he devoted himself to enhancing the ROTC 
image with the University and the commu-
nity." 
His new assignment is with the Second 
Infantry Division in Korea, but the Uni-
versity is not without a Shivel. His son, 
Glen L. Shivel, III, a senior at Richmond 
College, this month was one of 15 men 
designated as Distinguished Military Stu-
dents for the 1965-66 session in the Uni-
versity's ROTC. 
1964-
John W. Robinson of Arlington, Heights, Ill. 
has been appointed regional credit manager for 
Reynolds Metals Company in Chicago. He joined 
Reynolds in 1957 as an auditor. He earned his 
B.S. degree from Ohio University. 
The engagement of John G. Barrie, Jr. of 
Irvington, N. Y. to Miss Cathryn Meredyth 
Price of Richmond has been announced. An 
October wedding is planned . 
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The engagement of David G. Edmondson of 
Purcellville to Miss Pearle Elizabe th Reese of 
Monroe, N. C. has been announced. Edmondson 
is attending the Medical College of Virginia 
School of Dentistry. 
K. P. Philbrick is stationed at Fort Knox, Ky . 
as assistant adjutant general, personnel actions 
branch, military personnel division. He was 
married last year to the former Miss Bonni e L. 
Damron of Arlington, Va. 
The engagement of Howard D. Lee of Dan-
ville to Miss Margaret E. Easley, of Danville 
has been announced. Lee is attending South-
eastern Seminary at Wake Forest, N. C. 
Fred D. Linkenhoker is one of three Vir-
ginians commissioned by the Southern Baptist 
Foreign Mission Board as missionary journey -
men . Under the direction and supervision of 
career mi ssionaries, they will perform tasks to 
meet critical needs and will share their Chris-
tian faith. Linkenhoker will teach missionaries' 
chi ldren in Dalat, Vietnam. 
Henry H. Rist, III, is teaching school in 
Rockingham County. 
William R. Tolbert of Middleton, Wisconsin 
was married in August to the former Miss 
Carol Miller. 
G. Mallory Freeman, Jr. was married to 
the former Sarah Catherine Brennan in Rich -
mond August 7. The couple w ill live in Rich-
mond. 
Archer Kenneth Custalow of Richmond is a 
payroll clerk at the Virginia Electric and Power 
Company. 
George E. Hoffer is a graduate student with 
an assistantship at V.P.I. 
Martin D. Schwartz of Richmond has been 
commissioned a second lieutenant in the U. S. 
Air Force. He has been assigned to the Air 
Training Command unit at Chanute AFB, Ill., 
for training as a missile launch officer . 
1965-
Vernon E. Inge of Richmond won the first 
prize in the 1965 Nathan Burke Memorial 
Competition at the U nivers ity of Richmond with 
a paper entered through the Law School. The 
competition is sponsored annually by the 
American Society of Composers, Authors and 
Publishers in memory of its first general counsel. 
Barry G. Sharp is a trainee with the U. S. 
Department of Education in Washington, D. C. 
John A. McClark was married to the former 
Miss Carole A. Crowe June 19 in Durham, N. C. 
Douglas T. Gray was married to the former 
Miss Velma Crowe on January 27. 
Charles K. Kramer, Jr. 7.'aS married in 
Marion, Va. on June 26. 
Jerry H. Jones of Chas e City and Robert E. 
Gillette of Suffolk won second and third prizes 
in the Virginia Trust Company's 18th annual 
will draftsmanship contest. 
Reginald N. Jon es of Jarratt, Va. was married 
to the former Miss Anne Askew of Richmond 
in August. 
The engagement of Read F. Goode of Mid-
lothian to Miss Jo Ann Sheehy of Richmond has 
been annou nced . An October wedd ing is planned. 
Elton A. Moskalski has joined the field claim 
staff of the Richmond office of the State Farm 
Mutual Automobile Insurance Company. 
The engagement of William F. Gunter of 
Richmond to Miss Martha D. Todd of this city 
has been announced. 
Robert Grattan, III of Ashland is teaching at 
the College of Petroleum and Minerals at 
Dhahran, Saudi Arabia. 
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey E. Schlesinger of 
Jacksonville, Florida have announced the birth 
of a daugh ter, Jodie Ann, on July 23. 
Charles Macfarlane is enrolled in the Gradu -
ate School at the University of Florida. 
S. Wayne Bazzle has been promoted to assist -
ant vice president at the Bank of Virginia. 
Bazzle joined the bank in 1958. 
John W. Ellis, III of Richmond was married 
to Miss Alois Rae Alford in the First Presby-
terian Church in Richmond on Saturday, Septem-
ber 5. 
Westhampton News 
College Welcomes New Dean 
Westhampton College this session wel-
comes a new dean, one of only four in the 
long history of the College which joined 
the University family in 1914. 
First there was Dean May L. Keller who 
set the course and gave direction from 1914 
until her resignation in 1946. Then there 
was Dr. Maude H. Woodfin, a great scholar 
and teacher, who served briefly pending the 
selection of Miss Keller's successor. That 
successor, Dr. Marguerite Roberts, after 
long and distinguis hed service which began 
in 1947, asked that she be relieved of exec-
utive duties in order to devote more time 
to research and writing, as well as her duties 
as member of the English faculty. After a 
long search, the administr ation found the 
person to give leadership to the college in 
this very important period of its existence. 
She is Dr. Mary Louise Gehr ing who 
comes to Westhampton after distinguished 
service as chairman of the department of 
speech at Stetson University. The welcome 
she has received from students, faculty and 
alumni has been more than cordial. She is 
now well embarked on her new duties at 
Westhampton . 
She is impressed, she said, by the beauty 
of the Westhampton College campus, the 
co-operation of the faculty, and the friend-
liness of the students, not to mention the 
welcome by the alumnae, one of whom 
sent her from Hawaii a beautiful corsage 
of orchids. 
The new dean, who spends her spare 
moments checking the progress of the reno-
vation of the deanery, which will be her 
home as soon as the alterations are com-
pleted, has been the popular guest of honor 
at social funct ions on the campus and in 
the city. 
In August, the board of Westhampton 
College Alumnae Association entertained 
her at a luncheon; on September 24, West-
hampton alumnae and their escorts spon-
sored a reception for her in Keller Hall; 
Dean Gehring shared the spotlight with Dr . 
Edward C. Peple, new dean of the Grad-
uate School at a reception in the home of 
Dr. and Mrs. Modlin on September 29. 
The faculty and staff of the University at-
tended the reception. 
Still later, she was one of the 3 7 new 
faculty members honored on October 8 at a 
Keller Hall reception. 
Dean Gehring, a woman of warm per-
sonality, brings to the Univers ity a wealth 
of experience in education. 
She earned her Bachelor of Arts degree 
in 1943 at Baylor University where she won 
several awards for debating, including the 
ALUMNI GREET Miss Mary Louise Gehring at reception 1n l'.e11er hall honoring new dean . 
Betty Ann Doub , '49, vice president of Alumni Association, pins orchid . 
national Pi Kappa Delta championship in 
debate and extemporaneous speaking. 
After a short stint at a civilian job, she 
enlisted in the U. S. Coast Guard in 1944, 
and received training in radar and loran at 
the Coast Guard Academy at New London, 
Connecticut. She served in New Orleans 
and in Washin gton, D . C. until her dis-
charge in 1946. 
Dr. Gehring traveled to Japan as a civil-
ian employee for the War Department in 
1946-47, before enrolling at Louisiana 
State University, where she earned her Mas-
ter of Arts degree in 1949 and her Ph.D. 
in 1952. 
She began teaching in 1949 as an in-
structor in speech at Auburn University and 
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later joined the Mississippi Southern Uni -
versity as an associate professor of speech 
and director of forensics. She became a mem-
ber of the Stetson University faculty in 1956. 
She taught summer s at State University 
of Iowa, and at Baylor University. In the 
1962-63 session, she was visiting lecturer in 
speech and education at the University of 
Wisconsin. 
Dr. Gehring is co-author of a book, 
"Speech Practices," and is the author of 
several book reviews in various speech jour-
nals. She is a member of a number of pro-
fessional organizations. 
Her home in Richmond will be the dean-
ery at We sthampt on, currently being re-
modeled and renovated. 
1917 Secretary 
MRS. GORDON BARLOW 
(Gladys Holleman) 
Smithfield, Virginia 
Anne Ruth Harris made the journey from 
Boston and helped Florence Boston Decker 
represent our class at Alumnae Weekend. 
Ruth Elliott Trice and her husband visited 
their son and his family in El Paso, Texas before 
Ed left for military duty in the South Pacific 
area. 
Our sympathy goes to Mabel Henderson Crab-
tree in the death of her husband, Dr. Asa Rouch 
Crabtree. 
Helen A. Mansell and I went to Mexico in 
the summer. We divided our responsibilities. 
I tried to speak Spanish while she attempted 
to understand it. Since both of us had one year 
of the language in college fifty years ago the 
Mexicans enjoyed our efforts. Mexico is surely 
a must, we think, in any travel program. 
1920 Secretary 
MRs. WILBUR RYLAND 
( Sallie Adkinson) 
4107 W. Frank lin St. 
Richmond, Vfrginia 
This is a brief account of her European tour 
with the University of Richmond alumni this 
summer written by Virginia Truitt Swan: 
This summer was my first real vacation since 
1946. I fully enjoyed the opportunity to do what 
I liked when I liked . And frankly I realized that 
the lack of push was what I needed. The tr ip 
abroad was all I had wished for. I'm no tourist 
and I had not intended to do all the things a 
traveler in Europe is supposed to do. But there 
are vivid memories: flying at 45,000 ft. into a 
brilliant sunrise, with a full moon shining on 
the other side of the plane; seeing the Rem-
brandts through the eyes of a guide who loved 
art and wanted to share the details with us; 
flying over the Alps and seeing Northern Italy 
like a mosaic below us; riding around Capri 
with the spray of the blue, blue water coming 
into our faces; flying over Spain with a different 
coloring and pattern from that in Italy; finding 
the relative sizes and distances that were part 
of my misconceptions. (I thought the Thames 
would be larger, the Seine smaller, and Tiber 
more than a shallow creek. The news today 
that the Tiber threatens central Rome sounds 
unbelievable. It was nearly dried up when I 
saw it a few weeks ago.) 
I did what I wanted to do and left undone 
what I don't like. I had no desire to see six 
bulls killed and I didn't go to the fight. 
Even what some people felt was taking ad-
vantage of us was to me part of the experience . 
The fact that we had tickets so far up that the 
people looked like puppets on the stage of the 
Baths of Caracalla in Rome was to me proof of 
the size; we would not have known what a 
tremendous place the Bath is. 
Leslie Booker was a real friend. She got 
tickets in London and Paris for interesting plays. 
Through her aid, I was able to have extras 
that I enjoyed. For example, in London we saw 
a mystery with ultra-correct middle class Eng-
lishmen. The next night we saw a musical 
about dock workers in Liverpool with real 
cockney flavor. The two plays gave us England. 
Both in Madrid at the Prado and in Amster-
dam we had guides that knew how to show a 
few things well. In Rome we were herded about 
with hundreds of other tourists so that we had 
only the vaguest notion of the Sistine Chapel. 
The contrast to me was impressive. 
I was thrilled by West Berlin. Its lovely 
buildings and wide streets and sense of pride 
and well-being and its sensitiveness to destruc-
tion so that bombed out buildings stand as re-
minders of war-all these are exciting. We spent 
an afternoon in East Berlin. It is a city stopped 
in time . We had an East Berliner as gnide who 
fed us propaganda and shc,wed only what he 
was willing to have us see. 
In Naples a little boy left his play and put 
on a dramatic begging voice and act as soon as 
he heard us speaking English. The change from 
laughter to pain was too well rehearsed. 
We went to the house of Anne Frank in 
Amsterdam. The gnawing hurt after all these 
years of the murder of the Jews is evident on 
all sides. A statute of a dock worker in a public 
square is a constant reminder to the lay citizen. 
Paris is clean and wide and unemcumbered. 
But Versailles palace without furniture is a 
shell. Windsor Castle is alive-one feels the 
touch of Elizabeth there. 
Now I've written at random about the trip. 
But it shares with you some of the things I 
liked . 
1923 Secretary 
Mns. BARTEE E. CoRPREW 
(Dorothy Sadler) 
7100 Horsepen Road 
Richmond, Virginia 23226 
The few of us who attended the Alumnae Day 
in June were happy to be together; but sad-
dened by the loss of two members, Virginia 
Collins and Elizabeth Gayle . We deeply regret 
Virginia's untimely death resulting from an 
automobi le accident; and I shall miss Elizabeth 's 
quiet, self-effacing, but very efficient help in 
class affairs. 
At the luncheon that day Hannah Coker re -
ceived the award for her years of service to 
the college, but she was more thrilled at the 
prospect of a Fine Arts Building in the near 
future. 
This summer we have gone our various ways, 
traveled or stayed home. Ethney Selden Headlee 
had her daughter, Anne Patterson, and grand-
children with her for a time, as well as other 
family guests. She still found time to relay some 
news, however . 
Rennie Parks Rue, who teaches and lives on 
the Eastern Shore, was in Richmond visiting her 
daughter, Eva Frances Mapp . The latter had just 
presented Rennie with her first grandchild, a 
boy. Dora Ransome Hartz, who boasts three, 
drove up to visit her. 
Lelia Doane holds a record for teaching in 
the same school from graduation until now. 
She teaches Latin in Petersburg, and frequently 
hears from former students. Recently, one of 
these has received a Latin scholarship at the 
University of Richmond, one is a Rhodes Scholar 
in Germany; and one, a graduate of Westhamp -
ton, is in Rome. Lelia adds, "I still have fun 
teaching that dead language ." Personally, I 
remember how we "sweated out" Livy in Miss 
Beggs ' freshman Latin class . Anyone else like-
wise? 
Altha Cunningham claims to have done noth -
ing interesting, but she is modest and has doubt-
less accomplished much in her quiet way. 
Our senior member, Miss Caroline Lutz, flew 
to California for a reunion with her family, 
but she has returned to her apartment here. 
Virginia Kent Loving spent the summer with 
her son, Edward, and his family in the West. 
Characteristically, she did not merely visit, but 
attended summer school there. 
We have no direct news from Elizabeth Hill 
Schenk, but Betty Beryl has been reporting the 
local horse shows for the newspaper . 
Josephine Tucker had a trip to New England 
which included the music and drama festivals; 
and, en route, a visit to the New York World's 
Fair . Our final item is from her. Mildred Camp-
bell Broome, our British member, is now in 
chis country, and will visit her within the week. 
Watch your mail for word of Fall Home-
coming and send us news of you. 
1924 Secretary 
MRs . STEWART F. CARVER 
(Elizabeth Cosby) 
RD 3, Lawrnnceville, Georgia 
After our long newsy lette r in the summer 
bulletin, I'd hoped everyone would write me 
lots of news. 
Louise Wilkinson Morton has a new poten-
tial Westhamptonite in the family. Her son 
Oliver, Jr. and his wife, Virginia, who live in 
Charlotte, N. C., have a baby daughter, Virginia 
Suzanne, born on June 27-Congratulations to 
all. 
We went to Charlottesville, Va. to attend the 
wedding of Stewart's nephew, Granville Carver, 
Now astudent life policy 
a fat her can afford! 
Insurance: $10,000 
Premium: $30 
College is costly enough without high insurance premiums ... yet students should be insured. Life 
of Virginia now offers a way to give students ten thousand ollar coverage, for only thirty dollars a 
year, with no medical examination. Both full-time college students up to age 27 and high-school seniors 
who will be in college within six months are eligible. And the insured may convert o permanent insurance 
at any time the Student Life Plan is in force, without evidence of insurability. For information &n Student 
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Life Plan, Call a Life of Virginia representative today. 
LIFE,OF 
VIRGINIA 
NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS, RICHMOND 
RC'58, to Miss Jean Lawder Aug. 14. Then 
we went to see my brothers at Grottoes and by 
Richmond to see the rest of both our families. 
1926 Secretary 
MRS. CLARK MOORE BROWN 
(Margaret Lazenby) 
207 Memorial Avenue 
Bluefield, West Virginia 
A nice letter came from Gene Edmondson 
Barney right after the deadline for the notes for 
the summer Bulletin. She has retired after work-
ing for her brother for twenty-five years. Gene 
says that she hasn't had time to miss working 
yet. Her daughter, Gracie, was seriously ill last 
winter and Gene kept her boys, five and two 
years of age, during her illness and convalesc-
ence. All of us who have small grandchildren 
know how busy she was for those weeks. 
Gene says that she is already making plans 
to come back for our reunion next spring. 
Which brings me to an important reminder. 
Do you all realize that in 1966 we will be 
celebrating our fortieth reunion? I don't think 
it is too early to begin making plans for it. 
Each one please make a firm resolve to be 
there--some of you have never come back and 
you have missed a lot of fun. We would like 
to have some suggestions to what activities 
you would like us to include in the entertain-
ment. The brunt of this always falls on the 
Richmond girls and I'm sure they would like 
to know what you would like. 
In the meantime send me some news. When 
you receive this Bulletin it will be almost time 
for me to get notes for the next one so sit 
right down now and write to me. 
1929 Secretar y 
l\1Rs. HAMPTO N WAYT 
( Clare Johnson) 
4804 Rodney Road 
Richmond, Va. 23230 
Elizabeth Hale wrote July 28 of a wonder-
ful change in her plans. Freedom has been 
given l,er to continue as a missionary under 
the Board and work towards the old folks home 
on the side. The idea of working as a missionary 
and getting the work at Bethel Hill going, 
came from Miss Juliette Mather and was ap-
proved by Dr. Cauthen and Dr. Crawley. Ah 
Soo and others will move out to Bethel Hill 
to supervise the work there and Elizabeth will 
continue her present work. Since Elizabeth will 
remain with the Board she will have her fur-
lough in '66 and she is thrilled beyond words 
at the way things have worked out. Much has 
been done at the "home" this year: The land 
purchased, cle2tred, burned; the hill terraced and 
flat land plowed, the whole fenced and the 
first unit going up. 
Here at home-Virginia and Tom Yeaman 
are back from a sightseeing tour of Europe with 
Tommy Jr . as guide and chauffeur. Tommy is out 
Established 18-40 
of the service September 17, but will see some 
more of Europe before returning home. 
Louise Hardaway Boswell and her daughter 
Meade were in Europe six weeks, managed to 
see eight countries and have a wonderful time 
together. 
Our sympathy goes to Liz Barton who lost 
her father in June and to Mildred Pope Ander-
sen who lost her mother in the spring. Liv was 
in Richmond this summer and visited Helen 
Moon and Jimmie Mattox. Lix is anxious to 
get back to her teaching and wants to go back 
to her old school in Columbus, Georgia. Mil-
dred and Ernest sold their home in Norfolk 
and have moved to Roanoke to be near Jane 
and her family. 
Mary Butterworth's daughter Rennie gradu-
ated from Randolph-Macon in June and was 
married to Dave Cave Jr., the fourteenth of 
August. Rennie, who looks like Mary, made 
a lovely bride. She will teach at Collegiate this 
coming year and Dave will work as a chemist 
for Albermarle Paper Company. 
Mary Stevens Jones, her sister, niece and a 
friend took a guided tour of Canada this sum-
mer. Mary Stevens also had her annual house 
party with Jimmie, Helen and Mary Butter-
worth as guests. 
Jimmie visited Miriam and Wes Rankin at 
their lovely home in Darien, Conn. and met 
their guest from India. Sunita is a graduate stu-
dent at the University of Rochester. She wanes 
to get her Masters and then go back to India 
and help her people. Jimmie was completely 
charmed with her and her story of India as she 
knows it. 
Frances Schofield was here visiting her aunt 
for Labor Day week. It was wonderful seeing 
her again. 
Ruth Cox Jones' son Putney and his wife 
are living in Richmond now and Ruth was visit-
ing them here in August. Ruth's other son, 
"Skip," is studying Jaw at Columbia and her 
daughter Ann is a senior in High School. 
Doris and Miss Turnbull were in Sweden 
this summer. I know that must have been a 
pleasant experience. 
Frances Sykes De Hart's son, Henry Sykes De 
Hart, married Frances Loring on August 28 in 
the Chapel at Duke University. He is a junior 
in medicine at Duke and she will graduate as 
a nurse in June. 
Let me hear from you- . 
1930 Secretary 
MRS. JOHN E. MILLEA 
(Priscilla Kirkpatrick) 
8 Mt. Ida St. 
Newton, Mass . 02158 
You doubtless wish you'd fired your secretary 
since you have had to wait so long for reunion 
news. We apologize. It was our understanding 
that the deadline for the Summer Bulletin was 
May 15 and at that time, 1930 had no news. 
PHONE EL 5-8693 
DAY-NIGHT 
~~d~BROWN 
FUNERAL HOME, INC. 
BOULEVARD AND KENSINGTON AVE. 
Ricltmmtd w, Virginia 
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How good it was to hear from so many of 
you late in May even though it was just to let 
us know you couldn't get to our reunion. We 
missed you. On the other hand, you missed a 
rare opportunity to be with old friends once 
again. 
Twelve of us met for dinner at the Richmond 
Country Club on Friday, June 4: Elsie McClintic, 
Alice Richardson Connell, Virginia Prince Shin-
nick, Lina Light, Dorothy Smith Stone, Frances 
Willis Overton, Gladys Smith, Helen Harwood 
Parr, Jean Collier Withers, Estelle Crenshaw 
Hutchinson, Virginia Saunders Thomas, and 
Priscilla Kirkpatrick Millea. (Many thanks to 
Elsie for sponsoring us and Billie, Frankie 
and Alice for all their assistance.) 
Only eight attended the Alumnae Meeting 
and luncheon on Saturday. After lunch we had 
an opportunity to speak to Miss Ross (who had 
been given special recognition) as well as to 
Miss Turnbull and Miss Lutz. Virginia Thomas 
and I were fortunate to reach the new swimming 
pool in time to have Miss Crenshaw give us 
a personally-conducted tour. (You'd be very 
proud to see the results of your contributions 
over the years.) Leslie Booker's party in the 
formal garden concluded the planned activities. 
Alice Connell and her mother invited Virginia 
and me for breakfast Sunday morning before 
we drove to Fairfax, where Virginia's daughter 
and family now live. The day in Fairfax gave 
me an opportunity to see the three grandchildren 
(Virginia, Susan, and Billy) before starting 
back to Boston. 
Alice Connell's son received his M.A. from 
V.P.I. in June as well as a fellowship for further 
study at the University of Florida. Dick and 
his family will be living in Florida next year 
while he works on his Ph.D. 
Virginia Prince and Bill Shinnick announced 
their daughter, Elizabeth's, engagement in June 
to Wilfred Allen Roper Vaughan. A September 
wedding was planned. 
Margaret Flick Clark's son, Robert, spent 
the summer in California. 
Elsa Logan, Chrissie's daughter, graduated 
from Lutheran High School last spring and 
will enter lake Erie College this fall. 
Helen lieb's son, Joe, Jr., is attending the 
Univ. of Southern Florida in Tampa. 
Margaret Lampson, Grace Watkins' daughter, 
danced in Kismet at the Mosque in Washington 
early in June. 
Katherine Tyler Ellett sent the following: 
"After three years in the Navy and the past 
two at the U. of Va., Frank will receive his 
degree from the Graduate Business School. Lucy 
has been teaching up there. They expect to 
return to Roanoke where he has accepted a job 
beginning in Sept. 
"Susan has been in Boston almost ever since 
she finished at Hollins, but will seek her fortune 
closer to home next year. 
"All our children are going west for the 
summer, all headed for Cal. Arthur and I had 
a lovely vacation in New Orleans, just after 
I returned from an exciting opera tour of 
Europe. (Did you know music is one of my 
hobbies? I still study piano though I cannot 
really play)." 
Your secretary agreed to continue in that 
capacity provided someone else would handle 
the alumnae fund letters each year. Katherine 
Tyler Ellett has very graciously consented to 
over this work for 1966. 
Please write me soon and often! 
1931 Secretar y 
MRS. TUCKER HARGRAVE 
(Virginia Beck) 
Dinwiddie, Virginia 
We had a good crowd for Alumnae Day and 
all enjoyed it. Margaret Leake, Nina Bremner 
Smith, who spoke to the alumnae meeting, 
Lucie Francis Samuel, Anne Jones Berkholtz, 
Elizabeth Gill Minor and Louise Sanford were 
all there. We had lunch together. 
Carolina Beattie and I had lunch at the Vir-
ginia Museum one day this summer. I was in 
Jacksonville for a visit in the spring after 
being hospitalized with a fractured vertebra for 
about three weeks. 
Then in July I broke another one-so it is 
truly my aching back. 
You all know that our 35th reunion comes 
up next June so have a good winter and make 
plans to come back in June. 
Betty Bailey Hooker was in Richmond in 
May and saw Carolina. Also went to Palmer and 
saw Page and Clark Spellman. 
If you all have any news please let me know . 
1932 Secretary 
MRS. GLENN s. HESBY 
(Katherine Roberts) 
900 West Franklin St. 
Richmond, Va. 23220 
Suzanne Hartley graduated from Huguenot 
High School in June and has entered Mary 
Baldwin College. Her mother, Inez Hawke Hart-
ley, is serving this year as president of the 
Woman's Club of Bon Air, Va. 
Olga Pitts DeSahazo's son, George Newton 
Minor DeSahazo, was married Aug. 28, 1965 to 
Helen Diane Rose of Jacksonville, Florida, in 
the Ephesus Baptist Church, Dunnsville, Va. 
The couple will make their home in Williams-
burg, Va . 
Evelyn Gardner Ward's son, Nathaniel Plum-
mer Ward, III, was married June 13, 1965 to 
Diane Ruth Nottingham of Richmond, Va. The 
ceremony took place in the chapel at VMI 
following graduation with a reception at Almuni 
Hall. At present they are stationed at Fort Knox, 
Ky. Evelyn and Pete spent 8 weeks vacationing 
in Wisconsin, but will now make their home 
permanently in Hampton, Va. where they have 
purchased a borne on Allegheny Road. 
For you class members who are active WMU 
members, look in your copy of the magazine, 
Royal Service, for Sept. 1965, page 37. There 
you will find a picture of Mary Lucile Saunders. 
Write to her at the Baptist Book Store in the 
Philippines. 
Helen Pollard Deck had a wonderful trip to 
Europe this summer. She and a fellow counsellor 
flew over and picked up a VW in Amsterdam. 
They drove 5,012 miles and visited 9 countries. 
According to Helen, they stayed clear of tourist 
groups and took in "everything". Helen's daugh-
ter, Margaret Anne, is now a full-fledged bank 
examiner, employed by the Federal Reserve 
Bank of Boston, Mass . 
I had a nice letter from Elizabeth 'Cappy' 
Beaty. Her twins, Virginia and Carolyn, grad-
uated from High School in June '64 and 
entered the University of Arkansas that fall. In 
the summer of '64 they had a nice trip to 
Mexico with a small group from their Spanish 
class. This summer, Virginia worked at Grand 
Lake, Colorado and Carolyn won a Danbury 
Scholarship to camp at Stony Lake, Michigan. 
Her youngest daughter, Mondella, has attended 
a band camp held at the University. Carolyn 
plans to be married in September to Lewis 
Miner, also a student at the University there and 
both of them will continue with their college 
education. 
Jessie Miller Turner and her daughter, 
Carolyn, had a wonderful trip to Anchorage, 
Alaska, where they visited Dr. and Mrs. Lewis 
John Turner. John and Ellen are stationed there 
with the Army . Jessie Miller enjoyed her grand-
son, Lewis, so much. En route borne they made 
several stops in California and visited other 
places of interest. 
Mary Wheeler Myers, daughter of Dr. and 
Mrs. Hugh Irvin Myers, was married October 9, 
1965 to John Anthony Bick! of Bannockburn, 
Ill. at St. Mary's Church, Fairfield, Iowa. Both 
are students at Parsons college in Fairfield, 
where they plan to continue with their school-
ing . 
1933 Secretary 
Miss GrnTRUDE DYSON 
1500 Wilmington Avenue 
Richmond , Virginia 
Marion West spent part of her summer study-
ing at the University of Chicago. Mollie M. 
Simpson had a lovely motor trip to Nantucket. 
Phoebe, with family, went to Myrtle Beach and 
the Smokies. 
Vivian's oldest daughter, Virginia, was mar-
ried in September to Joseph Thompson Dickin-
son, Jr. He is in his first year at the Memphis 
State University Law School. Virginia will con-
tinue with her job as a welfare worker there. 
Etta, witl1 family, had a vacation on the 
river fishing and relaxing before taking son, 
Dudley, to William and Mary for his freshman 
year. 
Matilda Tisinger was married August 7th to 
Madison Stedman Massey in Atlanta. 
A reward of ten dozen red roses to the class-
mate who sends in the first letter to the class 
secretary! 
1934 Secretary 
MRS. R. VAN HEUVELN 
(Frances Lundin) 
3905 Midlothian Pik e 
Richmond, Virginia 
Two of our class were European traveler s 
this summer. Frances Gee, a member of the 
Alumni Tour, says she enjoyed every minute 
abroad, epecially her time in Amsterdam. 
Nancy Seaton is most enthusiastic about her 
2½ months across the sea . She flew to Athens 
last May and visited Mediterranean places of 
interest including Istanbul, Cairo, Beirut, Da-
mascus, Jordan, Thessaly, Macedonia, and Jeru-
salem. Her trip was continued into Italy, France, 
and England, followed by a return home on the 
Queen Mary. Of all these fascinating spots 
Nancy's favorite was Greece . She has lots to 
tell anyone planning a similar tour. 
Grace and Luther Wells had a leisurely vaca-
tion on the inland waterways, cruising the 
sounds of North Carolina. Their daughter, Linda 
Goodwin, has moved from Florida to Lynch-
burg where her husband has been appointed 
Director of the Art Wing at the Lynchburg 
Art Center . 
From Grace I obtained news about Margaret 
Proctor Swetnam 's daughter, Ashlin. The latter 
married James Sargent Bray on September 4th 
at Herndon, Virginia. 
Another recent bride was Virginia Puckett 's 
daughter, Janet, who became the wife of Harold 
G. Smith on September 11th at Northminster 
Baptist Church, Richmond. They are making 
their home in Charlotte, North Carolina. 
Dog lovers, take note of the following an-
nouncement! Frances Folkes Duncan has bred 
a Champion Maltese and is justly proud of 
this achievement. Also important is the addi-
tion to the family of a granddaughter, Mary 
Duncan Bryant, who arrived on July 12th. 
Frances' son, Robert Blinn, has begun his 
freshman year at the University of Richmond . 





rit Marum, born on July 10th. Her daughter 
and f,amily reside in Lexington Park, Maryland . 
Ammye Hill, a member of Woman's Council , 
finds time, in addition to her painting, to serve 
as a Tour Guide at the Virginia Musemn. Son, 
Tucker, a graduate of William and Mary, has 
continued his studies tl1is fall at the Graduate 
School of Architectural Histor y, University of 
Virginia. 
Congratulations to Hazel Seay who obtained 
her Master's Degree in Psychology from RP.I. 
last June. Her daughter, Pat, has enrolled as a 
sophomore at Westhampton while her husband , 
Sergeant Lorraine, serves with army in Vietnam. 
Please, you out-of-town girls, write me your 
news about yourselves and other classmates. 
I'm sure you have lots to send in and we shall 
be deligh ,ted to hear from you. 
1935 Secretary 
MRS. C. M. TATUM (Glad ys T. Smith) 
336 Lexington Road 
Richmond, Virginia 23226 
The following attended our 30tl1 reunion: Our 
very special guests, Miss Fanny G. Crenshaw, 
Miss Margaret Ross, and Miss Jean Wright, our 
sponsor; and our classmates, Susie Anderson 
Ackerman, Ellen Barnard Wallinger, Beverley 
Bates, Lottie Britt Callis, Peggy Brown Dixon, 
Lucille Drake , Mary Pat Early Love, Vida 
Elsea Norvell, Margaret Gravatt Baker, Mary 
Anne Guy Franklin, Mary Bruce Harper Heisler, 
Nannie Harris Fuqua, Jackie Johnston Gilmore, 
Betsy Marston Sadler, Mary Mills Freeman, 
Marjorie Puryear Carwile, Billy Perkins Row-
lett, Martha Saunders Ziebe, Jean Shafer, Gladys 
Smith Tatum, Carolyn Walker, Susan Whittet 
Wilson: Lola Williams Pierce, and Evelyn 
Wycoff Eure. 
We had a gay time but missed those of you 
who were unable to come. 
Estelle Veazey Jones called from California 
to send her greetings and regrets. (A month 
later Estelle said, "A loha, " while vacationing 
in Hawaii.) 
Mary Anne Guy Franklin gave us a most 
interesting talk at the reunion, telling us about 
her work in educational TV. 
Anna Hallet Sniffen wrote that at the time 
of the reunion she would be visiting her son at 
Trinity College in Hartford, Connecticut, before 
he left for summer volunteer work in Alaska 
with Bishop Gordon of the Diocese of Alaska. 
Alice Ha rri ngton Hunt wrote from North 
Augusta, South Carolina, that a vacation with 
her family prevented her being with us. Alice's 
daughter, Julie, had Billy Rowlett Perkins' son, 
Bob, as a sub-instructor in freshman histo ry 
at the University of South Carolina. She is now 
a senior in biology, aiming at some kind of 
research. Alice's son, Peter, is also at the 
University of South Carolina, and her older 
son, Dan, is in the midst of his masters in 
chemical engineering at Clemson. Alice reported 
that Mary Harrington Meaker is still in Ver-
mont and that her daughter, Diane, was saluta-
torian of her high school class and was 
awarded a Latin scholarship by the Junior 
Classical League. 
~ 
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Betsy Cannon Kimball was attending the 
graduation of her older son from the University 
of Virginia Medical School while we were 
reunioning. 
Nan Owen Manning sent her love and best 
wishes too. She was attending the graduation 
of her oldest son, Larry, at W & L. Larry was 
married in August to Diane Bright, a William 
and Mary graduate, and he is now attending 
University of Virginia Law School. Nan 's 
second son, Don, is a senior at Duke . Her 
daughter, Nancy, is in senior high. Nan received 
a masters in guidance at George Washington 
University and for four years has been a visiting 
teacher in Arlington schools. 
Helen Caulfield, our President, sent the fol -
lowing telegram : "Tonight I wish I were twins . 
Surely am sorry to miss this reunion but send 
my love to all there ." The engagement of Helen 's 
daughter, Anne, to Conrad Moss Shumadine has 
been announced. Anne was a June graduate of 
Wellesley, and her fiance is a Harvard Law 
School student. 
Harriet Walton attended the wedding of 
Hazel Weaver Fobes ' daughter in old Pohick 
Church. Hazel's son remained in this country 
to attend Knox College. Harriet received a 
National Science Foundation grant and studied 
at the University of Indiana during the summer . 
Mary Mills Freeman is often in the news . She 
is on the University of Richmond Board of 
Trustees and assisted in the selection of West-
hampton's new Dean . She is also President of 
the Council of the Virginia Museum of Fine 
Arts . 
Bev Bates gave us news of Grace Ashton. She 
is Mrs . J. Brooks Nichols, Jr ., and lives at 250 
Rogers Forge Road in Baltimore. She has a 
12-year-old son. 
Rhea Talley Stewart had a business vacation 
in the Bahamas. She spent part of the time at 
the luxury hotel, the Lucazan Beach, on Grand 
Bahama and the remainder in Nassau. Rhea 's 
cat made the newspaper when he walked home, 
about 20 miles to Manchester, after she gave 
him away. 
1936 S ecretary 
MR S. R. WESTWOOD WINFREE 
(Lou Whit e) 
4520 Riverside Drive 
Richmond, Virginia 
One of the delights of summer is the arrival 
of friends not often seen . Judith Hodges Schulte 
spent her vacation on the Potomac and in Rich-
mond visiting her mother and sister. While 
here , she saw Margaret Bowers, Helen Hopson, 
Esther Dutton and myself. Her husband, Harold, 
and youngest son, Ricky, were here some of the 
time . Daughter, Katherine, is a Junior at the 
University of Indiana, and Lynn is a Sophomore 
at Earlham College in Richmond, Indiana . 
We all join in love to Sarah Covey Hurst 
and family in the death of her father in July, 
and we were sorry this brought her to Rich-
mond. It was good to see her. She and her 
husband enjoy Winter Park, Florida and have 
taken some delightful vacations in the Carib-
bean Area. Jeanie Bradford, Sarah's daughter, 
graduated in June from the University of 
Pennsylvania-Magna cum Laude and Phi Beta 
Kappa. 
Among our rovers this summer was Margaret 
Bowers, who visited Sue Bonnet Chermside. 
Both of them took a Great Lakes' Cruise and 
drive across the state of New York to see 
Ginny Kirk Lennox. Sue's daughter, Mary 
Eggleston Chermside, graduated from Honeaye 
Falls Central School in June. 
Can you believe many of us approach silver 
w~~p?~~~~~w~m&=~ft 
just celebrated. 
Westwood and I have our first grandchild and 
my namesake, Lucy Deanne Wold, born June 
4 in Greensboro, N. C. to parents Edith and 
Warren Wold. This is a most wonderful ex-
perience. 
Jackie Warner Warren's son, George William 
Warren, IV, was married in June to Paula 
Patricia Powers here in Richmond . The newly -
weds are living in Charlottesville . 
Honors to our children: William S. Hopson, 
IV (Helen Denoon's son) has been elected to 
the Raven Society, honorary organization at the 
University of Virginia. He is also editor of the 
school paper. Randy Tabb (Margie Pugh 's son) 
was elected president of Thomas Jefferson 
Student Association and also tapped into the 
National Honor Society . 
1937 Secretary 
Mrss PoLLYANNA SHEPHERD 
1053 Naval Avenue 
Portsmouth , Virginia 23704 
News is rather scarce this time, but we were 
happy to hear from Margaret Dudley Griffith. 
She is employed by the Dawbarn Division of 
W . R. Grace & Co. as supervisor of the R & D 
Lab and a U. V. analyst. Her three children are 
Beverley, a junior at Hollins College, Susan, 
a high school senior, and Robert, a high school 
sophomore . Margaret's job keeps her quite busy 
and requires some traveling, but she has found 
time to serve as president of the high school 
P.T.A. this year. She is still living in Waynes-
boro, Virginia, but has a new address-460 Pine 
Avenue. 
Another new address is that of Elizabeth 
Angle: 1012 Park Avenue, Richmond. 
My vacation this year was spent in attending 
the Pilot Club convention in Dallas, Texas. I 
drove out with three friends and we enjoyed 
stops along the way as we took a different route 
to and from Dallas. 
Let us hear about your vacation and all of 
the exciting plans that you and your family have 
for the coming year. 
313 W. Main St. • Richmond, Va. 
MIiton 4-4059 
Custom Built Bedding Mattress Renovating 
Custom Carpeting & Rugs Furniture Upholstering 
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1938 Secretary 
MRS. E. L. KENDIG, JR. 
(Emily Parker) 
5008 Cary Street Road 
Richmond, Va. 
While Emily Parker Kendig packs for her 
trip to Tokyo I shall relay news she turned 
over to me. 
Ruth Ruffin Banks' son, Lee, attends Tyler 
Junior College; Dennis, age 17, is in high 
school in Richmond and Elizabeth Anne in 
elementary school. The family had a trip to 
the World's Fair, returning via Pennsylvania, 
Ohio, Kentucky, Arkansas to Texas. 
Julia Gunter Davidson's oldest son, Jimmy , 
is a Sophomore at State College, N. C., as is 
Gene at W. & L. while Douglas and Mary 
Carol attend the local schools in Durham. 
Julia 's doctor husband sometimes employs his 
wife as secretary. Recently they toured Canada. 
Caroline Smith Ward (Mrs. William B.) is 
living at 1533 Wyndham Road, Columbia, S. C., 
where her husband is pastor of Eastminister 
Presbyterian Church. His son, Rockwell Porter, 
is a married student at Union Theological 
Seminary and David attends Southwestern. 
Last December Catherine Carswell Thomsen's 
daughter Selma was a Senior at Baylor Medical 
School, while Harry was a Senior at the Air 
Force Academy and Bob attended Fresno State. 
In spite of one-year -old Ricky and two-year-old 
Tommy, Catherine taught the first grade in 
Montclair, California . 
Barbara Dejarnette Bagwell 's (Mrs. Don 
Pyle) son Don attended the University of Rich-
mond; Barbara Blair is a student at Halifax 
High and Mary Bagwell at Halifax Elementary. 
In 1963 Barbara travelled in Europe . 
Martha Byers Beall has three daughters in 
Marlboro, Md. elementary schools while she 
instructs in Latin at the University of Maryland. 
Her travels include New England and Nova 
Scotia. 
Margaret Lockwood Nolting, last year, had a 
son Richard at V. P. I. and a son, Jimmie, 
working at Scott and Stringfellow. Mark and 
George attend Richmond schools. "Peggy " 
teaches kindergarten. 
Elizabeth Shaw Burchill has two children, 
Jean and Fred, in Richmond schools and says 
she's "still hoping" to travel. She's a librarian 
assistant in the reference department at Rich-
mond Public Library. 
Allie Martin Holbleib's two daughters attend 
Ashland schools and Craig attends the Univer-
sity of Richmond . Allie is a counselor at Patrick 
Henry High School. 
In December Edna Loving Young wrote that 
Mary Alice was a senior at Madison College 
and Robert, a senior in high school. Edna in-
structs in Biology at Danville branch of V. P. I. 
Jean Bobbitt Grubbs has four boys. Ronald 
played football at the University of Richmond 
while Jerry, Gene, and Kim attend school in 
Ashland. According to Jean, "Daily, daily, daily 
. .. Ashland to Richmond" where she teaches 
at Hermitage High. 
My son, Charles IV or "Chuck", teaches math 
at Collegiate Schools where his brother Bill 
is a student. Anne attends Marjorie Webster 
Junior College. I always hope to see a thirty-
eighter on the campus! 
This catches us up on some of the girls but 
let 's hear from Julia, Olive, Doug, Augusta, and 
the rest of you by return post cards to Emily, 
5008 Cary St. Rd. 
Elizabeth Darracott Wheeler 
1939 Secretary 
MRS. KENNETH D. ANGUS, JR. 
(Evelyn Hazard) 
1512 Wilmington Ave. 
Richmond, Va. 
MRS. A. L. JACOBS 
(Anne Scott Campbell) 
203 Santa Clara Drive 
Richmond, Va. 
I told Evelyn I would try to write some news 
I 
for th e fall Bulletin as she is really a busy girl. 
First of all, she has been made Head of th e 
Middle School at St. Catherine's and will be 
tea ching 7th grade Math and 8th grade General 
Science. This summer she commuted by bus to 
William and Mary's summer session. 
Garla nd 's Betty enter ed Westhampton this 
fall af ter spending the summer as a coun selor 
in a camp in Vermont. Garland and Greg had 
a grand trip to the World's Fair also. 
Dott Shell Wood's Betty was one of the 
finalists in the Miss Teen-Age Richmond contest. 
Their oldest son, Dick, is taking pre- med at 
V.M.I. and Jack and Betty are students at 
Collegiate, where Dot teaches fourth grade. 
Petey and I spent another wonderful summer 
at Camp Virginia . Nancy Lee Riley McFalls ' 
son, Charles, was a junior counselor there and 
Louise Chewning's Bobby was a camper. Our 
son, Malcolm, is at Indiana U niversity working 
on his M.A. in French and our son, Lucky, is 
a freshman at William and Mary. Did you ever 
think that Petey and I would be cheering for 
the Indians? 
Please write to Evelyn or me. Yo u'd be 
surprised how much you can say even on a 
postal card. 
1940 Secretary 
MRS. E. FRANKLIN MALLORY 
(Emma Lou Parsons) 
6406 Monument Ave. 
Richmond, Virginia 23226 
Our sincere thanks go to Frances Bailey Gill 
and Millie Gustafson Donohue for their hos-
pitality last Spring. Reunion time found us 
having a delicious dinner with Frances on 
Friday evening and a most pleasant visit with 
Mi llie on Saturday afternoon. Here is a report 
of some of the news that was passed around. 
If I miss anyone, please, forgive me and drop 
me a line or call and remind me. 
Libby Johnson Alvis' eldest is attending 
William and Mary. Dimple Latham Gravatt has 
th ree in college, two boys at Old Dominion 
College and girl at Longwood. Janet Gresham 
Manson 's daughter , a sophomore at Averett 
Juni or College, is a house president this year. 
Dell Williams Smith's son, Carter, is president 
of his class at Collegiate School in Richmond. 
Kitty Wicker Long's daughter was the second 
runner- up in last year's Miss West Virginia 
Contest. Jane Aler VanLeeuwen's daughter, 
Jane, is a fresh man at Westhampton. Charlotte 
Anne Dickinson Moore's daughter is a freshman 
at Hollins College. Helen Smith Moss has a 
budding aut hor in the family. Her eleven-year-
old has written a mystery story. 
Charlotte Ann worked with "Project Head-
start" last year. Jane Reid is a religious educa-
tion consultant. 
We were very pleased to have with us Annie 
Laurie Parker who had been lost to us since 
the end of our freshman year. Now I've 
"goofed" and lost her again. I hope to have 
her address for you in the next issue. Annie 
Laurie ha s lived on the west coast but is now in 
Arlingto n, Va. Her husband is with the FBI, 
and they have two children. 
Fred and Maude Smith Jurgens celebrated 
their 25th wed din g anniversary this summer. 
Doris Hargrove Kibler will have a busy time 
as president of her PTA group this year. Mar-
gare t Brin son Reed traveled to California. The 
Jordans, John and Marie Keyser, however, left 
California to spend a year in England. Among 
others who traveled abroad in the last year or 
two are: Pauline Cortopassi, Brinson , and 
Caroline Doyle Saunders who chaperone d a 
group of teen-agers to Europ e. 
We extend heartfelt sympathy to Charlotte 
Ann whose father, Josiah L. Dickinson, died last 
May; also to Mary Sue Carter Patterson who 
lost her brother in August. 
The family of Al and Elsie Mattingly Dickin-
son had an interesting write-up in a Richmond 
newspaper in Jul y as the Middle Atlantic Lawn 
Tennis Association's "Tennis Family of the 
Year. " 
Elsie is atte ndin g Westhampton to complete 
requirements for her degree. Another school 
"drop -in" is Harriet Yeamans Mercer who is 
attend ing Richmond Professional Institute and 
studying on ETV to get her Colle .giate Profes-
sional certificate, planning to teach Math in 
junior high and high schoo l. 
Let me hear from you. It was good to see 
so man y of you last June. 
1941 Secretary 
j\fos. R. STUART GRIZZARD 
(Barbara Eckles) 
6501 Dryden Drive 
McLean, Va. 22101 
Please note we've changed our address with-
out moving! Many of the streets in Fairfax 
County were renamed or renumbered last 
spring, in an effort to lessen confusion where 
streets had grown in varying directions. A 
considerable amount of confusion was caused 
thereby, too, as visitors tried to find numbers 
that no longer exist-and all correspondents had 
to be notified of yet another change of address. 
Ah, progress! 
George Mason College in Fairfax received a 
new dean on August 1, the first faculty dean to 
serve at the new campus. He is Robert Charles 
Krug, until recently chairman of the department 
of chemistry at VPI in Blacksburg ; his wife, of 
course, is one of us-Kathryn Leviston Krug. 
Their new address (accomplished by moving 
there!) is 3716 Acosta Road, Mantua, Fairfax, 
Virginia. A "child" of the University of Vir-
ginia, George Mason College was formerly 
located at nearby Bailey 's Crossroads. 
I talked with Kay today, finding that appli-
ances are running, homesickness is passing, and 
the Krugs begin to feel they belong, particularly 
after yesterday's faculty reception . Son Jeff 
will soon depart for his sophomore year at 
VPI. Daughter Robyn is a stud ent at Woodson 
High School. The family enjoyed a Labor Day 
weekend in Richmond. Shortly before moving, 
they were visited by Ada Land and her mother. 
Kay had written me in May that her life 
centers around three C's-children, chur ch and 
chemistry. Robin "is happiest when she's 
swimming, singing or driving. She 's also a very 
good student and beginning to think about 
college (and Westhampton, we hope!) Jeff ... 
learned a lot both in and out of books these last 
five months, and so have we! 
"I was elected president of the Women of the 
Church last sprin g," continues Kay, "a nd . . . 
find good old W . C. graduates in Presb yterian 
places like Bitsy Epes at Massanetta last 
summer." She had to relinquish her second year 
as president upon moving from Blacksburg. 
To quote further from this interesting letter: 
"I've learned that even a history major can 
whip up receptions for 50-100 people without 
too much notice and feeding 30-40 at a buffet 
University of Richmond 
School of Law 
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dinner doesn't scare me any more! We enter-
tained Linus Pauling last spring. . . . I was 
happy to have a chance for a brief visit with 
Cecile Gaddis Smith when Robert cook me along 
to Gainesville in February when he had a 
chemistry meeting. Cecile hadn't changed a bit 
and has a delightful family and was a very 
gracious hostess. 
"I often see Mildred Owen Stanley and 
Liz Cardwell Brown .. .. Liz has been teaching 
the past year or two. Their oldest son is at 
Dav idson and Billy will be a high school senior 
next year. I'm hoping the three of us will be 
headed for Richmond this time next year! It's 
hard to believe it's nearly 25 years!" 
How excellent it is to receive such letters. Be 
the next! And do be planning towards that up-
coming anniversary. 
Virginia Lee Ball Glover is also reliable. In 
June she wrote, "LeRoy is in Wisconsin on a 
fresh-water-clamshell-buying trip for the Ja-
panese pearl industry. This waste business leads 
one into the strangest channels! It's fantastic 
what so-called 'trash' can be used to produce 
useful and beautiful articles. 
"We were in Pa. in the spring and spent an 
evening with Dotty Hewes McGlincy. We had 
Peter, our ten-year-old, with us and he enjoyed 
meeting their son. . . . Dotty is in the real 
estate business now and is surely the ideal 
personality for it. 
"On our way home I called Marion Yancey 
Petroff. Chris was in ,the hospital at the time; 
he'd suffered a heart at tack and was being 
ordered to relax for several weeks." Certainly 
all of us send the Petroff family our good wishes 
and hopes for an early recovery. 
Virginia Lee adds, "Diana Curwen, Kira and 
Geoffrey's oldest child, will enter W. & M. in 
the fall. 
"W hile we were in Philadelphia Peter and I 
'did ' the town-seeing Independence Hall on 
tour-museums-planetarium. I was astonished 
at the stamina of a young boy." 
It was heartwarming to receive evidences of 
your loving friendship when my father died in 
May, two days less than a year after Mama 
was killed . Such enduring friendships, deepening 
with the years, are among the most meaningful 
elements of life. And I hope you are all as aware 
as I have become of the value of parental heri-
tage. 
The five of us spent a weekend in August 
at The Chamberlin, Old Point Comfort, and 
found there Mayme O'Flaherty Stone and her 
family. Enthralling conversation ensued. Mayme 
has recovered from surgery which interfered with 
Christmas; their younger son's health seems 
improved, too. She related glad tidings of 
Henrietta Sadler Kinman's family and their 
happy life together, and also told me of Betty 
Tabb Slipek ( daughter of Elizabeth Holden), 
who has achieved excellence in math. I learned 
that Anne Marie Rue Stringfellow is keeping the 
family business going in a splendid way. 
3110 West Marshall Street 
Richmond 30, Virginia 
Telephone 358-6612 
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Isn't life full of the most challenging things 
to do? And time too precious to lose. 
1942 Secretary 
MRS. BER NARD G. CLINE 
(Esther Wendling) 
3433 Greentree Drive 
Fall s Church, Virginia 
Ann Garrett had a coffee in early July and 
several "42er's" were there honoring Dot Quinn 
Keeling '42 who is in Richmond for six weeks 
with her children (who are attending summer 
school here). She and her doctor husband, Bob, 
take turns commuting on weekends. Odds and 
ends picked up there are as follows: 
Annie Loie Walker Seacat was in town over -
night with husband, Lot, and daughter, Langley, 
en route to a short vacation at the Homestead, 
Hot Springs, Virginia. They love their latest 
home out in Winnetka, Illinois. Lot is comp-
troller for Bell and Howell. Langley will enter 
Smith in September as a freshman . 
Lucy McDonough Powell 's and Horace's 
daughter, Lynn, has recently won honors in 
diving in a state diving meet. 
Dot Quinn Keeling saw La Verne Priddy Muse 
shopping in Miller and Rhoads, had a nice chat 
about children and husbands. 
Ada Moss Harlow and Bill are moving to 
2301 Buckingham Avenue, Bryan Parkway, Rich-
mond, Virginia and are quite excited about 
their new home. 
Mary Virginia Mangum Arrington reported 
seeing Frances Calisch Rothenburg grocery shop -
ping and said this is her usual meeting place 
with Ann Robey Gaulding. Frances was a dancer 
in "Under Two Flags" at Dogwood Dell in 
June. 
Emma Bee Waldrop Cruickshanks' son, Doug, 
who was president of the senior class at 
Huguenot High, graduated and will enter 
Randolph-Macon in September. 
Ann Pavey Garrett and her family visited the 
World's Fair and New England for their vaca-
tion in July. 
May Thayer Holt with her husband, Doug, 
and tl1eir four children took a cottage at Sand -
bridge Beach for an August vacation. 
It is great to read the news of the classes 
before and after us, but it would be nice to 
have more news of our own. Won ' t you all 
pick up your pens, now that fall has come and 
send in an item or two? 
1944 Secretary 
MRS. GLADSTONE HILL 
(Dorothy Monroe) 
124 Duke Drive 
Portsmouth, Virginia 
Helen Curtis Patrick 's daughter, Dale, entered 
Westhampton this fall. She is the first of our 
daughters to follow in her mother's footsteps. 
Helen 's Tommy, age 15, is at Frederick Military 
Academy here in Portsmouth. After substituting 
for three years Helen has joined the ranks of 
full time teachers. She writes, "I am looking 
forward to starting with a group and I hope 
to finish with the same ones. Having done all 
kinds of volunteer work, church and club work, 
played bridge and drunk coffee, it will be an 
interesting change to feel as if I am doing 
something worthwhile . Thank goodness I still 
have my three other boys to keep me company 
this winter." 
I can report on the following summer vaca-
tions: Gene Keever and family had a two week 
trip to New England, Betty and John Goldsmiili 
spent a month on Cape Cod. B. J. Baker and 
family visited New York and took in the Fair, 
Museums, Major League baseball, etc. They 
also visited Rita in Rhode Island. Rita has 
since moved to Maine but I don't yet have her 
new address. 
Gloria Robertson did further work on her 
Master's degree this summer and is back at 
work with the Portsmouth schools. Clayton has 
taken on many "b uilding projects"-in addition 
to remodeling and adding to their house. He has 
bought some property and is busy developing it. 
I know you will all be proud to know iliat 
Deedee is participating in the new program of 
having alumnae adopt W. C. students from 
out of town. Sounds like a fine undertaking. 
We were sorry to hear that Dot Ihnken's 
father passed away very unexpectedly last 
spring. Also that Ann Fisher Keppler lost her 
mother recently. 
Our son Bob is taking Russian in school. I 
had high hopes of learning with him but soon 
became a "dro pout. " I guess I'm really getting 
old . This will be an especially busy Christmas 
season for us as Fleet is making her debut . 
Do write so I can share your news with the 
rest of the class. 
1945 Secretar y 
MRS. EDWIN G. ADAIR, JR . 
(Betty Clement) 
Box 752 
Culpeper, Virginia 22701 
First, highlights from some of the letters we 
all enjoyed at the reunion. 
Anne McElroy MacKenzie and family are 
loving country liv ing. They have 3½ acres of 
ground and their home is . a_ converted ca_rria!fe 
house. They did some add1t10nal remodelmg 1n 
the hayloft and now feel quite settled. Their 
three children are riding and have begun 
bringing home ribbons. 
Mary Ellen Tucker Lowry wrote a newsy 
letter from Paducah, Kentucky, where she, 
Stewart and two children seem to be busy 
with baseball, basketball, dancing, cub scouts, 
Sunday School, church, a dog, a cat, and two 
turtles. Her only complaint is that they are 
"j ust too far from dear old Richmond." 
Thanks to Liz Parker Cone news comes about 
Lottie Blanton Applewhite and husband, War-
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ren. Liz had a Christmas letter from Lottie and 
brought it along to the reunion. Lottie and 
Warren are living on the shores of Lake Tahoe, 
about six miles from Squaw Valley. Beautiful 
weather and beautiful country. Warren is a 
faculty member at a new private school, Fleur 
du Lac. Lottie seems busy riding her 10-speed 
Schwinn and dispensing various forms of TLC 
to nearly 100 students. 
Dot Frances Atkinson wrote most interestingly 
of her farm life on the Pamunkey River. She 
says, "Besides truck driver, I am also an occa-
sional tractor driver, assistant mechanic, gard-
ner, water boy, dietitian, cook, housekeeper and 
market girl." She is enjoying studying local 
history, family history, and the history of their 
174 year old home! 
Ann Clark Howe, husband, Chuck, and three 
children, after 8 years of living in Potsdam, 
New York, where Chuck was a chemistry pro-
fessor at Clarkson College of Technology, have 
moved to Chicago. Chuck is a theological stu-
dent at ilie Unitarian Seminary. Ann is teaching 
elementary science in the laboratory school of 
the University of Chicago. She writes glowingly 
of their activities and opportunities, the excite-
ment that has come with ilie change of direction 
in their lives, and their completely different 
future. 
Ann Twombly Leland writes that Dede did 
well at Sweet Briar, making freshman honors. 
Melissa, Jimmy and Merediili are keeping her 
busy with taxi service, and she and Jim had 
just completed their annual stint with Gilbert 
and Sullivan. 
After sending out about 70 cards, I am happy 
to have replies from the following. I do hope 
I will hear from more of you by December 1st. 
Lillian Belk Youell and family are "window 
shopping" for their next duty station. Mac has 
just been selected for Captain and his tour at 
the Pentagon will be completed next summer. 
Connie Sutton Richards has spent the summer 
traveling to the river, Delaware, New York and 
Miami. 
Betty Lawson Dillard is staying busy with 
family, church, civic activities and golf. She had 
enjoyed a visit with Jen Lea and her children 
since the reunion. She saw Gin Pitt Friddell at 
the bus terminal, while iliey were waiting for 
their respective boys to come home from Camp 
Virginia. Gin and Guy were in New York dur -
ing our reunion, arranging for the publication 
of Guy's new book, "I Love You, I Hate You." 
It was published in September and the Friddells 
were at Miller and Rhoads for an autographing 
session. 
Ellen Brooks Blackwell and Roy arrived in 
Hawaii in July for their new tour of duty. 
Jen Lea, Yancey Scott, Eddy and I spent an 
evening visiting with Nancy Lazenby Stables 
and Linton. They were visiting Nancy's sister 
here in Culpeper. They are thrilled with Texas 
hospitality. 
Carrie Trader Drinkard and Dan paid us a 
visit in June . Our deepest sympathy is ex-
tended to them for the loss of ilieir son, Danny . 
Ruth Latimer has had a busy summer golfing, 
swimming, boating and entertaining family. She 
has sent along slides which she took at the 
reunion. I am to send them along to you who 
were there so you will have them shortly . 
Charlotte Thomas Partrick and husband, Hall, 
now live in Mexico City. Ted and John, their 
oldest two sons, were just here for a visit before 
entering Virginia Episcopal High in Lynchburg. 
Jany Wray Bristow McDorman, George and 
ilieir three children arrived for a short visit 
with us one Sunday afternoon in July. I was 
delighted to see them and meet their children. 
The Yanceys (Jen Lea) and the Adairs keep 
busy with the normal activities of family, church 
and community. Our children (three for each of 
us) range from high school to first grade, and 
our recreation is golf-for wh ich we have little 
time. 
As usual, we are grateful to the members of 
our class who live in Richmond for making our 
reunion such a happy occasion. 
1946 Secretary 
MRs. D. 0. GoooE, JR. 
(Frances Anne Beale) 
5430 Dorchester Road 
Richmond, Virginia 
According to our news Fall will begin a 
settling down period for many of us. An 
assortment of vacations, Bible Schools and trips 
came as usual with the summer months and 
perhaps now a routine is welcomed by many. 
The New York World's Fair was visited by 
many of our families this past summer including 
the families of Marion Lawton Kinzey, Cornelia 
Reid Rowlett, Jeanne Yeamans, Frances Anne 
Beale Goode and the rest of you whom I did 
not hear about. 
Marion Lawton Kinzey also enjoyed a jet 
plane trip to California with her husband and 
two sons for the purpose of a Kinzey family 
reunion combined with sightseeing. Disneyland 
was a favorite attraction of the Kinzeys. 
A girl with foresight is Mary Frances Bethel 
Wood. Before her vacation in Quebec with 
husband and 12-year-old daughter she enrolled 
in a summer conversational French class . The 
class helped greatly during her visit-especially 
in dealing with menus ,. 
Jeanne Yeamans enjoyed a cottage vacation 
at Myrtle Beach, S. C. with Barbara Ritchie 
Branch and her family. According to Jeanne, 
Barbara and David bad attended and enjoyed 
a medical meeting held in the Bahamas this 
past spring. Jeanne also reported that Lucy 
Harvey and Virginia Gibson were going to 
Virginia Beach together over Labor Day week -
end. Yes-our college friendships are lasting 
ones. 
Jacqueline Hodges Walker maintained a defi-
nite routine this past summer as an instructor 
in a Virginia Camp for Retarded Children . 
Bev Ryland who is perhaps one of the most 
widely traveled members of the class of '46 
enjoyed a special trip this summer to a spot 
she had never visited in her many travels -
Niagara Falls . 
With school opening two of our class mem-
bers are doubly affected. Not only will they be 
getting their own to school but Mary Lane 
Williams Brockenbrough will also be beginning 
her second year as a teacher in the kindergarten 
of All Saints Episcopal Church here in Rich-
mond while Ammy Hickerson Dalton will be 
teaching two classes in the School of Business of 
our owp. University. 
By the newspapers we know Anne Skinner 
Nottingham had a "sailing" summer, for her 
husband, Curtis, prominently helped avoid a 
boating mishap by responding to a help call 
and towing a party in Virginia waters for 
more than nine hours. 
An acquaintance reported that Betty Bloc 
Gross is now living near Boston and enjoying 
a very academic life with her three children and 
husband who is both an M.D. and Ph.D . and 
is engaged in research. Please let us have your 
new address, Betty. 
This same acquaintance also told me Dorothy 
Ann Fishberg Feinberg has an 18-year-old 
da-ughter entering Brandias University and 
that Dotty is still painting . 
1947 Secretary 
MRS. J oHN C. HORIGAN (Mildred Daffron) 
4636 Stuart Ave. 
Richmond, Va. 23226 
Susie Guard Woody spent a good part of 
the summer with her leg in a cast. She cracked 
an ankle bone stepping in a depression in her 
yard while hanging up clothes-something we 
all do nearly everyday. She had the cast re-
moved in July and was planning to recuperate 
in the sun at Virginia Beach . 
Martha Edwards Allen really lives a busy life. 
Her Robert is a boy scout and Patricia had made 
the school basketball team and the "All-State 
Chorus " for the 1964-1965 school year. The 
little girls are "precious" and spend most of 
their time in the sandbox or swimming pool. 
The whole family are great camping enthusiasts. 
Verda Stetten Hobbs was home on a visit 
this past summer. While she was in Richmond 
Betty Tinsley Andrews had a luncheon for her 
in her home and about 10 of the girls who live 
in Richmond were here . Ann Wiley Kelley 
came from Yorktown to be with us. Most of the 
talk was of past reunions and the next which 
will be our "20th." Verda has three daughters, 
one six and four-year-old twins. Her husband 
will be at the University of Illinois for one year 
where he will teach in the Political Science 
Dept. Her address is now: 603 W . Illinois St., 
Urbana, Illinois . 
The Stirlings, Ollie and Hank, are back on 
the east coast. Hank had orders for Quantico, 
Va. for September. They dashed madly across 
the country to be here when school opened . I 
hope I'll have their address next time . 
We welcome Robert Coles McClennan, who 
was born last February to Keeling and Bill 
McClennan . 
The World 's Fair and New York beckoned 
again this summer. The Andrews were plannin g 
an August visit to the Fair. Anne Higgins 
Borger and Dan went in June and the Derieux 
family, Sara Frances Young and Sam, paid a 
return visit during the summer. We ran into 
the Borgers at the Chamberlin over Labor Day . 
Higgie said she had seen both Martha Allen and 
Margaret Goode Vicars and "both have darling 
children and lovely homes. " 
Some others of us went south this vacation 
time . The Allins, Izzy Ammerman and Ja y, 
piled their tribe, four children, 2 cats and a 
dog, into the station wagon and went to Florid a. 
They had a reunion with Jay's sisters and 
brother. 
Nancy Richardson Elliot was in Miami 
earlier in the year for the World Baptist Con-
vention. 
We took a two -week tour of Florida in 
August. Since it was my first trip we did most 
of the tourist "musts." We especially enjoyed 
St. Augustine and Ft. Lauderdale . 
Marion Collier Miller spent the summer in 
the U. of R. summer school. She completed 
the work necessary for her Master's Degree in 
Education. Our congratulations! 
Please drop me a line before the December 
deadline. 
1948 Secretary 
MRs. JoH N W. BrscoE, JR. 
(Jean Brumsey) 
808 K eats Road 
Richmond, Virginia 23229 
One of our number raised the question con-
cerning our "class secretary" system. '48ers have 
no system! We just volunteer, usually on a 
yearly basis. Primarily, the girls are in Rich-
mond, which seems preferable, because of close 
proximity to AA office. So send your news to 
me or your Richmond friends, since we give the 
city girls a call before we " go to press." 
Ginny Smith Kynett, who lives in Pennsyl-
vania, wrote an interesting letter, saying her 
family have joined the ranks of the boating 
enthusiasts and are proud owners of a 40' ketch. 
Ginny is busy learning to be a good first mate. 
They went sailing with Lucia MacClintock 
('50) this summer. When not sailing, Ginny 
stays busy golfing and keeping up with he r 
10, 12, and 14-year-olds . Her daughter is a 
scout and Ginny is active in that work. We 
were sorry to learn of her mother's death last 
February, prior to which Ginny had made fre-
quent trips to Poughkeepsie. 
Doris Moore Ennis, who is a guidance 
counselor, wrote of her many activities and trips 
connected with her work. During the spring, she 
was busy traveling to several Virginia cities, 
D. C., and Pittsburgh. After 17 years in educa-
tion, she says she finally is getting around. 
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Millicent Hutcherson Taylor, Betty Yates Dick 
and their families visited Doris in the spring. 
They had a miniature WC reunion. 
We understand Doris Vickers Hall , whose 
husband's untimely death was reported in last 
letter, is staying in California, and will increase, 
by 1, the number of teachers in our class . 
Peggy Stone Cunningham heard from Sally 
Taylor Dubose who reported she and Betty 
Hardin Elmore had gotten together in Baltimore . 
The beaches were well represented this sum-
mer by '48ers, among whom were Maude Giles 
Mann, Russell Elliott Wiley, Monty Elliott 
Ownby, and Bett y Hickerson Butterworth . The 
World's Fair also had its share of WC visitors, 
including Betty Butterworth (they really got 
around), Lois McClanahan Garrett and Sara 
Brenner Rubin. Lois said she, Jack, and their 3 
children had a delightful trip through the Hud-
son Valley, while Sara's family toured Penn. 
Alice Goodman, who works in heart research, 
went to a religious convention in Dallas and 
returned via New Orleans to see Elsie Keyser 
Robinette, her husband and 2 children. 
Marie Carter Satterfield vacationed in Maine 
and has spent a great part of the summer learn-
ing to be a good sailor on their new sailboat. 
Johnny and I had a "never a dull minute" 
(and fun) week, when Faye Hines Kilpatrick's 
4 children stayed with us, while Faye and Bob 
went to Lake Placid on a business-pleasure trip. 
They joined us on the week-end and we went 
out to Peggy and Jerry Cunningham's commer-
cial pool, where Peggy and Faye had a chance 
to visit and exchange news. Peggy says she 
spent her summer swimming and golfing. What 
a life-particularly when it's free! 
Emily Smith Powers, Jack and their 3, who 
are enjoying a new "structura l " addition to 
the house, visited with Betty and Jack Butter-
worth ~t the beach. Betty's daughte r spent a 
week with the Powers , and the 2nd generation 
children had a ball. 
After an extended stay abroad, while her 
husband taught, Vivian Borton McKenzie has 
ret urned to Atlanta. We don't have her address 
yet. 
After reading this, you may not think we 
have very exciting news, so get busy and do 
something fabulous-then let me know. Next 
deadline December 15. . . . 
Compliments of 





MRS. RICHARD A. ELLIS 
(Randy Mann) 
109 Clwyd Rd. 
Bala-Cynwyd, Pa. 19004 
Change of address: 
MRS. THOMAS E. CLEMENS, JR. 
(Hathaway Pollard) 
St. John's Church 
McLean, Va. 
Sorry there was no Newsletter last time but 
it seems that news is scarce these days. Last 
June Mary Ann Peddicord Williams and family 
stopped briefly in Philadelphia on their way 
home to Richmond from the World's Fair. They 
all looked well and had a wonderful time see-
ing the sights of the Fair and New York. They 
also stopped to see Pat Driscoll Foster in Port 
Royal. Pat's older son is 15 and her younger 
son is 13. They are all well. 
Libby McNeal Claybrook writes that the 
main activity of those in Richmond this 
summer was visiting the World's Fair. The 
Beninghaves (Hazel Jennings), the Groves 
(Brooke Triplett), and the Claybrooks all took 
it in this summer. Libby sees Mary Burton 
Haskell Finlayson often as they live on the 
same block. Hathaway Pollard Clemens moved 
last spring to McLean, Va. where her husband 
is Curate at St. John's Church. Betty Evans 
Hopkins saw the Fair also while visiting friends 
in New Jersey . She had been to Virginia Beach 
earlier in the summer and saw Mag Knapp 
Howe there. Mag had been in the hospital 
earlier in the summer for minor surgery but all 
is well now . 
Our very best wishes to Martha Kinney Chris-
tiansen who was married to William Channing 
Christiansen, June 16th, 1965, in St. Thomas, 
Virgin Islands. Last winter Bobbie Rodewald 
Forrest went on a cruise through the South 
Pacific with her mother. She flew to San 
Francisco, docked in Los Angeles (saw Disney-
land, etc.) then took off for the high seas. She 
saw Bora Bora, Tahiti and the rest of the itin-
erary has not been forthcoming. Hope for more 
details in the next letter. 
Jane Dens McManigal has moved into a new 
home (no new address yet!). Not new co her 
husband though, as it is the home that he grew 
up in. They had been looking for a larger home 
and never dreamed that this one would come on 
the market. Jane now has five bedrooms and is 
practically next to the Tennis Club-which is 
where they want to be. Speaking of Tennis, 
that brings us to the Ellis' most recent project. 
We were for~'.1t~ly able to buy an extra piece 
of ground adiommg our and are now in the 
process of having a tennis court built. Could 
write a book on it, as what seemed to be a 
simple matter, has turned into a Mr. Blanding's 
Dream House sort of thing. It will probably not 
be completed until the spring. Right now it 
loo~s like a launching pad and we call it Cape 
Ellis .... We expect Gemini VI to ascend any 
day. Other than that our summer has been 
uneventful. Two of our girls were at camp, one 
at home, and our eldest (Marsha) went on a 
camping trip through the Southwest. She saw 
a good deal of Colorado, New Mexico, Arizona 
Nevada, California, and Utah. And a tiny bi; 
of Texas and Mexico. It was very exciting and 
we all enjoyed it vicariously. 
Please Group Leaders and Classmates let me 
hear from all of you! Change of addresses 
family additions, travels, and anything else tha; 
you can think of. 
1950 Secretary 
MRs. RoY M. MARTIN 
(Jean Tinsley) ) 
1917 Sweetwat er Lane 
Richmond, Virginia 23229 
It was a great 15th Reunion and how we 
missed you! It seemed all of us were talking at 
once and each of us was trying to listen to five 
conversations at one time, so for the benefit of 
those who attended as well as far all of you 
who couldn't be with us, we will review our 
activities during Reunion. 
On Friday night, June 4th, twenty-four of us 
met together at Vivian Betts Lewis' lovely home 
for a buffet supper. How pleased we all were 
that _none of _us had aged one bit! During the 
evenmg, Dons Balderson Burbank held a busi-
ness meeting to elect officers for the next five 
years. Audrey Lynn Moncure will serve as our 
President, Virginia Sims was elected Fund Rais-
ing Chairman and Elizabeth Givens Pierce and 
myself serve as your Class Secretaries. Our 
sincere appreciation goes to Doris for being 
our Class Secretary for such a long period and 
for planning our Reunion . 
Saturday morning found us at Westhampton 
and five of us stayed for the luncheon. That 








husbands got (O_gethe~ at Willow Oaks Country 
Club for a delicious dmner followed by dancing. 
Each gir~ at Vivi~n's on Friday night gave us up 
to date mformat10n on herself which is listed 
below. 
Doris Balderson Burbank and David live at 
910 Hampstead Avenue in Richmond. Doris 
teaches at St. Christopher's School. 
_Frances Sutton Oliver lives in Newport News 
with her husband, Raymond, and their three 
children; Ray 12, Bill 8 and Cynthia 5. Ray-
mond is minister of First Christian Church in 
Hampton and Frannie is church organist. They 
had a busy summer for they took the children 
to the World's Fair and later on Frannie and 
Raymond went to Puerto Rico for the World 
Convention of Christian churches. 
Ross Lou Soles Johnston bas recently moved 
to Kilmarnock, Virginia, where her husband 
Mandley, wiUpractice as a country lawyer . The; 
have four children; Karen 9, Joni 7, Cindy 5 
and Ray 3. They too went to the World's Fair 
this summer. 
Margaret Alexander Anderson and Sattler live 
at 905 Beveridge Road in Richmond. They have 
three boys; Stephen 8, David 4 and Chris 18 
months . Sattler is a coach at John Marshall 
High School. 
Elizabeth Givens Pierce and Bucky live at 
4304 Augusta Avenue in Richmond and have 
three children; Walter 13, Johnny 10 and 
Elizabeth Ann 8. During the month of August 
th~y toured _the United States and enjoyed every 
mmute of 1t. When they were in California 
Libby called Libby Rowse Wilson and both 
were thrilled to hear each other's voice. 
. ~arj~rie Parson Owen lives in Jarratt, Vir-
gi1;11a with her husband, Ralph, and their three 
chi_ldren. 1:hey are engaged in farming and 
quite busy m community activities. 
_Lorraine Chapman lives in an apartment in 
Richmond and works for the Dept. of Recreation 
and Parks. 
Clarice Ryland Price and her husband live at 
814 St. Christopher's Road in Richmond. They 
have three children; 12, 10 and 3. 
_Vivian Betts Lewis and W. P. live at 5630 
Monumental Avenue with their two daughters; 
Susan_ 9 and Beverley 5. This summer they 
vacauoned at the Hotel Chamberlin and Eastern 
Shore. 
Barb_ara Le~ ~o~es Jones and Harry live in 
Berryville, V,rgmrn. They live on a 400 acre 
farm with their two girls; Katharine Terrell 9 
and Carol 6. Both Barbara Lee and her husband 
are active in community affairs. 
_Winifred Schanen Mitchell and her husband, 
Bill, ~ame £!on~ Sev~rn~ Park, Maryland for the 
Reun10n. Bill _is District Sales Manager with 
General Electric and they have three children· 
Karen, 11, Paul, 8 and Laurie, 5. Win has con'. 
sented to be a Group Leader for us. 
Barbara White Balderson and Lester live at 
6517 Patterson Avenue in Richmond with their 
two daughters; Lyn, 11 and Susan 8. Barbara 
is te~chin&' part-tiri:ie at St. Christopher's School 
and 1s gomg to 01ght school for teaching cer-
tification. 
Gene Hart Joyner and Floyd live at 9525 
Newhall Road in Richmond. They have two chil-
dren; Debbie, 12 and Celeste, 7. Floyd is trea-
surer of Fidelity Bankers Life Insurance Co. 
_Yirginia S!ms lives on the Petersburg Pike 
with her family and teaches at Highland Springs 
Elementary School. She figured out she had been 
teaching for fourteen years. 
Janice Brandenburg Halloran and Charlie live 
at 8236 Barningham Road in Richmond. They 
have three children; Stuart, 12, Susie, 6 and 
Amy, 1½. Janice is the "keeper" of our Scrap-
book so please send her any interesting clippings 
on you and your family. 
Louise Covington Randall came from Ap-
po~atto:,c for the Reunion. Her husband, Harry, 
is m Viet Nam and she is spending the year 
with her mother. Her children are Jane 8½ 
Jennifer, 7 and Jon, 4. ' ' 
Maud Tyler lives at 710 W. 25th Street with 
her mother and keeps busy with a class of 
piano pupils. 
Maryanne Bugg Lambert and Pete live in 
Chester, Virginia with their three children; 
Susan, 12, Catherine, 10 and Mary Wilson, 7. 
Maryanne plans to do some substitute teaching 
this year. 
Audrey Lynn Moncure and Richard live at 
1402 Giltspur Road in Richmond with their 
children: Lynn, 13, Harriet, 11 and Richie, 4. 
Audrey is our new president so send her any 
suggestions you may have on our next get-
together. 
Marianne Beck Duty and Les have recently 
moved into their new home at 3005 Douglasdale 
Road with their daughter, Mary Leslie, 4. 
Marianne is working toward her doctorate de-
gree and is still teaching at Westhampton Col-
lege. Barbara Covington O'Flaherty and Bill 
live at 3607 Noble Avenue with their two 
children; Jeff, 13 and Deedi, 11. Bea is quite 
busy in community activities. 
Joyce Betts Pierce and Jack live at 3434 Han -
over Avenue with Linn, 12, Stan, 11, and 
Warren, 7. Camping is their favorite recreation . 
Betty Scott Colbert lives at 1911 Duquesne 
Avenue. The Colberts have two daughters ; 
Jackie, 13 and Claire, 10. , 
Yours truly completed the group at Vivian's 
house on Friday night. Roy and I have four 
children; Roy, Jr., 10, Cathy, 7, Suzanne, 3 and 
Rusty born on April 21st. It seems I stay busy 
running a taxicab service for my children! For 
Saturday's activities we had five other members 
of our class to join us. They were Dot Warner 
Gardner, Martha Spencer Fidler, Tucky Bellows 
Morrissett, Joanne Waring Karppi and Doris 
Lee Reeves Childress. 
Several members of the class sent letters to 
Reunion to be read and I'm sure the letter from 
Dr. Joanna Maiden in Nigeria came from the 
most distant point. It was so good to hear from 
her and learn of her worthwhile work. 
Ludie Hickerson Wiley and Doug took their 
two girls (age 11 and 9) to Arizona and the 
West this summer. The grandparents kept the 
two boys (age 5 and 2½) while they were gone. 
This school year finds each one of her children 
in a different school-Jr. High, Elementary, 
Kindergarten and Nursery School. This fall , 
Ludie is teaching a four year old class in Kinder-
garten. 
Marty Lowry Greene reports that she and 
her family moved in January from Washington 
to Burlington, New Jersey where her husband, 
Jack, is rector of St. Mary's Episcopal Church. 
A newsy letter arrived from Josephine 
Martens. , She had recently heard from Nancy 
Adams Shields. Her husband, Bruce, has been 
promoted to manager of Metallurgy for Heavy 
Products (U.S. Steel Corp.) and they have 
moved back to Pittsburgh, Part of his duties in-
volve metallurgical consulting in International 
Operations and he had to spend four months 
in Spain, Nancy and their two boys joined him 
for ' the summer, 
From Josephine, we found out she had been 
working for the General Aniline and Film 
Corporation for fifteen years and was honored 
by her company with a lovely charm bracelet 
with the "GAF" emblem on it. Jo and her 
mother do a great deal of volunteer work for 
the blind ladies who come to the Diamond 
Spring Lodge in the summertime. The Lodge is 
about five miles from her home. Jo has taken a 
great deal of interest in these ladies and has a 
birthday card list on them as well as greeting 
cards which she sends them throughout the year. 
For Easter she sent out 102 cards! Besides all 
that, she is learning Braille on her own. 
Martinsville welcomes back Pat Kelly Jordan 
and Alex. Alex will manage a mortgage loan 
department for First National Bank of Martins-
ville. 
Leslie Whitman Johansen visited her mother 
in Winchester this summer with her five chil-
dren-fourteen years old to eighteen months . 
They still live in Natick, Massachusetts, 
Louise Cheatham Chandler and Bruce have 
moved to Bristol, Virginia where Bruce is 
Director of Instruction for the Bristol School 
System. Nancy Harrison Davis and her husband 
also were on the move this summer when they 
were transferred with the C&O to Huntington, 
West Virginia . 
Pris Enslin Marsh reports that they moved 
into their new home this spring which her 
husband, Jim, designed and built. In April, they 
adopted a little girl, Jodi Ann. 
Alice Clarke Lynch and family took a six 
week vacation to California. In Richmond, Alice 
is executive secretary of the Third District of 
the Republican Committee. 
We have one birth announcement to report in 
this letter. Stella Dalton Wallner and Jon are 
the proud parents of Jon Thomas born on May 
26. 
The letter in the Bulletin each time is made 
possible by your news. If you have lost contact 
with your group leader, drop me a line and I 
will see that you are put back on a list. Then 
too, send me any news on any member of our 
class and I will put it in the next Bulletin . See 
you again in December! 
1951 Secretary 
MRS. CHANNING F. BASKERVILLE , JR. 
( Elizabeth Eanes) 
McKenney, Virginia 
There might be a strange sound to this news 
item as I am not sure that I am capable of 
writing with such quiet around the house . After 
12 years, I have all three children in school. My 
baby, Edward, is in the first grade and seems 
to love his new life. Field, who is 12, is in the 
seventh grade and Jean, 10, is in the fifth. 
Belated congratulations to Frances Allen 
Schools and William on the arrival of their first 
child, David Allen, born December 11, 1964. 
This summer the Schools boated on the Chesa -
peake Bay and spent a week at the New York 
World's Fair. 
Doris Goodwyn Bridgforth and her family 
have moved to Kenbridge, Virginia from 
Farmville, North Carolina. 
Jane Ellis Babb and her family added 6,000 
more miles to their travel record with a com-
bined business and pleasure trip to Yellowstone, 
Colorado Springs, Mesa Verde and all the cliff 
dwellings in New Mexico. Jane and the children 
also spent a month with her family in Waverl y. 
Ann Jones Moffatt and George live in Nor-
folk with their children Georgianna, 9, and Alex 
Paul, 7. George is in the U.S . Navy and is an 
instructor in survival techniques. Ann stays busy 
with P.T.A . work and is also a group leader in 
her Sunday School. This summer the Moffatts 
went to Chicago. 
Paula Abernathy Keeton writes "After John 
and I left camp we went to New York and 
took the children. Our trip was totally un-
planned and unexpected but my folks left New 
York on August 27 for an around-the-world 
cruise (Daddy retired in July) and we just 
decided to go up and see them off. We spent 
one day at the Fair and a couple of days in the 
city. I called Piret Koljo Cruger and had a nice 
chat with her. She said she would try to do her 
best to get to the reunion. On our way home we 
stopped in Washington and spent the night 
with Betty Munsey Spatz and Bob and their 
three adorable children. They have a lovely and 
spacious home in Annandale. We got home last 
Sunday and started school Monday morning-
Routine once more!" 
Natalie McKessick Hussar and her family 
had a cottage right on the beach in Sandbridge, 
Virginia . Her daughters went to camp in Vir-
ginia and when they came to pick them up they 
took a family vacation on the coast. They went 
to Nags Head, Manteo, back to Richmond and 
spent four days in Washington . 
Bobbie Brown Y agel and Myron were in 
Newport, Rhode Island while Myron did his 
Navy stint. From all reports Newport was 
fabulous and the Navy Base was nice. While 
there the Yagels did quite a bit of sailing and 
passed their sailing test. 
Joan Dalve Heizer and her family enjoyed a 
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visit with her parents in Albany, New York. 
They also spent time at their cottage at Nags 
Head . Channing and I enjoyed the fourth of 
July holiday with them at the beach. 
Betty Tredway Blake and her family have 
enjoyed their cottage at Gaston Lake. Her 
daughters Belle and Bette were in a wedding in 
September. 
I do hope to hear from all of you before the 
December issue. 
1952 Secretary 
MRS . s. SCOTT HERBERT 
(Bettie Snead) 
Box 38 
Boydton, Va. 23917 
I am so glad to have your news of vacations, 
etc. for this issue. Our big news is the birth of 
our daughter, Ellis Snead on August 21st. 
Earlier in August Jane Ozlin Giv':n and ?er 
two boys visited me. Jane, Fred, their two girls 
and Dr. and Mrs. Ozlin went to New York and 
the Fair this summer. Scott and I attended a 
Drug Show in Lynchburg and sa~ Ray and 
Nina Landolina Byrd and Lou Gladmg Sh_elton. 
Also saw Janie Tune Sease and her fo:ur chil?ren 
while she was visiting her mother m Halifax. 
Janie was ill with hepatitis last spring but 
you'd never know it now. Earle and Betty Crews 
Watkins visited us after we came home from 
the hospital. They spent their vacation at Va. 
Beach . 
On July 3rd Kathy Cole Lee was married to 
James V. Doss, Jr . at St. Giles Presbyterian 
Church. Her address will be 108 Rebel Ridge 
Drive, Lexington, Va. 
Betty Hurt Beasley and Bob have moved to 
Harrisonburg where he will do oral surgery. 
Their address is 299 Franklin St. We welcome 
them back to Va. 
Jeanne Hootman Hopkins writes that they 
spent their vacation in Wrightsville Beach, N. C. 
They also went to Bel Air, Md. while Peter at-
tended a NSF Summer Institute in Chemistry at 
Juniata College, Huntingdon, Pa . They attend":d 
the summer productions of the Harford Music 
Theater where Peter's brother is assistant man-
ager-director. Jeanne is teaching 1st grade at 
Gretna: this year. 
Mary Ann Coates Edel_ wri!es t~at .~ey spent 
2 months of their vacatwn m Virgmia where 
they worked in trips to Richmond (W esthamp-
ton-where they saw Miss Stewart), Charlottes-
ville Fredericksburg , Waynesboro, Va. Beach, 
Wiliiamsburg, and Washington. While at the 
Beach they saw Carl and Nancy Ayers McClees. 
Nancy was rehearsing for a part in "A nrtJ:ting 
Goes" in Theater-Go -Round. They have Jomed 
the rest of · the country as "boat-enthusiasts ." 
Morris and Georgie McTeer Cooke had just 
purchased a 42 ft. cruiser. Mary Ann and family 
then went to the World's Fair. While there 
they had lunch at the Spanish Pavilion . wit!i 
Wilton and Lelia Adams Anderson. Will is 
Guest Relations Manager again this year at the 
Johnson Wax Pavilion and they took them on 
a fabulous tour of "the best of the Fair ." The 
Andersons have enjoyed their past two sum-
mers living on Long Island and are not look-
ing forward to the cold winter ahead in Racine 
after the Fair closes. Mary Ann 's parents are 
restoring an old home near Fredericksburg and 
hope to be in by Oct. as Mary Ann and family 
plan to return to spend Christmas with them. 
All three of Mary Ann 's children will be in 
school this year and Mary Ann is Room Mother. 
Sue Easley Candler writes that in early Au-
gust she and her three children joined husband 
Ralph in Florida while he works for several 
months on an engineering project there. They 
located a furnished house to serve as their tem-
porary quarters in Lakeland, 30 miles east of 
Tampa, and : Sue says they have "fallen in love 
with Florida." They expect to return to Va. 
by the end of the year . Current address: 928 
Lake Hollingsworth Dr., Lakeland, Fla. 
Barbara Cawthorne Clarke writes that back 
in July she received a phone call from Harriet 
Willingham 'Johnson as she and her family had 
stopped briefly along the Pennsylvania Turn-
pike on their way back to Minnesota from a 
2-week visit to Harriet's family and friends in 
New York. "Willy" also flew to San Francisco 
in May to attend a dinner meeting honoring 
her father given by the American Baptise Con-
vention . 
Anne Gibson Hutchison spent their vacation 
in Pawley's Island, S. C. and went to see friends 
in Johnson City, Tenn. 
Eleanor Bradford Tunell writes of their busy 
summer getting settled and says they now feel 
quite at home in Charlotte, N. C. They too 
made a trip northward to New Jersey and New 
York to visit family and friends and to spend 
a day at the Fair . 
Lucie Dearing Hunt and Jack are the proud 
parents of a daughter, Heather Lucette, who 
was born on August 8th. Lucie says it is "not 
at all difficult to see all my friends march off for 
the first term's teaching assignments while I sit 
home. " Lucie has a new address: 10264 Yellow-
stone, El Paso, Texas 79924. It is their desert 
dream house and faces mountain ranges in two 
directions and their "c actus garden ideas adorn 
both front and back." 
Nola Texley Breckenridge has a new address: 
2019-D-Miami, Leavenworth, Kansas. However, 
it is temporary as they leave for London in 
December . Bob has been selected to attend the 
British Staff College in Camberly, England. This 
is a one-year course so he will finish in De-
cember of '66. They had a nice trip this sum-
mer going from Fe. Bragg to Kansas via New 
Orleans, Memphis, St. Louis, Omaha, Rapid 
City and through the Badlands. They went to 
, Yellowstone Park and spent 2 weeks in Cali-
fornia with Nola's parents. Nola says the vaca-
tion was nice "a fter the experience of last 
spring. Bob was in the Battalion that landed 
first in the Dominican Republic when U. S. 
forces were committed on April 29th. He was 
in the thick of the first days of the struggle. 
Living on C rations he lose 12 pounds when he 
was down there, so I was mighty glad to get 
him home so I could start fattening him up 
again." 
Bev Gilbert Lovell has also moved. Bud has 
been transferred to White Plains and now 
works in Planning and Procedure for IBM. The 
Lovells have bought a "lovely 8 room Colonial 
split in Wilton, Conn. with 2 acres of land-
mostly trees." Bev says "I was going to be presi-
dent of PTA so really didn 't mind our having 
to move!" New address: Tanner's Drive, Wil-
ton, Conn. 
Claire Carlton visited Joyce Bell Cody in 
July and they had a wonderful "talkathon." 
Claire also went to Va. Beach on her vacation. 
Bill and Joyce Bell Cody are so pleased to 
announce that they have a daughter, Susan Eliza-
beth, born August 27th. Their 3 boys are de-
lighted with her and quite impressed by her 
tiny fingers and toes. Stephen is 7 and in 2nd 
grade. Doug and Dave are 5 and in kinder-
garten this year. 
Marilyn McMurray Rishell writes that her 
husband has been promoted . He is a Lt. Colonel 
now and there was a party to celebrate at 
Walter Reed, They vacationed at Rehoboth 
Beach, Del. and spent the summer swimming. 
Murf has all 4 children in school this year-5th, 
3rd, 1st grades and kindergarten but since they 
all come home for lunch she "can't go wild 
with freedom yet." 
Joy Selby Scallon has a new address: Care 
of Asia Foundation, Room 408, Wing on Life 
Insurance Bid., Jesselton, Sabau, Malaysia. Cal 
is the representative at J esselton in charge of 
the programs for tl1e Barneo states of Sarawak, 
Brunei, Sabah. They will be there until 1967. 
Cal was in Jesselton last year and says the town 
looks like the windward side of Hawaii. "The 
Foundation house is new and modern and even 
the tap water is safe." 
Dizzy is back in California. She wrote about 
the red tape involved in getting out of Ethiopia. 
"You have to gee an export license to ship out 
your own personal possessions that you origi-
nally brought in with you"-as an example of 
the red tape. Diz had quite a trip back, in-
cluding Bombay-the prelude to a 4-week 
train, plane and bus tour of part of India, and 
Kashmir. From there to Rangoon, Bankok, Sing-
apore, Manila, Hong Kong and Toyko. Toyko 
will be the jumping off point for a 10-12 day 
train tour of Japan. And then home via a 
swim in Honolulu. She will spend a week in 
Seattle visiting friends before settling back down 
co work at Stanford for 2-3 months. Her ad-
dress: 538 Alvardo Row, Palo Alto, California. 
Addie Eicks Comegys writes that they "are 
the enchanted owners of 'Captain Kidd,' a year-
old South American parrott who is learning to 
talk and sit on our shoulders." 
Betty Geiman Newton writes that their new 
son, Bruce Hunter, was born on August 21st . 
Isn't this amazing-five new babies to report 
and all born in August! And just under the 
wire is Betty McLean Soukup born on August 
31st to Roy and Lu Angell Soukup. They have 
a son, Alan in 5th grade, and a daughter, Nancy 
in 2nd grade. They sold their house the day 
before the baby arrived, and are moving into 
a larger house in Wilmington only a few blocks 
away from their present one. Lu 's husband 
works for duPont and is also organist-choir-
master for an Episcopal church. 
Thanks for all the news. Hope to hear from 
the rest of you by the next issue! 
1953 Secretary 
MRS. HrnVEY S. JO NES 
( Gerrie Kantn er) 
8309 V ernelle Lan e 
Richmond, Virginia 23229 
Some of our classmates have moved this sum-
mer, so we'll start by giving you changes of 
address: 
Betty Andrews Rhudy-76 Reitz Parkway, 
Pittsford, New York 
Lou George Wolfe-9917 Maplested, Rich-
mond, Va . 
Janet Johnston Parsons-Rt. 2, Warrenton, 
Missouri 
Betty Lear Miller-102 Cumberland Ave. , 
Hampton, Va. 
Betty O'Bannon Culp-348 Crestmont, El 
Paso, Texas 79912 
Alice Jane O'Brien Mansueci-Box 38, Solo -
. mans, Md. 
Carolyn Orange Watkins-5629 Woodgreen 
Rd., Va. Beach, Va. 
Jeanne Plunkett Beckett-5602 Chamberlayne 
Ave., Richmond, Va . 
Connie Shuford Ambler-2 Duke St., Ashe-
ville, N. C. 28803 
Babies, too, have been taking the spotlight. 
Jane Willcoxon Councill and Phil have a son, 
Scott, who was born January 4, 1964. Jane said 
she can always find something to do with a 
"walker" around the house . 
Methyl Young Bruce and Bill have a new 
daughter, Mary Vivian, born April 1, 1965. 
Their two older girls are in the 4th and 5th 
grades and young Billy is almost 2 years old. 
When we heard from Methyl, she was antici-
pating a trip co New York and Atlantic City 
with Bill. 
Jean Martin Beasley and John have a son who 
was born in early July and named for his papa. 
John is an accountant for the Virginia Voca-
tional Rehabilitation Department. The Beasleys 
are neighbors of Jo Deter Sullivan in Bon Air . 
Joan Perlin Ruby and Arlin 's fifth child was 
born a week before Jean's first. 
Ginny LeSuer Carter and Bill announce the 
arrival of Laura Ann on April 2. Laura Ann is 
reported to be the same doll that Jenny was 
at that young age. 
Janet Johnston Parsons, Ron and the children 
have moved to Missouri. They will be located 
outside of St. Louis, near Ron's parents and near 
Betsy Williams Roberson. Janet has been a 
faithful group reporter and we . trust you will 
continue to write to her at her new address. 
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Betty Andrews Rhudy writes that they have 
moved into a new house-two-story colonial 
with pillars and veranda. The Rhudys stay busy 
with Little League Ball, Brownies and Cubs, 
Sunday School recruitment, plus Bill's grow-
ing practice. The Rhudys visited Jackie Gustin 
Boeh on their way to Marion to pick up their 
children. From there, they went to Myrtle Beach 
for a week. 
Jackie and Virgil are planning to build a new 
house this fall. Jackie's mother was ill this 
summer, but is improving nicely . 
Betty Davis Cocke took a leave of absence 
from the Welfare Department this summer to 
be with her boys. They will both be in school 
this year and she wanted this time with them. 
Ginny Carter visited Mary Creath Payne who 
will have an empty house this fall with all her 
children in school. Ginny also heard from Doris 
Johnston MacEwan when she was visiting in 
Virginia. You'll remember that Doris, her hus-
band and twin daughters live in Ottawa . 
Jeanne Plunkett Beckett, Charles and the 
babies are home from East Pakistan for a fur-
lough. Richmond will be their headquarters and 
we hope to hear more of them in the next 
letter. 
Peggy Dietrich Shackelford reports on a rest-
ful, routine summer with brief visits to rela-
tives. She saw Carla Waal and Ruby Vaughan 
Carson who were visiting in town . Carla spent 
the summer with her mother and took trips to 
Wisconsin and Miami. She returns to Athens, 
Georgia for her second year of teaching drama 
and speech. 
Betty Montgomery Marsh called in August 
while she and Cecil were in town visiting . Their 
church will have a daily kindergarten this year 
and Betty will direct it. She did some teaching 
last year to fill out the semester in a vacated 
position. The Marshes cook a three-week vaca-
tion in a new station wagon with their three 
children. They attended the Baptist World Al-
liance in Miami with side trips to New Orleans, 
Mississippi, Georgia and Myrtle Beach . 
Gayle Mepham Hensley and her family va-
cationed in North Carolina and Williamsburg 
where the children enjoyed visiting their grand-
parents, fishing and swimming. 
Gayle has put us in touch with Alice Jane 
(A. J.) O'Brien Mansueti. A. J. left W. C. 
after our sophomore year and became a medical 
illustrator at Johns Hopkins in Baltimore. Now, 
she and her four children live in Solomons, 
Maryland where A. J . works as an illustrator 
at the Chesapeake Biology Lab. A. J. was wid-
owed two years ago. 
Connie Shuford Amble,:. Chase and :-.cote have 
moved to Asheville, N. C., their growing up 
place. They are delighted to be back in that 
area. 
Barbara Watkins Beale graduated in June 
from W. C. with a B.A . in psychology. She will 
be giving all her time to her home and three 
children this year with prospects of teaching 
again in the future. 
Betty O'Bannon Culp, Ray and the children 
left New Jersey for Texas by way of Virginia. 
Betty spent some time in Falls Church with 
her family before moving to El Paso, Texas. 
She has been one of our most faithful reporters. 
Mary Kathryn Manuel Clark and Ed spent 
three weeks at Gwynn's Island and said it was 
the closest thing to Maine they had found. 
Faye Kilpatrick Gillespie and Arthur sound 
very busy. He is president of the Mars Hill 
Alumni Association, chairman of the pulpit 
committee for their new church and works for 
Research Triangle Institute . Faye directed the 
Bible School at Parkwood Baptist Mission and 
is circle chairman. Enlisting in the founding of 
a new church has been a rewarding and fulfill-
ing experience for the Gillespies. A vacation at 
Hatteras, a sewing class and getting children 
out of camp and into school has completed their 
summer activities. Arthur III is 10 years old, 
Mary Ann, 7, and Becky, 2. It was her arrival 
chat kept Faye from our reunion in '63. 
June Pair Carter is teaching the 3rd grade. 
She and Margaret Gooch Williams visited Bar -
bara Warren Reardon this summer. June has 
two girls, Margaret has one girl and Bobbie 
has two girls and three boys. 
Lou George Wolfe and Billy moved across 
the river this summer. They have three boys in 
school, Ben in kindergarten and Kate at home. 
Billy went to Houston this summer for a 
Kappa Sigma conclave and the Wolfes took 
trips to the beach for their recreation. 
Nancy O'Neill Camden, Don and David, two 
years old, vacationed at Wrightsville Beach, 
North Carolina. They entertained Nancy's sister 
and three children on her visit to Richmond 
from Tennessee. 
Nancy Fling Fowler's family camped near 
Boone, N. C. Margaret enters 1st grade and Ed 
is a pre-schooler. 
Jo Deter Sullivan 's family also camped in 
North Carolina at the Outer Banks and in Vir-
ginia at Buggs Island. Jo continues to teach 
at Gill's Country Day School where her two 
older girls are in the 2nd and 5th grades. 
Harriet Wheat Fralin and Cotton traveled to 
Washington, Roanoke, Charlotte and the beach 
with their two boys and Beverly. 
Pauline Decker Brooks, Joe and the girls 
spent a week at Myrtle Beach. Pauline and the 
girls visited her sister in Roanoke. They fished 
and went boating at nearby Smith Mountain 
Lake. 
For the closing item, I have saved the details 
of Betty Lear 's wedding . She was married to 
Jules Miller on Saturday, July 10th at the 
Hampton Baptist Church. June McClur Sasser, 
Deanie Dungan Mitchell and Shirley Mason 
represented W. C. in the wedding party. Jo Hull 
Mitchell served at the reception and Chester 
Brown (R. C. '52) performed the ceremony. It 
was a lovely pink and white wedding with 
Betty's mother looking almost as pretty as the 
bride . Betty has a wonderful husband and we 
wish them all good things . 
And the same to all of you! Thanks for all 
the news. Our next deadline is December 1st. 
Drop me a card or your group leader and let 
us know if you have survived September, that 
terrible month when everything and everybody 
has an organizational meeting and all you want 
to do is get a good book, a couple of hours of 
quiet and a place to rest your feet. 
1954 Secretary 
MRS. ROBERT J. SYNOVITZ 
(Jane Lanier) 
1505 Riley Road 
Muncie, Indiana 
Sincere best wishes to Marcella Anne Ham-
mock and Dr. John Boyd Bullock who were 
married in Blackstone, Virginia, on July 10, 
1965. They are now living at 103 E. Hamilton 
Street, Richmond, Virginia. Marcella graduated 
from Westhampton in 1954 and received a 
master's degree from Syracuse University. She 
has been teaching in Richmond for the past few 
years. Dr . Bullock is a graduate of the Univer-
sity of Richmond and the University of Mary -
land School of Medicine. 
Beverley and Earl Dunklee have been thrice 
blessed now . The newest member of the family 
is Peter Burke Dunklee who was born on June 
12, 1965. The other children are Edward (7), 
and Anne (5). 
Another happy family is that of Harry and 
Castella (Washburn) Barnes because their sec-
ond daughter, Mae Charles , was born on 
Mother's Day, May 9, 1965. 
The Barnes (Route 4, Bassett, Virginia) also 
have a daughter, Anna, and a son, John. Cos 
occasionally gees to see Polly Newman Smith, 
Sue Simpson Cooper, and Linda Goodman Lewis. 
Jo Sue Leonard Simpson and family (210 Ren 
Road, Fairfax, Virginia) enjoyed a trip to Free-
port and Nassau in May. They took a six day 
cruise from Norfolk, and Jo Sue writes, " ... 
managed to stay just ahead of that case of 
seasick ness with a variety of pills. The weather 
was perfect and the food extremely fattening ." 
In addition to her regular activities, Jo Sue 
taught Vacation Church School during the 
summer. Susan is beginning school this fall. 
Sue Perry Downing writes very enthusiasti-
cally about her new life in Baltimore, Maryland. 
Tom's new pulpit is wonderfully challenging 
and they love Baltimore and their new residence 
on a lovely, shady street. The address is: 210 
Witherspoon Road, Baltimore, Maryland 21212 . 
Claire Millhiser Rosenbaum (Mrs. Robert S.) 
enjoyed being a delegate to the Virginia State 
Garden Club convention this year. Most of her 
days are filled with caring for her husband , 
three children, a kitten, and a turtle. Her ad-
dress is : 4305 Bromley Lane, Richmond, Vir-
ginia. 
Mr. and Mrs . Warren Flannagan, 4403 King -
crest Parkway, Richmond, Va., were present at 
a Flannagan family reunion in Norfolk during 
the summer . Sixty-three of Warren's family 
were there . Young Warren (7) attended a day 
camp in Chesterfield County, Virginia, for a 
month, and several members of the family were 
in Grace Baptist Church's Bible School in June . 
Barbara writes that her parents now live in 
Richmond. 
Laura Mapp has been busy teaching summer 
school at Bridgewater College for most of the 
summer. 
News comes from Polly Newman Smith th at 
she and John Ron stay busy at Nolle Clinic in 
Charlotte where he is an internist . John Ron 
(5½) has been excelling in a summer swimming 
class; Jane ( 4) enjoys being with her mother ; 
and Jim (2) "goes all day long, usually in the 
wrong direction." 
Besides her domestic and social activities, 
Polly is a member of the Nature Museum Guild, 
Medical Auxiliary, and the First Christian 
Church where she teaches Sunday School and 
is a circle member. The Smiths live at 432 Sco-
field Road, Charlotte, North Carolina 28209. 
It was good to hear from Garnetta Anderson 
Coates. She and Jim have been living in Fair-
port, Virginia, for three years. Jim is the pastor 
of the Fairport Baptist Church and Garnetta is 
a busy minister's wife and mother of three : 
Millie (9) who is an avid reader of such 
books as Little lVomen, Sherlock Holmes , and 
Anderson's Fairy Tales; Lynda ( 4), the natural-
ist of the family-lover of grasshoppers, turtles, 
baby birds, and the like; and Roderick Alan 
(Rod) who was born on June 23, 1964. 
Garnetta makes all of the girls' clothes and 
has canned many shelves of jams, fruits, and 
vegetables this summer. She also has been 
teaching a class of young people, leading the 
ladies of the Missionary Union in the study of 
mission books, and working with intermediate 
girls in the Girls ' Auxiliary. 
The Coates ' address is: Fairport Rural Station, 
Reedville, Virginia . 
Felice Abram Stern and Hank have two chil-
dren . They are Jules (8½) and Alison (4½) . 
Hank is a lawyer and Felice has gone back to 
school and has completed one year of work 
toward a master 's degree. She is only taking 
one course at a time and feels, therefore, that 
she will be working on this project for about 
four and one-half years. Felice is Mrs. Harold 
M. Stern, 4008 Edinburgh Drive, Virginia 
Beach, Virginia. 
Betty Fleet Schmutz and Roger have a son, 
Doug (2), born October 3, 1962, and a daugh-
ter, Anne Elizabeth, born two years later on 
the same date . The duties of child care keep 
Betty close to home most of the time, but she 
and Roger had a pleasant time seeing Hello 
Dolly and eating at a marvelous French restau-
rant in New York City last March. Roger is 
with Standard and Poor's, a financial publishing 
company in New York. He and Betty live at 
55 St. Andrews Lane, Glen Cove, Long Island, 
New York. 
Sara Leek was married October 10, 1964. She 
is now Mrs. John Bright Hill, Jr ., 1663 Forty-
fifth Street, N.W., Washington, D . C. Belated 
best wishes to both. 
Mary Lou Gilbert Dorsey had a fun day at 
the Elizabeth Arden Salon recently. This in-
cluded private exercises, steam cabinet massage, 
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pedicure, manicure, facial, hair, etc. All of this 
was followed by dinner out with John and 
Hello Dolly, "Quite a day! " say Mary Lou . 
Our family spent several days at Wisconsin 
Dells in June. The boys loved Fort Dells with 
its Indian ceremonial dances, will stage coach 
ride, Black Bart's holdup and then his capture, 
riverboat ride, and other fascinations. The old-
time steamer ride, Storybook Land, the En-
chanted Forest, and a sightseeing boat excursion 
through the Dells were much pleasure, too. 
We also visited Circus World, winter home 
of Ringling Brothers, at Baraboo, Wisconsin, 
and Santa Claus Land at Dundee, Illinois . It 
was a dandy trip for two young boys (and 
par en ts, too) . 
1955 Secretary 
Mns. ZED J. WAMPLER, JR. 
(Jody Weaver) 
6307 Colebrook Road 
Richmond, Virginia 23227 
It doesn 't seem possible that three years have 
gone by since I first started begging news from 
our class! I've enjoyed it thoroughly but now 
it's time for some fresh talent to take' over, and 
I'm. delighted to tell you that Nancy Johnson 
White has graciously accepted the responsibility 
of keeping us all informed . I must extend my 
very deepest thanks to my group leaders who 
had the difficult job of finding the news so that 
I could forward it to you. Without them , there 
would have been no newsletter, and so my 
heartfelt gratitude goes to Burrell Williams 
Stultz, Barbara Turner Willis, Barbara Reynolds 
Orrell, Arnette Kizzia Neuville, Jo y Winstead 
Propert, Margaret English Lester, Myra Embrey 
Wormald, Ann King Cloyd, Polly Bundick Dize 
and Pat Minor Aldhi zer. ' 
Last June was a time that many of us won't 
forget for a long, long time. Our ten-year re-
union was a resounding success, and everyone 
who came had a wonderful time. We were only 
sorry everyone couldn't have been here. On 
Friday night we had a delicious dinner at the 
Dobbs House with Dr. Matilda Chalkley and 
Miss Martha Stewart as our guests. Our class 
sponsor Miss Jean Wright was attending another 
class reunion and so could not be with us, but she 
and Miss Stewart did join us at Marty Glenn 
Tinsley's on Saturday night for a delicious out-
door supper to which the husbands were also 
invited. As if we didn 't eat enough then, Bur-
rell Williams Stultz had us for coffee on Sun-
day morning after which everyone reluctantly 
said good-bye and headed home. Those who 
were here for the festivities were Barbara Tur-
ner Willis, Margaret English Lester, Ginny 
Swain Saunders, Dottie Smoker Nielson, Bobbie 
Reynolds Orrell, Poll y Bundick Dize, Shirley 
Garrett Maxson, Virginia Murden, Alice Mc-
Carty, Betty Jean Parrish Knott, Betty Leigh Stem-
bridge Leggett, Mariah Chisholm Hasker, Sue 
Smith Van Wickler, Jean Ruddle Migneault Grace 
Phillips Wright, Burrell Williams Stultz, Marty 
Glenn Tinsley, Peggy Armstrong Clark, Nancy 
Johnson White, Myra Embrey Wormald, Jane 
Soyars Glover, Carole Straus Morrison, Renee 
Gartner Diamonstein, Ginny Thomas Phillips, 
Mary Ida Nelson Bolton, Ja ckie Kilby Brooks, 
Pat Minor Aldhizer, Mary Ann Logan Mongan, 
Jean Crittenden Kaufmann, Joy Winstead Prop-
ert, Carlene Shuler Saxton, Pat Kantner Knick, 
Ann Cohen Schiff, Emily Menefee Johnston, and 
yours truly. Sue Van Wickler took the prize for 
coming the greatest distance (Michigan) but 
Ginny Saunders and Dottie Neilsen came a long 
way, too, (Pa.) . We were all surprised when, 
at the luncheon at Westhampt on on Saturday, 
they announced that the Class of '55 had the 
largest percentage present of any of the re-
union classes and they presented us with a huge 
box of candy for our efforts. My deepest thanks 
co all those Richmond girls who worked so hard 
to make the weekend the huge success it was! 
Angela Groth Guenther was here in Richmond 
for a visit last Spring with her three children 
Craig, Bret and Linda, and we had a nice cha; 
about dentists here and in California where the 
Guenthers live. 
Our congratulations to Betty Moister who is 
president of the Junior League here in Rich-
mond. 
The following are new addresses: 
Betty Jean Parrish (Mrs. Charles Knott) 
7525 Donder Rd.-Richmond 
Peggy Armstrong (Mrs. James Clark) 
4727 Village Dr.-Fairfax, Va. 
Mary Ann Logan (Mrs. Benton Mongan) 
1076 Stonegate Drive-Salem, Va. 
Norma Howard (Mrs. Brock Matthews) 
2704 Cabernet Way-Rancho Cordova, Calif. 
95670 
Peggy Hall (Mrs. Ed Flippen) 
76 Maas Dr.-Fort Bragg, N . C. 
Maritza Garrido (Mrs. Basil McManus) 
25021 Jim Bridger Rd.-Hidden Hills, Calif . 
91302 
Ann Pettit (Mrs. Harland Getts) 
81st Tac. Ftr. Wg.-New York, N. Y. 09405 
Jean Ruddle (Mrs. Earl Migneault) 
37 Westbrook Dr.-Hampton, Va. 23366 
Miriam Thurston (Mrs. James H. Butt, II) 
567 Lewis Dr.-Fairborn, Ohio 45324 
Ruth Owen (Mrs. Karl Batt) 
37 Buchanan Dr.-MCAS, Cherry Point, N. C. 
Arnette Kizzia (Mrs . Robert Neuville) 
4726 Glenbrook Dr.-Roanoke, Va. 
Let me say again how much I've enjoyed 
being class secretary. Don't forget to send all 
your news to Nancy from now on. Thanks again 
for everything! 
P. S. Nancy is Mrs. Clifford White, 6413 
S. Mayfield Lane, Mechanicsville, Va . 
1956 Secretary 
MRS. PHILIP FREDERICK, JR . 
(Ann Peery) 
4106 Kensington Ave. 
Richmond, Va. 
With several more information blanks and 
letters coming in, the class of '56 is making a 
presentable showing on the news front this 
time. However, if your name has not appeared 
this year, send in your letter this week so it can. 
Lillian Stephenson Stroud (Mrs. G. H., Jr.), 
1302 Wilroy Rd ., Suffolk, Va., announces the 
arrival of George Walter (Walt) Stroud on 
July 10, 1965. Jack, Lillian, and the two girls 
were "quite surprised and thrilled " with thei r 
first boy. 
Alice Holladay was married in January, 1965 
to 0. Stanley Combs, an attorney in Louisville . 
Their new address is 4019 Hillbrook Drive, 
Louisville, Kentucky, 40220. She wrote that he 
was a widower with a twelve-year-old son, so 
she "became a mother right away." While at 
the Kent School of Social Work, Alice was 
chosen for Who's Who in American Colleges 
and Universities. 
Ellice Simmons Wells (Mrs. Charles), 1856 
Capri Drive, Charleston, S. C., has her second 
daughter, Aon Hilary Wells, born on June 23, 
1965. Lisa sent Jeanie Branin 's address: 8811 
Elmhurst Ave., Elmhurst, N. Y. She wrote that 
Jeanie worked at the World's Fair, singing in 
a chorus. 
Joyce Still Gibson (Mrs. Harold), 8508 Holly 
Hill Rd., Richmond, Va., has another boy , 
James Newton Gibson, born on March 4, 1965. 
Harold finished his Masters this summer, and 
Joyce continues to teach one night a week at 
R.P.I. 
Anne Jennings Vaughan (Mrs. Judson, Jr.) , 
3925 Stratford Rd., Richmond, Va ., af ter two 
boys has her first baby girl, Melissa Perrin, 
born on March 10, 1965. The Vaughans va-
cationed at Nags Head and at the River this 
summer. 
Nancy Saunders Johnson (Mrs. Charles H., 
III), 1903 Haviland Dr., Richmond, Va., just 
made the deadline. The Johnson's third boy was 
born on September 2, 1965, Kirk Martin John-
son. 
Rose Dranchak Martin (Mrs. Charles), 4907 
Edgefield Circle, Richmond, Va., spent a va-
cation at Nags Head this summer. Rose and 
Charles bought a new boat this year for water-
skiing and fishing which they enjoy. Rose saw 
Angela Groth Guenther last February when she 
was in Richmond on a visit. Angela's address 
is Mrs. R. H. Guenther, 5086 Tiberan Way, 
San Jose, California, 95130. 
Diane Brown Higgins (Mrs. Charles) has 
moved to 209 Park Ave., Culpeper, Va. Edna 
Wagstaff Warncke visited the Higgins in their 
"great big house" in Culpeper and says they 
like it very much. Edna's new address is 3109 
Parham Road, Richmond, Va. She received her 
Master's degree in Education from U. of R. in 
August, and is the assistant principal at Crest-
view Elementary School. 
Helen Melton Lukhard (Mrs. Rawley) made 
her second trip to the World's Fair in August 
with her mother and two oldest girls, Lindsay 
and Martha Ellen. She and "Dee" plan a trip 
to Virginia Beach for a convention in October. 
Helen and Pat Eanes Jackson are co-chairmen 
of . the Alumnae Children 's Christmas Party, 
which our class sponsors this year. 
Helen Crittenden Culbertson (Mrs. Wayne), 
Dalgren, Va. sent a long, newsy letter telling 
about her twin girls, Jennifer and Jeannine 
whose birth (on May 14, 1965), but not th~ 
names, made the last issue. 
Pat McElroy Smith (Mrs. Steve), Dahlgren, 
Va., went to Betty Brinkley's wedding in Suf-
folk on May 22, and also visited Barbara Ann 
Whaley in Portsmouth and Virginia Jones that 
same weekend. Virginia Jones was married 
this summer to Robert Miller, and her address 
is James River Country Club, Newport News 
Virginia. ' 
Barbara Pratt Willis (Mrs. J. M . H., Jr.), 
llll Colony Road, Fredericksburg, Va., had 
her fourth son last spring. Barbara and her 
two sisters had their baby boys all baptized at 
the same service in St. George's Episcopal 
Church; this event was pictured in the Fred-
ericksburg paper. 
Lois Reamy is a free-lance writer, traveling 
abroad for the past two years in Israel, Italy, 
Greece and France. At present she is living in 
Paris where she took a course in a French cook-
ing school. This led to a series of entertaining 
articles published in the Richmond Times-Dis -
patch which she wrote on French gourmet cook-
ing, complete with recipes . 
Ann App usually returns from her European 
teaching each summer for a visit. This year in 
June Margie Kantner Snader (Mrs. George), 
met her in New York while George baby-sat. 
Margie lives in Collegeville, Pennsylvania, near 
Philadelphia, where she is a part-time secretary 
for their minister, a Sunday School teacher, and 
telephone answering service for the fire depart-
ment. 
Brigitte Zickmantel is Mrs. Howard Reimer, 
376 Guildford Street, Winnipeg, Mannitoba, 
Canada. Her husband is a teacher and they have 
two children. 
The above information is credited to Helen 
Culbertson, and much appreciated. 
Carolyn Baker 's family has moved to a new 
home in Chamberlayne Hills, 8219 Tyndale 
Road, Richmond, Va. 
Pat Ballard Larus (Mrs. Charles, IV), 6505 
Wessex Lane, Richmond, Va. has one daughter, 
Elizabeth Dunning (Betsy) born on Sept. 6, 
1961. Her husband has a new job in the pro-
duction department of WRVA-TV. They are 
members of St. Stephen 's Church, and Pat's 
hobbies are sewing, reading, and refinishing fur-
niture. They enjoy their boat at Urbanna, and 
vacationed at Virginia Beach and in Charleston, 
S. C. during Garden Week. 
Shirley Evans Hart (Mrs. Douglas) lives at 
5423 Sanger Drive, Apt. 111, Alexandria, Va. 
Shirley is a teacher, and her husband works for 
the Patent Office. Charlotte Hart saw the Doug-
las Harts on a skiing weekend last winter. 
Shirley toured Europe before her marriage. 
Charlotte Hart has moved to 3515 B Hanover 
Ave., Richmond, Va. She is a research technician 
at M.C.V. Charlotte is a member of First Bap -
tist Church where she is active in the choir and 
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the bowling league. In fact, she bowled the 
highest woman's game this summer. She also 
enjoys trips with the Richmond Ski Club, and 
JOok a week's vacation in Miami this summer. 
Anne Stuart Hartz Hill lives at 4508 Brook 
Road, Richmond, Va. Her children are Anne 
Welford (April 16, 1960) and Stuart (April 
6, 1962). She teaches fifth grade at Lakeside 
Elementary. This summer she taught handcrafts 
at a playground for the Henrico Recreation 
Association, and took her children along every 
day-"a very enjoyable summer job." She also 
sang for a friend's wedding in Blackstone re-
cently. 
Barbara Glantz, 312 E. Acacia Road, Mil-
waukee, Wisconsin, is an interior designer who 
decorates offices as well as homes. She has had 
several trips to St. Thomas, V.I. with her 
family. Last year she took a trip to Europe, 
spending three weeks in the Scandinavian coun-
tries and one week in England and Scotland . 
"Am now thoroughly fascinated with the fjords 
of Norway, the fields of Denmark and Sweden, 
and the people of all," she writes. 
Helen Siner Wood (Mrs. R. M.) has arrived 
with her family as a Baptist missionary in 
Luxenbourg. Their new address is Rte. de 
Bourglinster, 66; Gonderange, Luxembourg. The 
Woods plan to be there four morn years, and are 
studying French, the official language of the 
country. Helen writes that "touring Europe and 
living in Europe are two vastly different things. 
We found we were greatly spoiled to the many 
everyday conveniences of America not so com-
monplace here. My husband pastors an English-
language church attended by many nationalities, 
but chiefly by Americans who are in this tiny 
country with various industries. We have per-
sons of many religious backgrounds attending, 
making it a rather unusual situation, but a 
very fine fellowship." 
Pat Eanes Jackson (Mrs. Royce, Jr.), 8714 
Wytheland Rd., Richmond, Va., has two sons: 
Stephen Royce (Jan. 14, 1962) and David 
Cabell (Aug. 6, 1964). Her husband is Con-
troller for the United Givers Fund . They are 
members of the Reveille Methodist Church 
where Pat is active in the circle and the creche. 
Her hobbies are gardening and "a prospective 
interest, " golf. She has collected some hours in 
night school toward a Librarian 's Certificate. 
The Jacksons vacationed at Buckroe Beach this 
summer. 
Phyllis Gee Wacker (Mrs . Louis A., Jr.), 
lives at Hampden Sydney, Va . where her hus-
band is a coach at the college. This September 
she became a member of the Longwood Col-
lege faculty, Psychology department. She re-
ceived her Masters in Psychology from U. of R. 
this summer. The Wackers have three children: 
Bruce Elizabeth (Mar . 30, 1957), our "silver 
cup baby," Kristen Laura, "Kris" (Feb . 7, 1960), 
and Louis Alexander, III, "A lex" (Sept. 21, 
1962). They are members of College Presby-
terian Church where Phyllis is a member of the 
Women of the Church and the Circle. She is 
also active in the Garden, Club, Junior Woman 's 
Club, and the College Hill Club. Her hobbies 
are sewing, gardening, and raising three ponies 
-"a ll brood mares, so we are expanding." 
Winkey Gray Stettinius (Mrs. Wallace), 8902 
Alendale Road, Richmond, Va. has two children: 
Elizabeth Gordon, "Beth" (Mar . 13, 1959) and 
Wallace Gray (Sept. 26, 1960). Wally is vice-
president of Virginia Capital Corporation, and 
they are members of St. Stephen 's Church. 
Winkey is active in the Junior League and the 
Crippled Children's Hospital Junior Board . The 
Stettiniuses are just starting to build a new 
home in the same area of Richmond, so Winkey 
has a busy year ahead. 
Doris Huffman Moore (Mrs . William), 1309 
Forrest Ave., Richmond, Va., has two children : 
Laura (Jan. 26, 1960) and Hudson (July 2, 
1963). Bill is an adult instructor in Distributive 
Education for the Richmond Public Schools. 
They are members of River Road Baptist Church 
and Doris belongs to the Thomas Jefferson Jr. 
Woman 's Club. The Moores vacationed at 
Myrtle Beach this summer. 
Sara Thompson Flinn (Mrs. Stanley, Jr.), 
3025 Cottingham Road, Richmond, Va., has one 
son, Claiborne Reid (Feb. 3, 1962). Stan works 
in Sales for the Albermarle Paper Manufactur-
ing Co. They are members of Stratford Hills 
Methodist Church, where Sara is a Sunday 
school teacher. Sara has attended night school 
at RP.I., and does private tutoring in Junior 
High English and History. The Flinns spent a 
week on the Rappahannock River this summer 
and bridge is their "avocation," since they are 
members of five bridge clubs. 
Mark your calendar now for the first week-
end in June; we want a big crowd for our tenth 
reunion. We will have a meeting of the Rich-
mond group in January to make our plans for 
the reunion, so if you all have any ideas or sug-
gestions, write to me before then. 
1957 Secretary 
MRS . ]AMES WALKER ROBERTSON 
(Carolyn Naumann) 
7741 Randy Drive 
Garden City, Michigan 48135 
September, 1965. Remember the beautiful fall 
colors on the Westhampton campus, and the 
crisp air as you walked to classes? Can it be 
possible th a'. our first year there was twelve 
years ago? 
A very nice, long letter from Faye Jones 
Townsend arrived this summer . She and Bob are 
living at R.R . # 1, Manhattan, Kansas. Bob is 
Science Librarian and head of the Reference 
Department at Kansas State University. Faye has 
been active in the League of Women Voters, a 
faculty wives group, P.T.A., room mother for 
kindergarten, and a reading club. This fall she 
is taking some zoology courses to apply toward 
her M .S. Faye and Bob have three sons, Jimm y, 
6, John, 4, and Tommy, 2. 
Margaret Foster is now in Geneva, Switzer-
land working for CERN-the European Center 
for research in high energy physics. 
Sallie Trice Greene and Jimmy attended the 
Baptist World Alliance Congress at Miami 
Beach, Florida the last week of June. They 
found it a thrilling experience to worship 
together with people from all over the world. 
Carol Dickerson Kauffmann has a new ad-
dress: 1371 Washington St., Indiana, Pennsyl-
vania. 
We are very happy to announce the birth of 
our third child, a baby girl born June 5, 1965. 
Carol Elizabeth has already brought us much 
joy with her sunny smiles and happy disposition! 
She has completely captivated her brothers, 
Craig, 6½, and Scott, 4. 
Always glad to hear from each of you! Why 
not take pen in hand today-even a postcard 
will hold lots of news that's interesting to your 
classmates. 
1958 Secretary 
MRS. GENE L. HOLDER (Sarah Ashburn) 
45 Holiday Hill 
Endicott, New York 
Many from our class had the opportunity to 
spend time in Europe this summer. Suzanne 
Kidd was back for the third or fourth time. This 
trip she was in Iceland, Copenhagen, and then 
went to Aarhus, Denmark, where she stayed 
with friends. From there she went to Oslo, 
before Stuttgart, where she picked up her new 
Volkswagen. She spent July studying organ in 
Haarlem, Holland and most of August visiting 
in Switzerland, where she did some rather vigor-
ous hiking. On her way home she stopped in 
England and Ireland. Suzanne is now choir 
director and organist for Ginter Park Presby-
terian Church in Richmond. 
Suzie Prillaman Wiltshire, Charlie and Beth, 
all went abroad where they spent most of their 
time in France, particularly Paris . They saw 
Susan Payne (1959) while they were there. Suzie 
wrote that Beth liked the pigeons of Trafalgar 
Square and the chalk pictures on the pavements 
and St. Paul's Cathedral (ala Mary Poppins). 
"Alas, there was no bird woman at St. Paul's 
and we almost had tears." Suzie and familv 
connected with Kay Ownb y for the London and 
Paris portion of their trip . Kay was over with 
the Alumnae sponsored tour visiting London , 
Amsterdam, Madrid, Berlin, Florence, and 
Rome. Now the Wiltshires have bought a home 
at 4814 Park Avenue in Richmond, and Charlie 
is teaching Russian, French, government and 
humanities at John Marshall. Beth started 
kindergarten in September. 
Jo Anne Garrett West's husband, William, 
has won a Fulbright Scholarship to study in 
Greece for a year. They left in August on a 
Greek line ship. Jo Anne will work in the 
library at the American University in Athens. 
Anne-Martin Baker left September 24, to be 
a member of the International Opera Center 
of the Zurich Opera Company, in Zurich, 
Switzerland. She will be there until June, 1966, 
and says that this is a "sort of finishing school 
for aspiring opera singers where they work on 
repertory and all phases of operatic perfor-
mances." Anne-Martin was thrilled with this 
opportunity to work in the field she loves best. 
Anne Hite Owen Huband and Otis have been 
back in the states since December. They were 
staying in Saluda, with Mrs. Owen, while Otis 
concentrated on painting and woodcarving and 
Anne Hite on cooking and sewing. They planned 
to move to Houston, Texas in August. Nanc y 
Jane Cyrus visited with Anne Hite this summer . 
Mary Alice Revere Eastwood and Bernard 
went to Nags Head this summer. I understand 
that Reb Steckman visited Ann App in Europe 
this summer. Shirley Hill Bishop and family 
rented a cottage at Ocean City, Maryland, for 
a week. The Bishops have also been busy 
remodeling their basement. Billy is a first grader 
this year and Chris is in Nursery School. Chris 
and Laura Brown, daughter of Nancy Nelson 
Brown, are in the same room. It's a small world. 
Marti Haislip Padgett and Puggy spent two 
weeks in Stanardsville and Alexandria, Virginia, 
in Jul y visiting family and friends. Robbie 
started kindergarten this fall and Marti plans 
to keep busy with the church choir, being a 
circle chairman, and working with the Presby-
terian Guidance Program. 
Kay Crawford Trimble and family moved 
bag and baggage to an apartment in Arlington 
for the summer, while Bob was on an assign-
ment for the government in Washington. When 
his operations sent him on to New York City, 
Kay and the boys flew to Florida and had a visit 
with Kay's sister. Kay visited with Bev Coker 
Hobbs in Alexandria, while she was up that 
way. Bev and Don and their children went with 
Bev' s parents on a pleasure cruise in Jul y. They 
traveled on the waterways from Washington to 
South Carolina. 
Beth Smith Steele and Bob have bought a 
big roomy fifty year old house in Altavista and 
are excited and busy fixing it up. Mary Jean 
Simpson Garrett is enjoying her two boys and 
the golfing that she and Harry do. They vaca-
tioned with other couples from Bedford at 
Roaring Gap, North Carolina. 
Peggy Williams Lowe and Frank, Joanne 
Byrd Giles and Les, Janie Davies Wheless and 
Don, Dottie Wiltshire Butler and Edgar, were 
all entertained by Violet Moore Neal and Jack 
at the Neals' home in August. Violet's new 
address is 8255 Greenock Dr., Richmond. Sam 
Beale Swallow is taking up horseback riding 
which is the only way to sight see at Guan-
tanamo Bay. Peggy Ware and her parents are 
now in their new home in Chesterfield County. 
Peggy Williams Lowe is in Fayetteville, North 
Carolina, where Frank is a professor at Chowan. 
Annette Masters is with the Welfare Depart-
ment in Winchester, Virginia. Libby Jarrett 
Burger 's new address is 6322 Stonybrook Dr., 
Richmond. 
Carolyn Smith Yarbrough and family made 
several trips to Virginia Beach this summer. 
They were actively involved in the wedding 
plans of Dabney 's brother 's August wedding. 
Bobi Wilson Crumpton and Gene were in New 
York City for a week in June, combining busi-
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ness and pleasure. They visited friends and 
saw several Broadway plays while there. 
Eddie Knipling Lake and family returned to 
California in June. They camped out along the 
trans-Canada-highway and had a marvelous time. 
Eddie spent the rest of the summer getting 
settled and gardening at her new home. Kevin 
is in kindergarten this year and the second son 
is in a Co-Op Nursery. Eddie works there one 
day a week. In early September, Eddie attended 
a meeting of the Westhampton Alumnae group 
of Northern California. There were eleven 
members present. This is remarkable considering 
the distance that Westhampton is from the West 
Coast . 
Pat Doggett Colonna and Bill are still serving 
as counselors for the Senior High MYF. Beth 
is an independent two year old now . Pat was 
critically ill in Mav and spent a quiet summer 
gaining back her strength. Jackie Ryerson Cock-
rell and family are now in Cooleemee, North 
Carolina, where Grafton is pastor of two Episco-
pal churches. 
The Holders had visits from Gene's brother 
and family in July and later my parents came 
up. I spent a week at my parents ' home at 
Virginia Beach, while Gene was away on a 
business trip. On our way home we stopped for 
a delightful visit with Cora Sue Spruill and 
family in Tappahannock. Their home which is 
located right on the Rappahannock River is 
beautiful. In August we spent three days at 
Chatham, Mass . on Cape Cod. This was a 
wonderful treat since Gene has been working 
quite hard all summer . John is now a second 
grader and J. D. is in Nursery School. I stay 
busy with my home, family, PTA, bridge, 
sewing and a few community interests. 
The next deadline is December 10. Please 
drop me a line. 
1959 Secretary 
MRS. RALPH L. HAGA , JR. 
(Carolyn Nash) 
3609 Chamberlayne Ave. 
Richmond, Virginia 23227 
I am delighted to have as one of our new 
group leaders this time around Margaret Spen -
cer Hernandez. It was on ly last September when 
I began this job and you can easily see what 
excellent cooperation I've had. I'm merely the 
co-ordin ator, you know! 
One of our newest arrivals is Lesile D . Camp-
bell III, born July 3rd to Eleanor Dickson 
Campbell and Leslie, who are "still ecstatic." 
"He's the best baby we've ever had, " Eleanor 
says. Sally is now 5, Mary Scott will be 4 on 
Nov. 11. Eleanor returned to her former job 
at MCV Sept. 2nd and will continue to work 
two days a week as before. Another new and 
interesting responsibility is hers as Ashland 
Junior Woman's Club president for the cur-
rent year. 
A long newsy letter from Eleanor Caldwell 
Godsey reports their daughter, Melanie Jane, 
born May 22. Gregory is only 16 months her 
senior, so it makes a busy household. Step-
daughter Vicki is in 9th grade at Albemarle 
High and they have moved to a " little ole 
plantation" (my quotation)-listen to this: they 
have a mere 1170-acre farm which accommo-
dates a 3-acre stocked pond, 500 beef cattle, 
and a 3-storey old English house! It's 15 miles 
from Charlottesville, the address being "Devon 
Hills, " Earlysville, Va. Roie is the new vice-
pres. of Virginia National Bank and director 
of the recently opened agri-business dept. 
Jackie Connell Atkinson writes that Charlie's 
been transferred to G.E. in Waynesboro, Va. 
She gripes, "We're selling (our house) on a 
buyer's market and will be buying on a seller's 
market-and I consider it very poor planning!" 
To add to the confusion, Missy had her tonsils 
out the end of August, and Mark Evan, who was 
1 in August, suffered third-degree burns on the 
palms of both hands when he touched the in-
side of a hot oven door. He is wearing "boxing 
glove" bandages (covered with Baggies, just in 
case he gets any ideas about dabbling in water) 
and is busy compensating for the temporary 
loss of digital dexterit y by pulling papers from 
the trash can with his teeth! What a life! 
A long time ago Mary Lee Fountain moved 
into a new apartment at 519 Logan Place, Apt. 
4, Newport News, Va. and began decorating it 
in a Spanish motif. It sounds delightful. 
Ann Goodwin Meek, Bert, and daughters 
Shelly and Shannon are now living at 230 Saint 
Barnabas Street, Pensacola, Florida, where Bert 
is a flight instructor at the Naval Air Station. 
They 've bought a new home and Ann is adding 
the final touches to her decorating scheme. She's 
really enjoying her introduction to landscaping , 
and is taking courses in sewing and cooking . 
She and Bert plan to get their licenses to sell 
real estate after taking a course this fall and 
will have interesting part-time jobs. 
Eileen Cordle is happily settled at 237 Lin -
den Drive, Danville, Va. in a private home . 
"I'm very pleased with my classes and the work 
done by The Chatterbox staff," and she wants all 
you girls in Danville to call her (SW 2-9231). 
She enjoyed the 10th-year reunion of her high 
school class this summer and had a nice long 
visit with Peggy Yarbrough Boulden. 
LaVerne Watson Edwards and Bob are mov -
ing from Frankfurt about 40 miles to Geissen, 
Germany, where Bob will head a one-man legal 
office. Until June, when they'll be back in the 
U. S. her address is Judge Advocate Division, 
V Corps, Geissen Branch; APO New York 
09169. They intend to tour Italy and Switzer-
land and other fascinating places before heading 
home. 
Cynthia Patterson Douglas wrote a long, de-
tailed letter from 4436 Knight Arnold Rd., 
Memphis, Tenn., where Bobby is pastor of 
Southland Baptist Church. The parsonage is a 
beautiful new 3-bedroom brick home in a sub-
division which adds new houses daily, so the 
potential is unlimited. There are 500-plus mem-
bers in their church, mostly young couples. 
While in Mississippi Cynthia taught school after 
receiving her Master's in Religious Education. 
Marian Gates Breeden "finally found a house 
to 'accommodate ' us (3 children, sailboat, and 
airplanes)" at 1601 Keswick Drive, Norfolk, 
Va. "What a mess moving!" Daughter Carlie 
was 3 in August, Eddie's nearly 5, and baby 
Lucius a third healthy specimen. It is amusing 
to hear Marian relate her sailing adventures: 
"E d says I'm a good crew now-I think mainly 
because I enjoy doing it. I was doubtful at St. 
Mary's (Regatta) in the cold drenching rain 
when we pulled the boat out of the water, get• 
ting stung by jelly fish." They went to the 
Langley Regatta in August and to Norfolk's 
over Labor Day . 
Sarah Coleman Marroni's husband Lou was 
transferred to Virginia Beach in May and pro• 
moted to Assistant District Manager for Texaco . 
They're now settled in at 608 Berkley Place, 
King 's Grant, Virginia Beach, "only 6 miles 
from the waterfront, and we've spent consid-
erable time there. Our guest room has been 
filled nearly every weekend." Michael starts 
kindergarten this year. 
Becky Keller Ottinger and Charlie have 
moved to 110 Valley View Ave ., Apt. 22, Lees -
burg, Va. where Charlie is working with a 
local attorney. Becky is teaching social studies 
at National Children's Rehabilitation Center for 
children who have epilepsy. Both love their 
work and their new home. 
Sylvia Olney received her M.Ed. in the teach-
ing of social studies from U. Va. in June, '65, 
taught in summer school, took in the World's 
Fair, and her address is now back at 504 Blount 
Pt . Rd., Newport News, Va. 
Another of those effervescent letters from 
Florida gives us Peggy Dulin Crew's address: 
1100 Delaney, Apt. E-22, Orlando. Merrill is 
pleased with his new job as Assistant Executive 
Director of the Florida Hospital Assn. He re-
solves problems at the various hospitals and 
does a good bit of traveling to state, district, 
and national meetings. Peg is on a furniture-
buying spree (Early American for the living 
room, modern elsewhere.) She's taken the Na-
tional Teachers Exam and is qualified as a 
Florida teacher, but will substitute this year 
while taking an Education course at Orlando 
Jr. College. She and Merrill spent 3 weeks in 
Culpeper this summer and managed to visit 
Cary Hancock Gilmer and to talk with Bev 
Eubank Evans. 
Susan Payne went to Europe this summer on 
the U. of R. Alumni tour. Margaret Tabor Small 
had lunch with her but didn 't go into detail 
when she wrote, and Susan was too busy to 
write! Margaret and her family enjoyed visiting 
relatives in Kentucky and Ohio during their 
2-week vacation. 
B. J. Stamps Rasmussen has been on the go 
too! She and daughter Beth flew to Lexington 
for a long weekend visit with Diane Paddock 
Smith and "too k in the Kentucky Derby ." In 
June B. J . took her Girl Scout troup to the 
World's Fair, and topped off her summer in 
Miami, with a side trip to Nassau. B. J . is still 
going to school, working toward June '66 and 
her Master's. Beth is in kindergarten this year. 
Another gadabout is Jean Martin Wyndham. 
When she and Herb weren't cruising up and 
down the river in their new 14-foot fiberglass 
boat (their 2 dogs pre-empting two of the 
boat's four seats) they managed to visit Atlanta, 
the Smokies, St. Augustine, Myrtle Beach, 
Charleston (seeing all the famous places and 
landmarks) and Dauphin Island in the Gulf 
of Mexico (out from Mobile, Ala.) where 
Jean's cousin is a marine biologist. They also 
enjoyed several trips to Williamsburg and boat 
trips to Yorktown. This year she's teaching in 
a newly-constructed addition at Maude Trevvett, 
and has 24 fifth graders. She loves working 
with children ("especially this time of year-
don't ask me in June! ") and is also starting 
work on her M.A . in Humanities at University 
College. 
Nancy Kipps Hugbey's letter reads like 
a brochure from the Virginia Chamber of Com-
merce. They did some camping at Big Meadows 
off the Skyline Drive and continued on to Front 
Royal. Later they drove to Annapolis and across 
the Bay Bridge, then down the Eastern Shore 
and across the Bay-Bridge Tunnel, enjoying 
Jamestown and Williamsburg on the way home . 
All Mike's aunts have been houseguests at one 
time or another lately and he adored the extra 
a ttention . He considers himself grownup now 
that he 's 3. In June they visited Nancy Rae 
Taylor Baker and Bill, who is the new pastor 
at Shiloh Baptist Church, about 5 miles from 
Kippy's . Nancy Rae and Bill were rehearsing 
an act for a Mental Health Assn.-sponsored 
talent show in Bowling Green. Nancy says she's 
"sort of replaced Steve in the old act!" They 
have two cute children (girl, 4, boy, 2) and a 
very nice home Kippy says. Ray made several 
trips to San Francisco this spring to transact 
business at Lockheed and is very busy in his 
work. Kippy has assumed the duties of W.M.U. 
president because "no one else seems to be 
willing to tackle it." 
Martha Jordan Chukinas is one of our Nags 
Head enthusiasts. They thoroughly enjoyed their 
vacation there. Martha stays "rea l busy with my 
part-time work for the plant-bookkeeping, 
etc.-and the church work, garden club, etc. 
Warren works hard but likes the plywood busi-
ness and is happiest when he's busy." To top 
things off, Sarah's husband, George, is now 
affilia ted with the plywood business too . School 
started atrociously early in Danville-August 
25-and George is already in 2nd grade. 
Julia Jett Shepherd and Company enjoyed 
Labor Day at Nags Head. She, Robbie, and 
Sharon, spent two weeks in Roanoke while Bob 
went to Fort Meade for a 2-week vacation. 
I thought we'd like to hear from Miss Chap-
man so I added her to Peggy Crew's list . Had 
a very nice card from her. "Not much (news) 
as I spent a leisurely summer. Thoroughly en-
joyed myself. Took a 3-week camping trip in 
New England, also took in the Fair, all of which 
was lots of fun. Have been in and out of Rich-
mond, to the beach several times, including 
chaperoning the seniors of '6 5. Brought back 
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memories. Wish more '59ers would come by 
school or come to see me." 
Pat Nettles Harrington writes from Boulder, 
Colorado, where they're vacationing, "s eeing 
what beautiful and different mountains these 
are." The children, Janey, 3, and Susan, 5 
(who 'll start kindergarten at St. Andrew's this 
year) were horseback riding and looking for-
ward to two weeks in San Francisco, where 
Dick was to take a course at U. of C., and to 
the return trip through Yellowstone National 
Park. Last winter they also had a trip to Cali-
fornia and visited Disneyland. Dick and Pat 
bought a boat this summer "and are having 
such a good time water skiing. Both children 
have learned to swim and Susan has received 
her beginner's certificate." 
Barbara Dulin Polis says her summer in-
cluded "an attempt at water skiing, a visit from 
Charlie's folks, and a one-day trip to one of 
the border towns of Mexico. Charlie's long 
hours in urology residency (2nd year) have 
turned Barbara into "official gardener, lawn-trim• 
mer, and car-washer-the car looks so good 
now I may go into the business. " Chuck will 
be 3 in October, "is a husky little fellow, loves 
the water, and enjoys all kinds of ball games!" 
Bev Wine Bowers reports a busy but unevent-
ful summer. She and Al have thoroughly en-
joyed Charlotte, N. C.'s wonderful summer 
theater. In September Bev attended a church 
music school in Statesville and is directing her 
church's first-grade choir. 
Jo Edwards Mierke visited in Aberdeen, Mel., 
with Nancy Olliver Rogers, who was in our 
class for 3 years. Nancy has 3 children, Steve, 
5, Glenn, 4, and Sharon, 1. 
Jo Barker Campbell's newsy card reports 
"I've been on an 'irregular hours ' project at NRL 
which bas been a lot of night work so the 
spring bas just slipped away without our know-
ing quite where. The boys are growing by leaps 
and bounds. Ben was 1 in June. Otho is in 
graduate school at American U. and working 
part-time for Congressman Moss of Calif. driv-
ing an elevator on the Hill. We had to trade 
our VW in for a micro bus when Ben was born, 
then drove to San Francisco to break it in. 
Fran Shebar went out with us and stayed a 
few months but is back in NYC now. " 
Carroll Andrews Roberson 's husband, Dave, 
graduated at R.P.I. in June and is doing re-
search for W. J. Barrow. They enjoyed a vaca-
tion in Gloucester, Mass., Sturbridge, Conn., 
Cape Cod, and dropped by the World's Fair. 
Their little girl, Leslie, is just starting to talk. 
Gary Moore Barnes says, "We ll, we Barnes 
have found that two children are quite a house-
ful at times and haven't had a real vacation 
lately ... but did enjoy a week's visit to my 
home town, Danville, and several long week-
ends at the Barnes ' cabin on Lake Jordan. We've 
gotten very enthusiastic about golf again-Bill 
is trying bis hand in the Huntsville Country 
Club's Annual Invitational Tournament. I was 
interested to read that Dr . Lavender is joining 
U. of Ala. Modern Language Dept. and will 
be here in Huntsville at the Extension." 
Margaret Spencer Hernandez bas had com-
pany most of the summer. Jess ' parents spent 
most of August with them. She and Jess got 
away for one weekend to go "a ntiquing " up 
in Pennsylvania. 
Margarite Dorsey Fussell spent the summer 
getting her house painted . She continues to 
work for the Health Dept. 
Margaret Rutherford Compton was busy 
"helping Delano 3 days a week, supervising and 
painting the inside of our house, planting 
flowers, taking golf lessons, and playing with 
my little son . Delano has been extremely busy 
-lumber bas never• sold this way before during 
peacetime." 
Sibby Haddock Young and Paige were able 
to spend a few weekends of leisure at their 
beach cottage and look forward to more leisure 
time this year. Although Sibby was home every 
weekend this summer she spent tl1e week itself 
in Charlottesville as a National Science Foun -
da cion Scholarship participant for algebra teach-
ers, at U. Va. 
Another minister 's wife, Bev Brown Floyd, 
happily writes of their reappointment to their 
church in Tallahassee, for another year . 
Mabel Shupe Cosby has fulfilled all require-
ments for her Master's except for writing her 
thesis, which she plans to start this fall. She 
and her husband did some loafing and fishing 
on the Outer Banks and at "their place 35 miles 
up the James." 
Gaile Sykes this summer taught a course in 
remedial speech for the Dept. of Agriculture 
("It 's a 'co llege' for government employees, 
from illiterates to Ph.D.'s !") and did some pri-
vate therapy with the deaf. This fall she'll teach 
"Oral Interpretation of Literature" in night 
school, and continue as Speech and Hear -
ing Therapist with Montgomery County Public 
Schools, in addition to counseling 10 hard-of-
hearing and deaf Jr. and Sr . High boys and 
girls . Recently a professional journal published 
a story about her work with two deaf teens 
"learning to hear on the telephone, " a technique 
which Gaile has had a hand in perfecting. 
"They've learned to recognize various convers a-
tional phrases by che melody and pitch pattern. 
Sounds complicated, but it 's like a verbal short-
hand. " The Bell Telephone Co. has also fea-
tured this in their trade journal, "The Trans-
mitter.'' One of Gaile's deaf students graduated 
in June as an honor student ("I was more ex-
cited than he at graduation!") and is now at 
Franklin & Marshall College. Gaile is taking 
flying lessons at a Baltimore airport and loves 
flying, even was co-pilot on a trip to Ocean 
City, Md ., Hampton, and Virginia Beach. She 
visited N.Y.C. later, and also had the chance 
t0 taste the "dry pack astronaut food-No 
thanks! I'll eat my own cooking!" She has 
taken graduate courses at U. of Md. and G.W.U. 
and has been guest soloist at the Elgin AFB 
Catholic Chapel. 
Katherine Schools Covington says that both 
Carol, nearly 4, and Diane, who'll be 2 in Jan-
uary, are blue-eyed blondes and quite big for 
their ages. Her husband, Bill, is manager of 
the Applied Science Lab, Aerospace Division, 
Melpar, Inc . "This summer he took a course in 
advanced astrodynamics at UCLA which ac-
celerated a full semester's work into cwo weeks. 
Needless to say, he went to classes from 8 to 
5 every day . The girls and I spent the time 
visiting family and friends in Richmond. Now 
Bill is taking two night courses at G . W. Some 
of these could be applied toward a Ph.D. if he 
wished, but his main objectives are expediency, 
enjoyment, and as refresher courses. The en-
gineering world changes so fast it is almost im-
possible to keep up." Katherine sews occasion-
ally, reads when she can, and enjoys League of 
Women Voters. This summer she worked with 
her county group preparing a report on mental 
health services in Va. The family spent a week 
at Bill's home in N. C., went to Williamsburg, 
the beach, mountains, zoo, museums, etc . 
A short note from Sue Riley Lambiotte praises 
Ruth Adkins Hill 's efforts as program planner 
for che Peninsula Alumnae Chapter. Sue is 
teaching third grade this year-"so far so good." 
Dottie Sparks is Director of Christian Edu-
cat ion at Westover Hills Methodist Church. 
Early in July she had a group over to see her 
slides of Japan. Elizabeth Ramos Dunkum, Kath-
erine S. Covington, Jean Martin Wyndham, 
Margarite Dorsey Fussell, Meurial Webb ('60), 
and Eileen Cordle "enjoyed reminiscing almost 
as much as we did the lovely pictures and the 
commentary chat went along with them ." 
The most ambitious summer I've heard about 
was Nancy Phillips' 2100-mile camping trip to 
the midwest to visit Bill's aunt. Nancy's four 
children are real personality kids! Nancy's 
mother left on July 29 for Teheran, Iran, where 
she will be doing library work under Fulbright 
auspices. 
Bonnie Lewis Haynie says she's been lucky this 
summer, winning a new 9' x 12' rug in a draw-
ing, and with Jerry winning a portable TV 
through Allstate. She and Scott spent 2 weeks 
in Reedville and Scott had a big time fishing 
from Mr. Lewis' boat. She and Jerry were in 
Baltimore for the 10th year reunion of his 
high school class. Bonnie had a long visit with 
Betsy Minor Stafford at a party this summer. 
She and Tom are still in Florida, have four 
children, "and Betsy looks just exactly the 
same.,, 
Bev Eubank Evans and Tom are happy to 
announce the arrival of a second daughter, 
Karen Rae, on May 30, joining Katherine, who 
is 3. Tom is taking a course toward his M.A., 
and Bev has resigned from the garden club and 
is now in the Westhampton Junior Woman 's 
Club, along with Mary Trew Bibblecomb Lind-
quist. 
Mary Trew and Jerry announce that the new 
daughter, born on May 14, is named Carey Eliza-
beth. This is their second phenomenally good 
baby-before she was 3 months old Carey de-
cided three meals a day were plenty, and she'd 
just sleep the rest of the time! The three of 
them drove to Mary Trew's home to spend a 
long 4th of July and Labor Day. 
Barbara Worrell Jessup and Walt are back 
in Richmond at 4814 Old Brook Rd., and spent 
their summer getting caught up on old friends. 
They also took a trip to the World 's Fair with 
Barbara's parents. Barbara is teaching sixth 
grade at Maude Trevvett in another of those 
new classrooms, with 21 children, but expects 
the enrollment to jump as new homes are being 
built in the county. Walt is taking over "Buster" 
Ward's job at Randolph-Macon College, and has 
begun directing the glee club . In the spring he 
will teach some music courses as well, when 
Buster leaves to work on his doctorate. Besides 
this, Walt is working on his Master's in voice 
at R.P.I. 
Margaret Griffin Thompson writes that they 
are about settled in their new home at 518 Oak 
Lane, Jacksonville, North Carolina, 28540. Art 
has been assigned to the 2nd Field Artillery 
Group, Force Troops at Camp Lejeune. Mar-
garet hopes he will be home oftener than when 
they were in Norfolk, when he was gone 18 
months out of 24. 
Dorothy Deering wrote that she'd spent the 
summer at Indiana U. working on her doctorate 
and taking courses in French and in the 19th 
Century English novel. She was delighted that 
her brother and his family were there too, and 
was able to visit them often. She's back at 
Carson-Newman College teaching freshman and 
sophomore English. 
Eileen McCutcheon is raving about the fabu-
lous vacation she had: first to Denver, Colo ., 
spending a week with Janice Dowdy Briggs. 
Janice and Ed took her sightseeing to the 
beautiful snow-capped mountains, and fascinat-
ing, rocky countryside as well as to the Air 
Force Academy. Then on to Monterrey, Mexico, 
to visit another friend. "This was the most in-
teresting experience of my life! We went to a 
bullfight, saw Flamenco dancers, listened to 
mariaches and ate Mex ican food in the Spanish-
speaking restaurants, rode a burro, and saw so 
many interesting things I can't begin to tell all 
of them." 
Patsy MacDonald Allen and Dick had a 
wonderful vacation trip on their way to Port-
land mapped out by the A.A.A. They did lots of 
sightseeing and got up into Canada too . Dick 
and Pat are happily residing at 2825 North 
Commercial Ave., Portland, Oregon. Pat isn 't 
working this winter and Dick is happy that he 
doesn't have to cook his own lunch. 
Elizabeth Ramos Dunkum and Ellis are proud 
to announce the adoption of a son, David Bur-
gess, on July 28. David was born March 29th, 
has light brown hair, blue eyes, and fair skin, 
and is the kind of child everybody "takes to" 
right away. Elizabeth still has a busy social 
schedule, and on Sept. 9tl1 had the new day-
students (new to W.C.) to a tea at her home . 
There were 75 or so girls who came. She's too 
busy to teach this year. 
Patsy Kelly Clark and Doug spent the sum-
mer finishing off their family room and having 
locs of fun with Paige. 
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This year Laurie stays at school until 2:15 
P.M . and I suddenly have "prime time" free 
during Jeff's noontime nap. I have notified Ralph 
that his gardening is to be sharply curtailed 
next year so I won't need to can so much. I am 
busy with church work too, will be a circle 
leader this fall, and supt. of the Junior dept . 
I enjo y it and it really doesn't take much 
effort. 
I understand that within the next year ZIP 
codes will be comp ulsor y for most mail and 
magazines. Please notify your group leader or 
me of your correct address and ZIP code. I will 
consider printing new address lists at that time. 
Next deadline--December 1st! 
1960 Secretary 
MRS. ROBER T H. LEMMON 
(Li nda Ann Morgan) 
651 Andrews Road 
Aberdeen, Maryland 
It was a happy reunion of old friends that 
gathered together on June 4th. We wish every-
one could have shared in that memorable eve-
ning! 
On behalf of Clare Earl Ahlers and myself, I 
would like to thank the class members for en-
trusting to us the important job of class secre-
tary. This office will be a joy for Clare and me 
provided you do your little part. Without your 
cooperation, there can be no column. I know 
you will all join me in thanking Jeanne Kosko 
Light for doing such a splendid job. 
I am trying a new system of correspondence, 
which was discussed at the reunion. Before each 
deadline, your area secretary will get in touch 
with you, then relay the news to me. She may 
use a round robin letter, a phone call, or any 
method that works best. I have set up the fol-
lowing areas and found willing helpers to act 
as secretaries: New York-Ruthi Greenfield 
Zinn; Lynchburg-Roanoke--Anne Paig e Jones 
Hurt; Baltimore: Peggy Gore Sykes; Portsmouth, 
Newport News, Norfolk-Martha Jane Pugh 
Woods (not definite); Richmond-Petersburg-
shared by Loretta Hudgins and Jeannette Mc-
Williams Welsh ; West coast-Dodie Tyrell. 
The cwo areas without secretaries as of yet are 
North Carolina and Florida. Pat Hunt has vol-
unteered to act as secretary reporting from 
across the seas in Europe. If your place of resi-
dence does not fall within one of these areas, 
then you should correspond directly with me, 
unless there is an area with which you would 
like to join. If so, just let me know. In some 
cases, you have been included in the area which 
is closest to you. Please cooperate with your area 
secretary and let's make this system work! 
I have one wedding to report. Em St. Clair 
became Mrs. Wendell Wayne Ke y, Jr. on Au-
gust 7. After a northern wedding trip, the Keys 
are making their home at 2210 Chalfont Drive, 
Richmond. 
Jane Morris wrote to inform me of an ad-
dress change. Kitty Whityby Fiege has moved 
to 312 Stevenson Lane, A-7, but continues tO 
reside in Baltimore . 
Jeanne Kosko Light and Roble y had a busy 
summer entertaining house guests, of which 
there seemed to be no end! Their big new house 
"seems to attract visitors," bur Jeanne is de-
lighted with it all. Jeanne and Robley are plan -
ning a week-end in Sarasota, Florida and will 
attend several plays at the Asoto Theater there . 
This is a birthday treat for Jeanne. Unfortu-
nately after their holiday, Robley must undergo 
surgery. 
Anne Paige Jones Hurt finds her days are 
busy ones, thanks to her two little ones, Ben-
nett, age four, and Anne Carson, age two. 
Wally is reaching chemistry and physics and 
working toward his master's degree which he 
will receive next summer. 
Becky Grissom Van Ausdall and Jerr y spent 
a delightful week-end in New York with Phyllis 
Jenkins Polhemus and Bob. Becky and Jerry 
dropped in to visit with Bob and me on their 
way home. 
Four of our classmates planned a reunion of 
their own recently and met for lunch in Rich -
mond. They were Sarah Hudgins Rice, Lynn 
Mapp Wiggins, Loretta Hudgins and Becky 
Grissom Van Ausdall. 
Lynn Mapp Wiggins and Ben are residing 
in the new city of Chesapeake, Virginia, where 
Ben is practicing dentistry. Lynn will go back 
to being a career girl and teach history in 
junior high school. Lynn and Ben saw Nancy 
Wheeler Farthing and Bill over the fourth of 
July week-end . Nancy will be teaching in Roa-
noke. The Wiggins ' home was damaged by fire 
during a terrible storm and a portion of the 
house was destroyed. 
While vacationing in Rehoboth Beach, Dela-
ware, I was pleasantly surprised to meet up with 
Suzanne Foster Thomas and Bill who were also 
enjoying the sun and surf . Bill is practicing law 
in Alexandria and Suzanne finds her time occu-
pied fending little "Will." 
Ruthi Greenfield Zinn and Steve were en-
during the long, hot, humid New York summer 
as they made plans for a 10-day September holi-
day in Jamaica. Their European tour had to be 
cancelled. Ruthi and Steve, Gloria Vieginer 
Price and George and Shirley Satterfield Flynn 
and Les recently enjoyed a night on the town 
together. 
Cynthia Rabon Barry and hubby are making 
the most of their stay in Honolulu. They have 
toured Japan, Korea and Okinawa, with time 
out for the arrival of a daughter, Stephanie 
Lynn, on June 28. Congratulations are also in 
store for Paula Williams Davis and Joe, who 
are the proud parents of Leigh, born in May . 
Frances Templeman Latham and husband are 
residing in Ft. Lewis, Washington while he is 
interning with the Army . 
Uncle Sam has uprooted Pat Hunt Worth-
ington and husband from their happy Florida 
home and we found them awaiting port call to 
Germany! They expected to leave by Labor Day 
and will sta y temporarily in Heilbronn until 
base housing is available . The Worthingtons 
were taking advantage of their leave time by 
visiting with Pat 's family in Oakton, Virginia . 
Peggy Gore Sykes reports that they have " real 
big_ news " at their house . A baby girl, Suzanne, 
arrived on July 10, 1965 and Billy 2, is an ador -
ing little brother . 
Dodie Tyrell makes all other news seem 
mundane with her reports of sailing the Pacific 
on the yacht Salee, and trips to Mexico for the 
bull fights, Shelter Island in San Diego, and 
Lakes Arrowhead and Big Bear in the moun-
tains. Gigi Greenfield Harris and husband were 
guests of honor at a Bon Voyage Dinner 
hostessed by Dodie. The Harris' leave for France 
so that Jay can begin his studies at the Univer-
sity of Paris. 
Em St. Clair Key and Jeannette McWilliams 
Welsh, two of our new class officers, kept each 
other compan y while their respective husbands 
were away working. Jack Welsh spent several 
weeks working at Strawberry Banks in Norfolk 
with the Barksdale Theater. Wayne was work-
ing nights at the hospital. 
Two of our classmates have recently returned 
to Virginia to live. Nancy McCullock Pickands 
and Jim are residing at 110 Allendale Court, 
Blacksburg, Virginia. Judy Cyrus Walker and 
Phil are happy to be back in Richmond where 
Phil will take up his duties as Assistant Pastor 
of Bethlehem Baptist Church. Phil has com-
pleted his class work for his Master's degree . 
If you drop in at 7108 Medford Avenue in 
Crestview, you will find Judy up to her neck 
in curtains, paint and slip covers . Chip and 
Brian Walker find the big yard quite a treat. 
Loretta Hudgins and Sarah Hudgins Rice had 
a reunion with Peggy Sue Roberts Ferebee 
while she was home for a visit in June . Loretta 
reports that they had a real old-fashioned "con-
fab ." 
Paulita Patterson, a member of our class for 
two years, is now Mrs. P. D. Wade and she 
and hubby live in Aylett, Virginia, where they'ye 
just built a new home. 
Clare Earle Ahlers and David continue to 
reside up north in Pittsburgh while David at-
tends the Graduate School of Industrial Admin-
istration at Carnegie Tech. He is busy preparing 
for qualifying exams this fall and after that's 
over, Clare says they'll be able to breathe easier. 
With David studying night and day, Clare re-
ports that they are leading a pretty quiet life. 
Bob and I spent an eventful summer. Uncle 
Sam planned a two-week vacation at scenic 
Camp A. P. Hill for Bob, so I went to Rehoboth 
Beach, Delaware to stay at my parents ' cottage. 
Upon his return, Bob entered the hospital for 
minor surgery. After this ordeal, we packed 
our bags and headed for Chesapeake, Virginia 
to visit for a week with Bob's family. The high-
light of our trip south was an evening in Rich-
mond spent with Becky Grissom VanAusdall 
and Jerry attending the Redskin-Cardinal pro 
football game. We are looking forward to fall, 
as we are lucky enough to have season tickets 
for the Colt games. I have retired from the 
teaching profession and find being a full time 
housewife absolutely marvelous. 
The next deadline is December 7, so when 
you hear from your area secretary, please be 
prompt in replying. 
1961 Secretary 
MRS. JERRY H. JONES 
(Betty Wad e Blanton) 
1104 Johnson Avenue 
Petersburg, Virginia 
Arcention '61 classmates! Put your thoughts 
about our June '66 reunion on paper and send 
them to me as quickly as possible. We will need 
to elect a class president, secretary, and fund 
raising chairman, so any suggestions you have 
will be appreciated. 
Those of you who have not seen your news 
items please send them again since I finished 
school moved to Petersburg, and started to 
summ~r school at William and Mary all in two 
weeks and I must admit a few things were lost. 
Sorry! News for the winter Bulletin should 
reach me by December 1st. 
A new "doctor " bas arrived at the home of 
Dr. and Mrs. P. James Chandler, Jr. (Louise 
Inman) in St. Louis, Missouri. He is Preston 
James Chandler, III and he arrived August 28th. 
Louise sends these words, "It 's wonderful-
chis baby business!" 
Lynne Stephenson Cox, Skip and Cameron 
spent and unexpected su~mer in Dallas, Tex~s. 
This is certainly a family on the go. While 
Skip studied in school, Lynne and Cameron 
toured Dallas. They are back home in Bowie, 
Maryland now and this fall Lynne is busy with 
church nursery work, art gallery tours, W.C. 
alumnae, A.A.U.W. and International Center 
entertaining. In place of a second car, Skip got 
Lynne a bicycle with a seat on the back for 
Cameron. New fad! Barbara Bertsch Cox and 
Bob have had a busy summer spending several 
weeks in Mississippi, a week in Baltimore and 
several weeks at the beach. Barbara and Bob 
are settling down once again to the Chapel 
Hill routine. She is again teaching in the upper 
elementary grade and Bob will be working on 
his Ph.D. in English. Anne Abbitt Kerr and 
Sam will be in Fort Sheridan, Illinois after he 
completes JAG school at the University of 
Virginia. 
Anne Coleman Jarrell, Jim, and family have 
moved to Cary, North Carolina. Jim is working 
on his Ph.D. in biochemistry at North Carolina 
State. Anne is a first year librarian in the Pitts· 
boro Elementary Library. Jay is four years old 
and in nursery school. 
Joyce Smith Allison was in Mildred Tierney 's 
August 14th wedding to Don Kerr. Mildred and 
Don are living in Newport News. Paddy Dozier 
Brezina and Denny also attended the wedding . 
Denny is now working for the Department of 
Commerce. Joyce and Ed moved into their first 
house in September and at the same time school 
opened again so Joyce writes that she has been 
very busy. The opening of school has brought 
Nancy Adams Booker back to 8th grade math 
at Chandler Junior High School. Nancy spent 
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the summer in the summer school at William 
and Mary. 
Evelyn Spivey Drum writes that big things 
have happened for husband, John. He is now a 
Registered Professional Engineer. She said "engi-
neers are allowed to study five years and com-
plete all parts of the examination, but John took 
and passed the whole thing in one fell swoop. " 
Jenny Stokes Howe is busy moving to Alabama , 
Blackstone and Germany all at once. She and 
Bob feel very lucky to be sent to Germany. 
Marcia Bowman Mosby and Sandy and Chris 
have moved to 119 Monte Vista Avenue in 
Charlottesville . Marcia says that their home has 
a large yard and the first thing that had to be 
done was co fence Chris in. Sandy has been very 
busy getting the new Leggett's store opened up. 
It opened the last of August. 
Barbara Spiers and Lt. j. g. Robert Causey 
were married in Roanoke September 25th. 
Barbara and Bob will make their home in Vir-
ginia Beach. This summer Barbara received her 
M. Ed. degree from the University of Virginia 
and will be teaching at Virginia Beach again 
this fall. Barbara ran into Shirley Southworth 
Saunders and Bob at the University this summer . 
Shirley is teaching in the county while Bob is 
working on his Ph.D. in history. 
Gloria Holland Merrifield and Don have 
bought an Anne Hathaway style house on Robin-
hood Lane in an area called (what else) Sher-
wood Park, near Huntsville, Alabama since 
their apartment was about to get too crowded. 
Don took Gloria with him when he flew to 
San Francisco for an American Institute of 
Aeronautics and Astronautics Convention. Gloria 
says many events were planned for the wives 
such as tours of the city, tours of the shops, 
and dinner and a fashion show in Oriental style 
on Nob Hill. In August they visited Don 's 
family in Miami. Between travels and entertain -
ing, Gloria and Don have found time to enjoy 
the beautiful Guntersville Lake in the TV A 
chain. Gloria says "it's great fun to search for 
a picnic spot and find your own sandy beach 
which also has trees for shade; and the real 
beauty of it all is that the scenery is natural 
and rather untouched by humans. " 
Gail Morrison Brooks and John bought a 
home lase February and moved in on Gail's 
birthday. It is a tan brick split level on a very 
good sized lot. Gail says that with Bruce down 
on all fours their dog Tippy has found a grand 
playmate . Gail and John were in Roanoke in 
June and saw Peggy McVeigh Nunnally, Bob 
and family. Bob has been playing in some golf 
tournaments and Peggy has been going with 
him . 
Adrienne Price Cox and Joe went to Europe on 
a three week tour with Helen Londeree Johnson 
and her husband. They had quite an interesting 
time. Adrienne will be teaching again this year 
while Joe gees started in his dentist practice. 
Shirley Fish Kirchner, Pete and family have 
moved into their new home in Fort Washington 
just out from Philadelphia and they have been 
busy ever since. They spent six weeks at the 
shore so they didn't get to know their home 
until August . Jill started to school this fall 
which was a big event at the Kirchner home. 
Shirley and Pete also attended the Miss America 
contest in Atlantic City in September. 
Barbara Ross Cobb writes that Kally weighs 
almost seventeen pounds now and is really 
growing. Barbara says that Betty Gaines Brown 
called her the other day when she read about 
Barbara being in Cleveland in the Bulletin . 
Betty's third child, a son, arrived on September 
3. 
Judy Olton Mueller and Bruce have bought 
another old house built in 1 790 which they 
restored this year. They won an award for it-
the most authentic in "Olde Towne " Alexandria 
in the past year. This past summer they went 
to Europe which Judy says was lots of fun since 
her parents had been over there all spring and 
they met and spent two weeks with them in 
London. From London they went to the con-
tinent, bought a Volvo, and picnicked all over 
the place. As compared to Judy, Nancy Tingle 
Griffin says her summer has been quiet. Son, 
David, has learned to ride his tricycle and 
swing from branches. Nancy is working for a 
certified public accountant in Heathsville and 
she just walks to work. 
Sandy Gott Gilliarr. and William took a lei-
surely trip to Canada for a week and then just 
loafed for another week. 
Betty Lou Hillsman Gray and Lee have a son, 
Jeffrey Hillsman, born June 4. Teri, their daugh-
ter, is two years old now. Lee has been pro-
moted as sales representative for U.S. Gypsum 
Company in the Washington area. 
Sylvia Thompson Carlton writes that husband, 
Ash, is still a great golf enthusiast. In August 
she and Ash went to Ligonier, Pennsylvania to 
the PGA Tournament to watch Arnold Palmer 
and all the big guys. Ash has been playing some 
tournaments in Richmond including the Valen-
tine over Labor Day. 
Doralee Forsythe Richardson and Lee have 
been very busy in Denver where they have 
bought a home in the suburbs. For the past two 
years Doralee has been the secretary for a 
church while Lee was taking courses at the 
University of Colorado in Boulder toward his 
doctorate in business administration. Thev 
"traded places" this past summer. Lee passed 
his comprehensives in May and taught market-
ing on University of Colorado's Denver campus 
while Doralee was taking a full summer sched-
ule of courses in journalism and education on 
the Boulder campus. This fall Lee will continue 
teaching in Denver and plans to be well along 
on his dissertation. Doralee will be teaching 
English and journalism and supervising the 
newspaper at a large, new high school near 
their home. Doralee also writes that on May 
27 Lee was recognized, in absentia, as the out-
standing graduate of the Business School class 
of 1962. 
Kitty Thorburn Neale and Hobby have bought 
a home in Chesterfield County as school begins 
at Douglas Freeman where Kitty teaches. Mary 
Catherine Sellers Dunn has also returned to 
teaching at Elkhart Intermediate School. 
Joyce Slavin Scher and Norman have a son, 
Charles Benjamin, born on April 25. She and 
Norman had a lovely time at the bar conven-
tion at the Homestead. 
In June Ginny Needham Whitfield with son, 
Jimmy, who is five, and daughter, Paula, who is 
three, visited in Richmond. Gywnn Barefoot 
Raper got in touch with as many '61 classmates 
as possible to attend a coffee for Ginny. Ad-
rienne Price Cox, Nancy Adams Booker, Betty 
Pritchett White and Suzanne DuPuy Black were 
among those who attended. Gwynn and Jerry 
have spent most of their spare time this sum-
mer sailin~. 
When I heard from Mary Burks Pipes she 
was preparing for hurricane, Betsy, and staying 
close to home. Mary writes that as they finally 
get settled in their new home, they are moving 
out for two months to stay in a couple's home 
with their children while they are in Europe. It 
really isn't bad as there will be two maids and 
two yardmen. 
Cindi Deatelhauser Foltz saw Ginny Whit-
field and family when she was in Richmond. 
Ginny had dinner with the Foltzs' which in-
cludes Becky, age 4, and Donna, 20 months . 
Even though Cindi is listed as class of '62 she's 
really one of us. 
Thanks for all the letters-keep them coming . 
All I ask is that everyone of you answer the 
letters you'll get about our reunion and make 
plans to be with us in June. 
1962 Secretar y 
MRS. W. S. DAVIDSON 
(Joan Bishop) 
623 Hampshire Place, Apt. H 
Westover Hills Blvd. 
Richmond, Virginia 
I hope all 62ers had a good and excltlng 
summer . Wedding bells rang this summer for 
me and my two college roommates Pam Koch 
Fay and Robin Cramme Perks. In June I was a 
bridesmaid in Pam's wedding, in July a brides-
maid in Robin's, and finally in August I walked 
down the aisle as the bride. Pam married John 
Fay who works in Richmond at First & 
Merchants National Bank and Robin became the 
wife of Jerry Perks who attends RP.I. and also 
works at Federal Reserve Bank. My husband, 
Scott Davidson, is from Buckingham County and 
he is with Philip Morris, Inc. 
Barbara Harrell is now engaged to Jim 
Holdren of Richmond. Jim is a graduate of 
William and Mary and teaches in Richmond at 
Thomas Jefferson High School. The wedding is 
set tentatively for next June. Darlene Morgan 
returned this August from a summer trip to 
Europe with fond memories. She went with 
four other schoolteachers and they toured the 
continent in a Volkswagen. Darlene left the 
group in Rome and flew to Athens where she 
met a cousin. Having viewed the Acropolis here 
she enjoyed this part of the trip best. Leaving 
the ancient Greek capital, she flew back to the 
states alone and prepared for her duties as 
sixth grade teacher at the brand new elementary 
school, R. C. Longan in Richmond's west end . 
Libbie Wambler Jarrett's husband, Harry, 
just graduated from the University of Virginia 
Medical School. Alice Hall says the Alumni 
Bulletin still reaches her in the land of snow, 
ice, floods, etc. She is still working toward her 
graduate degree at the University of Minnesota . 
Mary Kay Williams is now Mrs. Alistair Weir. 
She was married in Scotland; July 24, and her 
husband will be teaching New Testament and 
Greek at the seminary of the University of 
Edinburgh with additional research in the New 
Testament for the next three years. Mary Kay 
will be working as a youth director in a large 
Edinburgh church near their newly purchased 
apartment in a quaint little Scottish village just 
outside Edinburgh. Their new address is: The 
Rev. & Mrs. G. Alistair Weir, 20D Main Street, 
Roslin, Midlothian, Scotland. 
Ann Bennett Jones, wife of Paul S. Jones, Jr. 
earned her Master 's degree at Fairleigh Dickin-
son University in New Jersey last year . They 
now live at 2127 W. Howard St., Chicago, 
Illinois 60645. She is teaching high school 
history and her husband is entering a doctoral 
program in philosophy at Northwestern. 
I'm sure you've noticed the brevity of our 
class news. Please write me by December 1 and 
note my new address. Remember, we NEED 
News. 
1963 Secretary 
MRs. DENNIS M. RozuM 
(Margie Burkett) 
2010 Redman Rd. , Apt. 15 
Richmond, Virginia 
Well believe it or not, two years have already 
passed. In June we had our first official reunion. 
We all were anxious to catch up on the news 
and reluctantly stopped the chatter for a few 
bites of dinner. Mrs. Foy, our class sponsor was 
a delightful surprise guest. After dinner we had 
a brief meeting and we elected Peggy St. Clair 
Stevens class president and Margie Burkett 
Rozum class secretary. Patti Dix Angelino and 
Dee Harwood Perkins arrived too late for the 
reunion dinner but stopped by Peggy Stevens 
for the get-together Saturday afternoon . Dee, 
Robert, and their son are in the deep South, 
Magnolia, Arkansas, where Bob is an assistant 
professor in history. Patti and Angie are living 
in Baltimore where she works for the Baltimore 
Biological Lab. Congratulations are in order 
for Patti, as she was nominated by her profes-
sional woman's club for the Maryland Young 
Career Woman of the Year and placed second 
in the state. 
A last minute note arrived from Barbara Cook 
Darling, Bill, and little Melanie saying they 
couldn't make the reunion after all as they were 
busily and excitedly moving into their new 
home. 
Cecelia Stiff Mahan and Leland are living in 
Nevato, California (near San Francisco) while 
Leland is in the Air Force. Cecelia is planning 
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to substitute in the public schools this fall. · 
Judy Cooke and Gerard Mosely were married 
June 12 in Durham, N. C. After a honeymoon 
trip to Europe, they are now residing in New 
Haven, Conn., where Gerry is working on his 
Ph.D. 
Pat Rich Pastor and Alan are living in 
Alexandria where she is teaching the fourth 
grade and Alan is working for the Internal 
Revenue Dept. They had a lovely vacation in 
New England this summer-Pat said she was 
really impressed with Y ankeeland ! She writes 
that she visited Danva Butts D 'Zmura, Paul and 
their darling new son, Paul, Jr., in Arlington . 
Charlotte Hines Forrester and Dick are now 
living in Franklin, Va. Charlotte plans to teach 
Latin in the public schools. 
Nancy Berkowitz will be playing "musical 
apartments" throughout the year as she expects 
to visit Richmond frequently. In fact, she spent 
one weekend in late August with the Yaffas and 
this past weekend with the Gendersons . Of 
course Phyllis and Gail are delighted, although 
they don't get to see her that much as her sole 
purpose for coming is to see her fiance Ez Sohol, 
who is doing his residency in surgery at MCV . 
Nancy and Ez plan to be married next summer 
-(if not sooner bet friends) when the com-
muting will stop and Nancy will take up house -
keeping here until Ez finishes. Nancy 's schedule 
did allow for a garrulous suitemate reunion at 
Gail Genderson's this past weekend. Marcia 
McMullin Cantrell, Khakki Elmore Rogers, Gail 
and Nancy had much to say after not having 
been together in almost two years. 
Carolyn Hodnett and Charles Wyatt were 
married July 24 in Martinsville . They are living 
in Norfolk where Charlie is in the Navy and 
Hod is teaching 6th grade. 
Just returned from a summer trip to Denver 
are Mimi Brent Booker and Judson who ar e 
back in Charlottesville this year where Jud is 
in Medical school and Mimi is teaching fifth 
grade . While they were returning, Ellie Wil -
liamson and Sterling were moving out to Den -
ver where Sterling will be interning. 
Betty Lou Giles, after receiving her MAT , 
is back home in Danville teaching English at 
George Washington High School. Carol Faye 
Johnston Butt and Dick are now living in Texas. 
Beth Holland Maxwell and Jim are in 
Durham, N. C., where Jim, a senior at Duke 
Law School, will be president of the Student 
Bar Association. 
Congratulations go to recent Law School 
graduates Sam Genderson and Bob Gillete . 
Sam and Gail are still living in Richmond where 
Sam is now practicing with the firm of Cantor 
& Cantor and Gail is head of the history depart • 
ment at Tuckahoe Junior High. Kay and Bob 
have bought a home in Suffolk. Bob has joined 
a law firm there and Kay is teaching 7th grade . 
Judy and Jon Bolling visited Pat Kirby Percy 
and Stu recently. Besides their son, they have 
a precious daughter, Catherine Renee, who was 
born June 22. Their new address is 41 Jefron 
Drive, Ambler, Pa. 
Grace Phelps Rhinesmith 's husband is an 
assistant professor in the history department at 
U. Va. She sees Betsy Broaddus Zimmerman 
quite often, since she and her family have moved 
to Charlottesville. 
Diane Thurston Jones, Owen, and their happy 
baby Claire are coming up from New Orleans 
for a week in Richmond at Christmastime and 
hope to see a lot of their friends at this time . 
Also coming to Richmond at Christmas will be 
Jackie Smithers . She is working in a chemistry 
lab in California. 
Betty Ann Sisler Rider and her husband Tom 
have both earned graC:uate degrees (she a Mas -
ters, he a Ph.D.) and plan to teach at Winthrop 
College in Winthrop, S. C. 
Annette Rorrer Hash and Bob are now at 
Vanderbilt University where Bob is studying 
for his Ph.D. 
Marie Morris taught summer school and plans 
to start graduate school this fall at William and 
Mary. 
I would like to thank all those who contri -
buted news for this letter, particularly Julie 
Haynie, Ann Hurd, Phyllis Yaffa, and Judy 
Bolling. This letter can only be as newsy as 
you all make it, so please send the news! We 
do hope to reorganize the "group plan" of send-
ing in news and will let you know more later . 
Hope to see many of you at Homecoming! 
1964 Secretary 
Mrss CYNTHIA MORGAN 
Box 1473 
Bowman Hall 
University of Kentucky 
Lexington, Kentucky 
How does it feel to be in the "ranks of the 
aging"? After all, the class of '65 has inherited 
from us the novelty and prestige of being the 
most recent graduating class from Westhampton. 
But then, one consolation to inject here is the 
fact that we are gaining experience in so many 
areas even though the "aging process" must 
continue. 
Now I will proceed with the news. In the area 
of weddings and engagements there are several 
involved. Gay Shelton became Mrs. Hootz on 
August 7. Gay's husband works for C & P in 
Richmond. 
Also Nancy Holland and Mr. Burnett Miller 
were married this summer. Bonnie Brooks and 
Paul Reddit will be married December 18. As 
far as engagements are concerned, I have heard 
of only one, which I am especially happy about. 
Mv roommate, Libby Schools, became engaged 
August 2nd . A December or June wedding is 
planned. 
While at home the first of September for a 
few days, I talked with Sally Abel, had lunch 
with Betty Cheyney and by coincidence saw 
Alice Reynolds who was in our class through 
our sophomore year. Sally had a wonderful ·ex-
-perience in the Far East this past year and is 
now trying to settle back down to an "ordinary 
American job. " 
Betty Cheyney looks great! Vienna really 
agreed with her. Since returning she has been 
busy singing in weddings and preparing for 
graduate school at Northwestern in Chicago. I 
hope to meet her there for Thanksgiving. 
Alice Reynolds "appeared" in church the 
Sunday I was home. She is teaching in an ele-
mentary school in Maryland in the D. C. area 
and really loves it. 
In August I received a let !er from Lee Putney 
who transferred to Longwood our junior year. 
She graduated in '64 wit'.1 a B.S. in Biology. 
This fall she will be taking graduate courses at 
V.P.I. with plans to go to veterinary school at 
the T.fniversity of Georgia next year. This will 
involve a four year training program. 
Joy Schmidt Prince and her husband have 
moved to Covington where he is now working 
for West Virginia Pulp and Paper Company. 
Susie Fleming is teaching in an elementary 
school in Cocoa, Florida. She is taking graduate 
courses hoping to receive her Master 's in 
Education. 
Concerning those of us who are still en-
thusiastic about the academic life, Linda Fridley 
received a fellowship from the Child Aid 
Society of Pennsylvania for a year's study in 
Social Work. 
Bonnie Higgins Arrington is working on her 
M.A. in mathematics at the University of 
California in Berkeley . Her husband is working 
for the Lawrence Radiation Lab at the Univer-
sity on a research grant . Their new address is 
2450 Warring St ., Berkeley, California. 
Kathy White began her clinical training in 
Occupational Therapy at McGuire's V.A. hos-
pital the end of June. She will continue her 
training at Reisterstown, Maryland this Septem -
ber. 
Leslie Yonce is working on her Ph.D. in 
Learning and Experimental Psychology at the 
University of Minnesota. 
Mary Cross Brittle Floyd and her husband are 
at Southeastern Baptist Seminary this year where 
both are taking courses. 
Both Barbara Powell and Frances Mayer 
atte nded summer school-Barbara at Southern 
Seminary in Louisville, and Fran at the Univer-
sity of Tennessee . 
There were two errors made in the last issue 
which I wish to correct. Carole Hanson will be 
sharing an apartment with Linda Fridley but 
will be continuing in Rehabilitation Work in 
Philadelphia. Secondly, Carol and Bob Turner 
will be teaching in Richmond again this year. 
Gloria H. Leber is a Statistical Assistant at 
the Logistics Management Institute. They are 
still living in Falls Church, Virginia . 
Nancy Hall Lyon and Bill are again living 
in Richmond. Joyce Sanford Brittingham and 
Jim are now stationed in Selma, Alabama at 
Craig Air Force Base . Jo yce will be teaching 5th 
grade this year . 
Pat Stinson and Nancy Schriebeis are sharing 
an apartment in the D. C. area where both are 
working. Jean and Frank Knill are expecting a 
new arrival in December. Frank will receive his 
Master's in Psychology in February and plans 
to continue for his Ph.D. 
Among our class members we also have some 
European enthusiasts. Connie Zeno, Nancy 
Loughridge and Kendal East spent July travel-
ing throughout Europe. Also Ann Hardwick 
traveled abroad during the month of September. 
I am now a graduate student at the University 
of Kentucky in Lexington. I received a two year 
grant to study in Vocational Rehabilitation 
Counseling and hope to receive my Master's in 
May 1967. 
Some complications have prevented my obtain-
ing all the news for this issue due to moving 
and change of address so I hope the next issue 
will be more comprehensive. Send news directly 
to me or to your group chairman at any time 
before December 5 to be included in the next 
issue. Please send in new addresses. 
1965 Secretary 
Miss BARBARA C. VAUGHAN 
403 Westover Hills Boul evard, Apt. # 203 
Richmond, Virginia 
I feel sure that since graduation each of you 
has waited anxiously to receive news from the 
Class of 1965. It seems that it has been a busy 
few months for most of us. 
Wedding bells have been ringing for many 
members of the class. Those who were not 
brides were bridesmaids. Anne Grant became 
Mrs. Carl Franklin Williams June 12. They are 
making their home in Richmond and Anne is 
employed as a technician at Philip Morris 
Research Center. 
Phyllis Corker also was married on this day 
to Thomas A. Palmore. Phyllis is teaching in 
the elementary school in Victoria which is near 
her home in Kenbridge, Virginia. 
June 12 was the wedding day for two others, 
Nancy Puryear and Phyllis Grasty. Nancy be-
came Mrs . Earl Ronald Spence and Phyllis be-
came Mrs. Nelson Decker Bristow. Nancy and 
Ron have rented a furnished home in Virginia 
Beach where they are both teaching. Phyllis 
and Decker are living in Lynchburg where 
Phyllis is teaching math at E. C. Glass High 
School and Decker is emp loyed by General 
Electric. 
The next week-end was no exception-more 
wedd ings. Mary Beth Palmer was married June 
19 and Millie Bradshaw, June 20. Mary Beth is 
now Mrs. Wayne White . They are living in 
Washington, D. C., where Mary Beth is teach-
ing fourth grade at Pierce Elementary School 
while Wayne attends seminary. Millie, now Mrs. 
Lawrence Weir Brown, is back home in Franklin 
where she is teaching math and science in the 
seventh gra de and Larry is employed with 
Union Bag Camp Paper Corporation. 
Sue Smola was married June 26 to Dr. Donald 
Floyd Reynolds. They are now at Keesler Air 
Force Base in Biloxi, Mississippi, and Sue is 
teaching math. 
June may be the month of brides but Jul y had 
its share, too. July 3 was the day Susie Green-
wood became Mrs. James A. Crute. After a trip 
to the Poconoes, they are making their home in 
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Richmond where Susie will enter the School of 
Social Work at the Richmond Professional 
Institute and Jimmy will enter medical school at 
the Medical College of Virginia. 
Evelyn Garrett also was married July 3 to 
Kenneth Bowyer. They are making their home 
in Richmond where Ken is working with the 
state. 
Jul y 10 was the "big" day for Linda Holt, 
Mary T. Smith, and Phyllis Jane Bradshaw. 
Linda became Mrs. Edward Lewis Lilly. The y 
are in Richmond where Linda will teach French 
at the Collegiate School for Girls and Eddie 
will be a second year medical student at the 
the Medical College of Virginia. 
Mary T. became Mrs. Murdock Lawrence 
Watson, Jr. They are living in Petersburg and 
Mary T . plans to devote her time to housekeep-
ing and being a "good" wife to Lawrence. 
Phyllis Jane is now Mrs. Robert Edward 
Meiggs, III and is making her home in Fair -
mont, West Virginia, where Bob is working 
with the Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone 
Company. 
Sue Parrish became Mrs. Kenton B. Patrick 
July 17. They are livin g in Hampton where Sue 
is teaching math and Kenton is employed by a 
local Consultant Engineering Firm. 
Jul y 31 was the wedding day for Barbara 
Harton and William G. German. They are living 
in Richmond and Barbara is teaching second 
grade at Glen Lea School in Henrico County. 
After singing for several other weddings dur-
ing the summer, Barbara Gardner was the bride 
of Richard Baldwin Cook on August 14. She and 
Richard took another honeymoon to Puerto Rico 
while they trained for a Peace Corps mission 
to an urban area in Panama. The best of luck 
to you both for the next two years . 
This same day, Jessica Vaughan was married 
in Richmond to James B. Pearman . They are 
living in Roanoke where Jessica is teaching 
twenty-eight second graders. 
Diane Rose, Anne Askew, and Faye Martin 
graduated August 26 and were married August 
28. What an exciting few days! Diane became 
Mrs. Newton De Shazo. They are making their 
home in Williamsburg where she is teaching the 
fifth grade. 
Anne is now Mrs. Reginald Nash Jones . They 
are making their home in Richmond where 
Reggie will enter T. C. Williams Law School. 
Faye Martin was married to James Gasquet 
di Zerega II. Faye is working at the Life 
Insurance Company of Virginia and Jim is a 
thi rd year law student at T . C. Williams Law 
School. 
Pam August became Mrs. Phillip Randon 
Leicht on August 28. Before her marriage she 
worked as a secretary at Entran, Inc., in Silver 
Spring, Maryland. They are now living in 
Pennsylvania. 
September 11 was the wedding day for two 
more members of our class. Harriet Clay was 
married to Douglas Naismith, Lieutenant junior 
grade, U.S. Naval Reserve and Diane Byers was 
married to James R. Bodkin . Harriet and Doug 
are now in Monterey, California, where Doug 
is attending the Defense Language Institute. 
Nancy Curtis became Mrs . Ken Wood, Octo-
ber 16. She is working with Chesapeake and 
Potomac Telephone Company in Richmond. 
The Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Com-
pany in Richmond has employed several other 
members of our class. Jane Lasley has been 
working as a computer programmer in the 
Engineering Department since June 28. Susan 
Gunn is employed as a Staff Assistant in the 
Electronic Data Processing Division of the 
Comptrollers Department and Ann Carter is a 
Technical Assistant in the Traffic Engineering 
Division. All report that they thoroughly enjoy 
their work with big desks and name plates! 
The teaching profession has claimed many of 
our class. Irene McDaniel is now teaching fifth 
grade at Oak Grove Elementary School in Rich-
mond. This summer she became engaged to Tom 
Reynolds. Her summer employment was in the 
office of the Commissioner of Revenue in Rich-
mond. 
Caroline Pilcher Nichols worked for Psycho-
logical Consultants this summer and took 
courses at both RPI and the University of Rich-
mond. Now she is employed by the Henrico 
County Schools. 
Pattie Wood Tillar is living in Franklin 
where Bill is working. She is teaching in the 
Newsoms Elementary School in the Southamp-
ton County School System. 
Marvine Lanier is teaching eighth and ninth 
grade math at Patrick Henry High School in 
Ashland. 
Janet Wooden writes that after a visit to 
Denver, Colorado, she worked as a counse lor 
at day camp during the summer. Now she is at 
home and teaching fifth grade at Valley Forge 
Elementary School. 
Pam Adams and Linda Webb share an apart-
ment with two other girls in Richmond. Pam 
worked at Miller and Rhoads during the sum-
mer and is now teaching Latin at Huguenot 
High School. Linda worked as a Research Assis-
tant at the Medical College of Virginia this 
summer and is now teaching biology at Douglas 
Freeman High School. 
Ann Snead Swezey is teaching in Richmond 
while John attends his second year at T. C. 
Williams Law School. 
Bettie Lee Currell spent the summer working 
for her father at the Rappahannock Record in 
Kilmarnock. She is now in Woodbridge, Vir -
ginia, teaching math at Fred M. Lynn Junior 
High School. 
Tay Wynn was graduated in August and since 
has been teaching math at Stonewall Jackson 
High School in Manassas, Virginia. 
Pam Myers did practice teaching during the 
summer and is now teaching English and French 
at Brookland Junior High School in Henrico 
County. 
Fran Dix worked during the summer months 
as a secretary at Reynolds Metals Company in 
Richmond. She is presently employed by the 
Chesterfield School System and is teaching 
seventh grade at Elkhardt Intermediat School. 
Sandra Horner spent her summer traveling 
and visiting friends and is now teaching seventh 
grade at Chester Intermediate School, Chester, 
Virginia. 
The summer found Carolyn Owen as a recep-
tionist for Dr. Tucker and associates in Rich-
mond . She is presently employed by Chesterfield 
County Schools, teaching history, health, and 
physical education. 
Frances Rossel Caudill worked last spring 
and summer at the Medical College of Virginia 
in the Endocrinology laboratory . She is now 
teaching chemistry at St. Catherine 's School in 
Richmond while her husband interns at Medical 
College. 
Jackie Branch, Wren Dawson, and Marionette 
Parker are sharing an apartment in Hampton . 
Jackie is teaching French at Warwick High 
School and Marionette is teaching algebra and 
trigonometry at Kecoughtan High School after 
a summer of teaching tennis at a girls' camp 
in Maine. I understand that her Suffolk drawl 
really made a hit. 
Wren has been working since July 1 doing 
Social Work at the Hampton Welfare Depart -
ment. 
Carolyn Brewster Robinson is teaching eighth 
and ninth grade science in the Roanoke County 
Schools . 
Sandra Tarves is teaching in an elementary 
school in Chesterfield County. 
Jo Ellen Ripley took English courses at 
Madison College this summer and is teaching 
English and French at Midlothian High School. 
Pat Cox worked as a playground assistant for 
the summer and is teaching in the Washington, 
D. C. area. 
Janet Taylor is teaching math for her second 
semester at George Wythe High School in 
Richmond. 
Leslie McNeal atten ded summer school at 
Duke University under the M.A .T. program and 
is now teaching English at John Marshall High 
School in Richmond . 
Mildred Burnett also attended Duke Univer-
sity under this same program and presently is 
employed by the Danville City Schools teaching 
English. 
Cindy Shellhorse is teaching Spanish with the 
Henrico School System at Tuckahoe Junior High 
School. 
Brenda Netherwood is teaching English at Lee 
Davis High School in Hanover County . 
Diana Ryan and Susan Grable are both teach-
ing in the Richmond area. Diana is with Ches -
terfield County in the second grade at Beulah 
Elementary School. Susan is teaching English at 
Tucker High School in Henrico County . 
Judy Murden Brown taught at the "Project 
Heads tart " nurseries in York County this 
summer-16 preschoolers. She and Gene are 
now in Texas where he is working on his Ph.D . 
in psychology at Texas Tech. Judy is teaching 
algebra, plane geometry and applied math in 
a small rural high school. 
Several of our class have ~one to New York 
City and the surrounding area. Mary Ellen Kyle 
has been working since July as a computer 
programmer for American Telephone and Tele-
graph in White Plains, New York. She is still 
in training school but writes that she enjoys her 
work very much. 
She was joined in New York in September by 
Cheryl Kerr who will be doing the same work. 
Bonnie Ray is now at Katherine Gibbs School 
in New York City. Her summer was spent as 
a keypunch operator for the C & 0 Railroad in 
Richmond. 
Rita Davis Mahanes worked during the spring 
as a social worker in Richmond. 
Jackie Harper is doing Child Welfare work 
with the City of Richmond Welfare Department. 
The national capital is fortunate to have 
some of the Class of 1965. Grace Collins is 
employed by the Census Bureau as a computer 
programmer. 
Carol Hybner is doing biological research at 
the National Institute of Health. 
Susan Darden is working with the Depart-
ment of Commerce in the United States Patent 
Office. 
Florenz Stith and Virginia Davis are editorial 
assistants with the Southern Baptist Foreign 
Mission Board in Richmond . Virginia was a 
represent ative of the press staff at Glorietta, 
New Mexico, on an eight day trip to cover 
missionary appointments . Florenz is devoting 
much of her spare time to theater work in the 
Richmond Little Theater groups. 
Karen Curtis is employed with Dupont in 
Wilmington, Delaware, as a research assistant 
in advertising studying consumer behavior and 
attitudes. 
Carolyn Parks is living at home in Saginaw, 
Michigan, and is employed by the Second Na-
tional Bank. She is also taking night courses 
working towards a master's degree in Business 
Administration. She wrote that she spent most 
of her summer playing golf and managed to 
take a few points off her score . 
Further education is the main concern of 
many of our class. Brenda Matlock is studying 
psychology at Purdue University after having 
worked in the personnel department of Hoschild 
Kohns in Baltimore since last February. 
Judy Swingle is studying at the Southern 
Baptist Theological Seminary in Louisville , 
Kentucky. 
Dale Minter Poynter has entered the school 
of medical technology and Carol Damerel the 
nursing school at the Medical College of Vir-
ginia. Carol attended summer school at MCV 
in preparation for the coming year. 
Fran Guyn began her studies at the School 
of Social Work at the University of North 
Carolina after a summer of work at Myrtle 
Beach, South Carolina . 
Joanne Marshall is furthering her study in 
psychology at Wake Forest College . Her sum-
mer was spent working at the Lynchburg Train-
ing School and having her tonsils out . 
Brenda Williams is studying English at the 
University of Wisconsin after a summer of 
working with an airline. I understand she even 
got in some flying herself. 
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Barbara Bryant attended summer school at 
Old Dominion College studying German. Now 
she is at Florida State University furthering 
her education and teaching one Latin class. 
Janet Renshaw spent the summer working in 
the Bacterial Genetics section of the Radiation 
Microbiology Group at Oak Ridge, Tennessee. 
She is studying in the Department of Molecular 
Biology at Vanderbilt University this fall. 
Vicki Batts is studying history at the Uni-
versity of Denver after a summer of work in 
Richmond, a part of the time with the YWCA. 
Kitty Haller was a waterfront director at Girl 
Scout Camp this summer. She is doing graduate 
study at the Richmond Professional Institute 
School of Social Work. Her field work will be 
done in Newport News. 
Linda Jones worked part-time during the 
summer and did some research at North Carolina 
State where she is now doing graduate study 
in entomology. 
Lynda Beran worked at Miller and Rhoades 
during the summer and is now working towards 
a Ph.D . in clinical psychology at the University 
of Kentucky. 
Barbara Royste r is spending her time since 
graduation being a housewife . 
Rosalind Rogers is employed in the Corporate 
Trust Department of State-Planters Bank of 
Commerce and Trusts in Richmond. 
Lale Akbay, Judy Widener and Elizabeth 
Harrison completed their studies at the Uni-
versity of Richmond and graduated in August. 
Peggy Saunders and Mary-Ellen Harvey spent 
the summer travelling in Europe. Peggy travelled 
with several other girls while Mary-Ellen trav-
elled with her aunt. 
Millie Wood is a training representative in 
the personnel department at Thalhimer's in 
Richmond. 
Noel Swinter began work in June as a 
adjudicator in the Foreign Claims Division of 
the Social Security Administration in Baltimore, 
Maryland. 
Carol Baldwin who was a part of our class 
for three years graduated in June from George 
Washington University and is now working 
for a Congressman in Washington . 
Eleanor Beck who went to the School' of 
Business Administration after two years at West-
hampton with us is now attending Wharton 
Graduate School. 
Wanda Fearnow, Dianne Minter, and I are 
sharing an apartment in Richmond. Wanda is 
teaching seventh grade English and history at 
Tuckahoe Junior High School in Henrico County. 
Dianne is working as a mathematical analyst 
with the Research Division of the American 
Tobacco Company in Richmond . 
And me---1 am employed as a statistician in 
the Investment Department of United Virginia 
Bankshares. 
The best of luck to each of you in whatever 
you are doing. Keeping in touch with all of 
you has been most enjoyable. Please continue 
to keep your group leader or me posted on any 
news which you might have . Those of you that 
we failed to reach for this Bull etin , please let 
us hear from you. 
WESTHAMPTON ALUMNAE 
LOCAL CLUBS 
Northern California Alumnae Club 
President: MRS. Lucrns ROBERTSO N 
(Virginia Pleasant '28) 
117 Lakewood Road 
Walnut Creek, California 
The northern California branch of Westb;amp -
ton alumnae held a luncheon meeting on . Sep-
tember 11, 1965 at the home of LCDR Georgie 
Simpson, '43. Those attending were Vfrginia 
Robertson, '28, Mrs. Boris Daniloff, '22, Thelm a 
Phlegar Owens, '26, Virginia Parker Dozier, 
'42, Ann Burnett Paulsen, '54, Edwina Knipling 
Lake, '58, Barbara Ramsey Bridgers, '60 and 
Ann Nunnally Nielsen, '62. Edwina Lake drove 
120 miles one way to attend the meeting. And 
that was through an area similar to the Rich-
mond to Washington "run" via Shirley High-
way and U. S. 1. 
The group enjoyed viewing recent pictures 
of the campus and listening to recordings of 
the ground breaking for the swimming pool 
wing and the luncheon ceremonies on Leslie 
Booker Day in 1963. 
Penninsula Alumnae Club 
Co-chairmen: MRS. STUART ATKINSON 
(Betty Marlow '61) 
121 Keith Road 
Newport News, Virginia 
and 
MRs. JAMES B. THOMAS, JR. 
(Jacqueline Thomas) 
26 Brandon Road 
Newport News, Virginia 
The Peninsula Club entertained the West-
hampton students, freshmen entering Westhamp-
ton in the fall, and high school seniors interested 
in the coUege at a coke party August 28th at 
11:00 o'clock in the morning at the home of 
Mrs. D. W. Borger (Anne Higgins) 788 York-
town Road, Poquoson. 
We have a very enthusiastic executive com-
mittee working on the plans for the coming 
year, and we know they will be very interesting 
and exciting. We will let you know about them 
later. 
Roanoke Alumnae Club 
President: MRS. VIRGIL L. ROGERS 
(Bet te Hogan '43) 
1839 Bluemont Ave., S.W. 
Roanoke, Virginia 
The Roanoke Area Club of Westhampton 
Alumnae launched its 1965-66 year with a re-
ception for current and incoming WC students. 
About 20 students from the Roanoke area 
joined an equal number of alumnae for a pleas-
ant evening at the home of Barbara Richie 
Branch (Mrs. David W.) '46. 
The following new officers were introduced : 
Bette Hogan Rogers (Mrs. Virgil) '43, Presi-
dent; Jane Andersen Jennings (Mrs. C. Leon, 
Jr.) '56, Vice President; and Ginny LeSueur 
Carter (Mrs. W. J.) '53, Secretary-Treasurer. 
Charlotte Houchins Jones (Mrs. Robert) '51 
assisted Mrs. Branch in planning the reception. 
A skit written by Miss Cay Garrett '66 was 
presented by four students after which alumnae 
joined students in singing Westhampton songs . 
Refreshments followed. 
Tidewater Alumnae Club 
President: MRS. RoY DuDLEY 
(Elizabeth McRae '51) 
14,25 Monterey Ave. 
Norfolk, Virginia 
The Tidewater Club of Westhampton Alum-
nae Association presented a highly enjoyable 
luncheon for incoming students on Wednesday, 
September 8th. Mrs. William Green (Gay 
Winslow, ' 58) extended the use of her apart-
ment and its terrace for the occasion. Mrs. Roy 
Dudley (Elizabeth McCrae, '51), president, 
presided, and among fifteen students attending, 
nine were incoming freshmen. 
A full season for 1965-1966 has been planned. 
One program eagerly awaited will be featuring 
as speaker Mr. Guy Friddell, newspaperman 
and author of I Hate You, I Love You, recently 
published. Mr. Friddell is the husband of the 
forme1· Virginia Pitt, Westhampton Alumna. 
I Necrology I 
1893-
Word has been received of the death of John 
Elton Alrich of Charlottesville, Va. 
1896-
Alexander H. Sands, Sr., 90, a Richmond 
lawyer for more than 60 years, died August 1. 
Sands, former commonwealth's attorney for 
Henrico County and past president of the 
Richmond Bar Association, started his career in 
1895. He was senior partner in the firm of 
Sands, Anderson, Marks and Clark and spe-
cialized in fire cases. He attracted attention in 
1905 for his defense of an accused killer of a 
police force captain. 
Among the survivors is a son who also took 
up the law as a career. He is Alexander H. 
Sands, Jr., judge of the Law and Equity Court 
in Richmond. 
1897-
Captain John Brooks Kaufman, 88, of the 
U. S. Naval Medical Corps, died at Coronado, 
California September 15. 
It was Captain Kaufman who chose the 
colors of red and blue for the University, while 
he was an undergraduate here. He graduated 
from the University of Pennsylvania Medical 
School in 1903, then began a 41-year career in 
the U. S. Navy. He had been retired since 1947. 
Although primarily a Navy doctor, he served 
as the first athletic officer at the Great Lakes 
Training Center, during World War I. Inter-
ested in sports, he had played varsity football 
and baseball in college, and pitched on three 
Navy All-Fleet baseball teams in 1906-09. He 
was instrumental in building a Navy football 
team which played such teams as Iowa, Illinois, 
and Notre Dame and the Naval Academy. His 
1918 team included George Halas, now owner-
coach of the Chicago Bears professional football 
team. His 1919 football team went to the Rose 
Bowl and defeated the Mare Island Marines 
17-0. 
Captain Kaufman served in both world wars 
and was in Hawaii at the time of the Pearl 
Harbor attack. He was decorated as a com-
mander in the Military Order of Aviz by the 
Portuguese government in 1919 and was cited 
by the Secretary of the Navy for outstanding 
service during World War II. 
Survivors include two sons, Rear Admiral 
John H. Kaufman USN (Ret.) and Capt. 
William M. Kaufman, USN, commanding officer 
of the Naval Station at Treasure Island, San 
Francisco, California. 
1912-
Mary M . Percival of the Richmond College 
class of 1912, died on September 19, 1965 in 
the Seminole Memorial Hospital, Sanford, 
Florida. She had been living with her brother, 
Colonel G. M. Percival in De Land, Florida 
since June, 1965. Miss Percival had been a 
teacher in the Richmond schools for many 
years. Her last position before her retirement 
was at Bainbridge Junior High School. 
1913-
Rev. Pierce S. Ellis, pastor emeritus of 
Waynesboro (Va.) Baptist Church, died August 
12, in Richmond. 
A native of Pocomoke City, Maryland, he 
was a graduate of Crozer Theological Seminary 
and did graduate work at the University of 
Pennsylvania. He received an LLD. in 1937, 
conferred on him by National University, now 
the school of law of George Washington Uni-
versity. 
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His pastorates included churches in West 
Point, Va., Union Springs, Ala ., Clemson Col-
lege, S. C., First Baptist of Alexandria, Va., 
First Baptist, Tallahassee, Fla., and Waynesboro 
Baptist Church. 
He was a member of the Virginia State Board 
of Missions and twice served as vice-president 
of the General Association of Baptists in Vir-
ginia. He was a trustee of Crozer Theological 
Seminary and New Orleans Baptist Seminary for 
severa l years. He was a Rotarian for 30 years 
and a Scottish Rite Mason. 
He is survived by his wife, two children, five 
grandchildren and two sisters. 
1916-
Word has been received of the death of J. 
Newton Gordon of Lynchburg. He died on 
January 4, 1965. 
1919-
R. Paul Sanford, a Danville, Va ., attorney, 
died September 1 7 in Danville . 
Sanford was an All-Virginia football player 
at Richmond College in 1915 and 1916, and 
later a two -time All-Southern Conference se-
lection at Washington and Lee University. 
A native of Parksley, Va., he attended schools 
in Stuart, Va. and at Hargrave Military Acad-
emy before entering Richmond College. He re-
ceived his bachelor of arts degree in 1916 and 
enlisted in the army in 1917, serving in France. 
He was a former mayor of Smart, a member 
of the town council and served as judge of the 
Juvenile and Domestic Relations Court in Pat-
rick County. He served as chairman of the Dan-
ville Democratic Committee. 
Survivors include his wife, three daughters, 
two sisters and a brother. 
1922-
~oswell U. Davenport, 64, advertising copy-
writer at a Philadelphia advertising agency for 
39 years, died July 11 in Philadelphia following 
a heart attack. 
A native of Richmond, he attended the 
American Academy of Dramatic Arts in New 
York City after graduating from the University. 
He was an actor on the New York stage before 
becoming an editor of a General Electric in-
dustrial publication at Harrison, N. J. Later, he 
moved to Jacksonville, Fla., where he was a 
staff writer for the Florida Times-Union. He 
joined N. W. Ayer and Son, the advertising 
agency in 1926. 
Suvivors included his wife and a son. 
1923-
E. Hobson "Hobbie" Snead, 66, of Ports-
mouth, Va ., former athletic star at the Univer-
sity, died August 16 in a Portsmouth hospital. 
Mr. Snead won letters in football, baseball 
and basketball at the University of Richmond 
serving as captain of the baseball team in 1923'. 
He coached athletics for many years, serving at 
Richmond's John Marshall High School, Blue-
field College in West Virginia, and at South 
Boston High School. He also served with Vir-
ginia's Alcoholic Beverage Control Board. 
He is survived by his wife and four brothers . 
1926-
Herbert J. Shrieves, assistant chief tariff 
compiler in the passenger traffic department of 
the Pennsylvania Railroad Company, died at his 
home in Philadelphia, Pa., May 5. 
Mr. Shrieves joined the railroad firm in 1928 
and served with the company continuously until 
his death. Survivors include his wife. 
1927-
w. Hiter Atkins, 60, agency secretary 'of 
Royal-Globe Insurance Company, died last 
spring in New York City, where he made his 
home. 
He entered the insurance business in Rich-
mond and was with Liberty Mutual Insurance 
Company and Travelers Insurance Company 
before joining Royal-Globe in 1941. Mr. Atkins 
had a brilliant undergraduate career at the 
University, serving as president of the student 
government, Phi Gamma Delta fraternity and 
Omicron Delta Kappa leadership society. 
1930-
John Harris Welsh, a retired accountant, died 
at his home in Richmond August 22. Survivors 
include his wife and two brothers. 
1932-
Word has been received of the death of T . 
Kearney Vertner, on August 3, 1964, in Rich -
mond. 
1943-
William Bernard Wilkinson, of McKenney, 
Va., died on April 11 as the result of an 
automobile accident. 
1944-
Charles S. Carter, 44, director of news and 
production at station WESH-TV in Daytona 
Beach , Fla., died on August 25 in Atlanta, Ga. 
after an extended illness. 
Mr. Carter served in the U. S. Navy during 
World War II and worked in advertising and 
television in Virginia, North Carolina and 
Florida. His hobby was painting, and his paint-
ings were widely exhibited. 
Survivors include his wife, a daughter and 
two sons. 
1951-
Paul V. Romero, a major in the U. S. Army, 
Captain Jack Jouett 
Hero of the American Revolution 
was killed in an automobile accident in Lima, 
Peru, on June 12. 
Major Romero, a 17-year veteran, was sta-
tioned in the Canal Zone as an instructor at the 
U. S. Army School of the Americas. At the 
time of his death, he was working temporaril y 
in Lima for a few months as coordinator with 
the Peruvian Army on the Conference of the 
American Armies. Major Romero saw action in 
World War II and the Korean War, during 
which he earned the Combat Infantry Badge, 
Bronze Star, Purple Heart and other U. S. and 
foreign awards. Other assignments included 
three years as advisor to the Colombian Army, 
and six months as advisor in Venezuela. 
Survivors include hi s wife and five children. 
1959-
First Lt. Edgar Benjamin Cahoon, Jr., 28, a 
chaplain in the U. S. Army Reserve, died of 
cancer in Washington, D. C. September 24. 
Lt. Cahoon has been on active duty since 
June 25. He had served as pastor of North 
Madison Baptist Field Church, from 1962 until 
the time of his active duty . He was assigned to 
Ft. Leonard Wood, Mo. at the time of his 
admission to Walter Reed General Hospital in 
Washington . 
Survivors include hi s wife and a daughter and 
a son. 
1963-
Otis Atwell Thomas, Jr., an auditor at the 
State Department of Taxation , died at his home 
in Richmond, September 24. 
Survivors include his father, mother, a brother 
and two sisters. 
COLEMAN ANDREWS HEADS 
NATIONAL LIBERTY LIFE 
T. Coleman Andrews, Sr., '22, commis-
sioner of Internal Revenue unde r President 
Eisenhower, has been elected chairman of 
the board of National Liberty Life Insur-
ance Company of Valley Forge, Pa. 
Andrews began his business career as an 
accountant. He started his own firm in Rich-
mond in 1922. Later he was a principal in 
the actuarial firm of Bowles, Andrews and 
Towne. He was president of the American 
Instih1te of Public Accountants shortly be-
fore accepting the post of Commissioner of 
Internal Revenue. 
After leaving Washington, Andrews be-
came chairman and president of one of the 
nation's largest underwriters of long-haul 
truck and bus insurance, American Fidelity 
and Casualty Insurance Company, in the 
physical damage field. 
Andrews has received numerous govern-
mental and professional awards and several 
honorary degrees. In 1956 he was an inde -
pendent candidate for president of the 
United States. 
The Road to Freedom 
JACK JOUETT'S RIDE 
The road to freedom was really no road at all for 
little known Virginia hero Captain Jack Jouett. It 
was a punishing, 40-mile, cross country ride; a 
desperate , dead of night gallop to warn Governor 
Thomas Jefferson and the Virginia legislature that 
the British were coming. 
No one ordered Jack Jouett on that ride. He saw 
his duty-and did it. Forty miles-from Cuckoo 
Tavern, in Louisa County, to Monticello, near 
Charlottesville. As Tarleton's redcoats trotted along 
the road to Charlottesville, Jouett cut his own road 
to freedom-through the fields and woods of the 
rough Virginia countryside. To his dying day, Jouett's 
face bore the scars of tree limbs. To this day, the 
nation bears him a debt of gratitude. For Jefferson 
and the legislature escaped. A disaster in our fight 
for freedom was averted. 
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The road to freedom is seldom a highroad, with 
bands playing and flags flying. It is more often a 
rough way, unmapped, through darkness and danger. 
It has not been the way of ease and expediency, but 
the way of individual initiative and determination, 
that has paved our long American Road to Freedom. 




( Continued from page 7) 
with a squad which nwnbered 27 lettermen, 
never threatened. Their deepest penetration 
was the 35-yard line early in the second 
quarter, Mike Bragg attempted a 52-yard 
field goal and it was short. 
West Virginia's fresh troops continued the 
assault on the weary Spiders in the second 
half. Richmond's inexperienced secondary 
allowed Bob Uchic, sub WVU quarterback, 
to complete a 45-yard TD pass. Then a 74-
yard punt return by John Mallory and a 56-
yard sprint by Roger Blackwell gave the 
Mountaineers three other scores. A blocked 
Spider punt recovered in the end zone ac-
counted for the other West Virginia score. 
Richmond was limited to 111 yards, 89 of 
them on the ground. Fullback Doug Davis 
accounted for 35 of them on nine attempts 
in the first half but he suffered an ankle 
injury and missed the second half. Co-captain 
Gordon gained 27 on four attempts, one a 
19-yard run and Soph Jim McKenna at half -
back showed promise with 23 yards gained 
in six attempts. Bob Prince, senior end, 
played a fine game for the Spiders on de-
fense . 
The Gobblers got the jwnp on the Spiders 
on the opening kickoff when Dickie Longer -
beam raced down the sideline 95 yards for 
a touchdown. A pass interception enabled 
Virginia Tech to add three more first quarter 
points on a 32-yard field goal by Jon Utin. 
Tech made it 18-0 at intermission when 
Tommy Francisco scored from the nine-yard 
stripe to climax a 41-yard Gobbler drive. 
The Spiders scored in the third period. 
Fleet Don Matthews ran the kickoff back 36 
yards to the 47. Richmond moved from that 
point to the Tech 30 and Linn threw a 
touchdown pass to Kulla£ in the end zone. 
The Gobblers, however, tallied again near the 
end of the third period on a 23-yard pass 
from Quarterback Bobby Owens to End 
Gene Fisher. 
Statistically Virginia Tech held only a 
slight advantage over the Spiders. Richmond 
outgained the Gobblers on the ground 129 
yards to 122. Tech, however, picked up 114 
yards while completing 11 of 21 passes and 
Richmond had 82 yards via the air lanes, 
completing six of 15 tosses. 
Merrick was pleased with the overall effort 
of his club. Had the Spiders made an inter-
ception, it would have stopped Tech's field 
goal attempt. A dropped pass on the Gobbler 
five-yard marker stopped one Richmond 
drive and the Spiders advanced to the Tech 
four in the final quarter only to be halted. 
The Spider mentor was highly pleased with 
the work of Linn, starting only his second 
game at quarterback, and called him the 
"state's most improved player." 
Old Campus 
(Continued from page 3) 
of her illegitimte child created much noise. 
I happened to know and like the man, as 
everyone did, and as I look back on it his 
expulsion from the College was harsh treat-
ment. But that was a different day, and 
perhaps he was punished chiefly for viola-
tion of his religious commitment. 
Many of the students were a crude lot. 
They came from limited backgrounds for 
which the College was trying to compensate. 
Most people in the academic community 
were poor. The institution itself was always 
desperately grasping for funds, with meager 
results. The professors-I do not speak of 
those of lower ranks, of whom there were 
few-received salaries which, adjusting for 
the higher value of the dollar then, were not 
more than half of today's standard. Rents of 
the five homes for professors on the campus 
were much below what must be paid for 
similar accommodations in the city generally, 
but the College did little to keep them in 
repair, much less redecorate. 
Our home was the oldest, had originally 
housed the whole institution, and is the only 
one still standing. In more than twenty 
years it was painted outside (though of 
brick) once, turned from gray to red. When 
the balustrade around the flat top of the roof 
decayed and blew off it was not replaced. 
No work was done inside the house. My 
parents mustered means to repaper the hand-
some living room, but when the wallpaper 
in one of the bedrooms was stained by disin-
fectant after my sister recovered from diph-
theria, we had to live with it. We could have 
turned to with a bucket of calsomine, but 
Father had no mechanical skill or inclination. 
In the summers, in the effort to recruit 
funds , several of the professors would visit 
the Baptist associations throughout Virginia, 
and once or twice a year the many members 
of the Board of Trustees would meet for a 
day at the College. Probably they were 
nwnerous in order to get the widest rep-
resentation geographically in the denomina -
tion. The College employed a well-known 
leader of the Baptists in Virginia as a fund-
raiser, and I am sure he needed to use all 
of his arts. Once when a deficit threatened, 
the professors volunteered to take a cut of a 
hundred dollars each in salary, and as I recall 
the amount was not restored for some time 
after. The South was still in the backwash 
of the Civil War, and all praise belongs to 
the devoted men and women who furnished 
training for a better future . Plain living 
and high thinking was the rule 'in that en-
clave, and this put even the children under 
a strain. I do not know what has kept this 
deponent in academic work most of his life, 
but the semi-monasticism of college campus 
upbringing had something to do with it. 
Of course as a child I knew nothing of 
what went on in the classrooms. The classes 
were relatively large. More attention was 
given to Latin and Greek, moral philosophy, 
English, and mathematics than to the physi-
cal and biological sciences, and I believe my 
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father was the first to teach history and 
government in the College. Most members 
of the faculty had little time and few facili-
ties for original scholarship or publication, 
and no prem.ium was placed on such per-
formance. Though the College could not 
contribute directly to extending the frontiers 
of knowledge , be it said to its everlasting 
credit that it championed independence of 
thought and inquiry. When the leading 
Baptist theological seminary dismissed its 
president because he revealed early denomi-
national practices at variance with the folk-
lore, Richmond College invited and secured 
him as its professor of philosophy . One 
would have to live in that community to 
know how much courage this demanded. I 
never was aware of any heresy hunts on that 
campus, though I have encountered some 
since in institutions far better endowed in 
this world's goods. 
Once a year a distinguished lecturer was 
brought to the campus on the Thomas 
foundation. I recall an English astronomer 
(Sir Robert Ball) who wisely adapted his 
remarks to the needs of a popular audience, 
but these v,isitors were regarded with suitable 
admiration. Poverty could have made the 
college community narrow · and prejudiced 
and fearful. It did not. If the old College 
had much to give to the large and flourishin o-
University of :&ichmond, the best was its 
mental honesty. At a later period when "fun-
damentalism" plagued the counsels of many 
institutions which were church-connected 
the University of Richmond came through 
the controversy untroubled. 
Tour 
(Continued from /Jage 6) 
Mrs. Ella Hardaway and Mrs . Katherine 
Willis of the class of 1920 with their ab-
solutely limitless energy and fun . Or Cecil 
Jones, the tour director, who nursed the sick 
and the needy, ( the sick being those afflicted 
by that 24-hour European disease which is 
caused by salads, water, fruit or anything else 
under the sun). (The needy being those of 
us affitcted by that European dilemma of 
always running out of money before we got 
back to the hotel.) Or Paul Sanford '19 
Danville attorney, with his blue bere't and 
polaroid camera, looking for all the world 
like Fie_ld Marsh~! (Monty) Montgomery. * 
Or Ela111e Mernck whose beautiful brown 
eyes sparkled every time we'd pass a store 
that sold gloves. Or John Horsley whose 
favorite pastime was "girl watching" on the 
Via Veneto . 
As far as the attitudes of the Europeans 
toward us, I found nothing but friendliness 
individually, and I believe most of the 
group feels this as well. I recall the attractive 
little guide in West Berlin who told us the 
story currently making the rounds there. A 
Russian met an American and said to him, 
* Paul's many friends were saddened to 
learn of his death of a heart attack on 
September 18. (See page 36.) 
"All right now. You've always talking about 
democracy, just what is it?" The American 
answered, "Well, it's difficult to explain. It 
would be better if I give you an example. 
For example, I could go and stand in front 
of the White House, and say, Lyndon 
Johnson is a darned fool, and nothing would 
happen to me." 
"Oh," said the Russian, "Then, we have 
a democracy, too, because I could go and 
stand in front of the Kremlin, and say 
Lyndon Johnson is a darned fool, and 
nothing would happen to me either." 
We ended three weeks of lovely experi-
ence and fun with a new and shared wealth 
of friendships feeling as though we were all 
kissing kin, and hoping against hope that 
the venture might be repeated by the Uni-
versity and that we could all be a part of 
it once again . 
VIRGINIA JAYCEES ELECT 
KILPATRICK PRESIDENT 
Phillip H . Kilpatrick, '56, of Peters-
burg, has been elected president of the 
Virginia Junior Chamber of Commerce. 
Kilpatrick, an education specialist with 
the department of non-resident instruction 
at the Army's Logistics Management Center 
at Ft. Lee, was chosen for the Jaycee top 
post after serving the organization in vari-
ous positions since 1958. He was elected a 
director of the Petersburg chapter in 1959, 
serving a year later as president of the chap-
ter. He became a state director, then a na-
tional director before being chosen execu-
tive vice president of the state organization 
in 1963. In 1964 he was state secretary-
treasurer. 
Kilpatrick joined Central Louisana Elec-
tric Company after graduating from the 
University in 1956, then went to the Army 
Logistics Center at Ft. Lee two years later. 
He earned his Master of Science degree 
in Business Education from the Univers ity of 
Richmond in 1962. · 
MEDICAL INSTITUTE NAMES 
JOHN DECKER NEW CHIEF 
Dr. John L. Decker, '43, a University of 
Washington rheumatologist, has been ap-
pointed chief of the Arthritis and Rheuma-
tism Branch of the National Institute of 
Arthritis and Metabolic Diseases. 
He will direct the branch's program of 
combined clinical and laboratory research 
on diseases affecting the joints, such as 
rheumatoid arthri tis, osteroarthritis and gout. 
Dr. Decker is former head of the division 
of arthritis in the department of medicine 
at the University of Washington, where he 
has been since 1958. Prior to that he had 
held teaching positions at Columbia and 
Howard universities. 
He received his medical training at the 
College of Physicians and Surgeons at Co-
lumbia University. 
SPIDERS' BASKETBALL 
PROSPECTS LOOKING UP 
Coach Lewis Mills will have more ex-
perienced players on his 1965-66 University 
of Richmond basketball team than his past 
two seasons as the Spiders' cage mentor. 
Although it still will be a young club ( four 
of the five lettermen are juniors) and lack of 
size and rebounding may be problems, the 
added experience should make Richmond 
(10-16 last season) a better team. The big 
loss was All-Southern Forward Tom Tenwick, 
but if the returning veterans and sophomores 
can fill his shoes, the Spiders ( 6-10 in the 
Southern Conference last year) should move 
up the ladder a notch or two. 
Captain Johnny Moates, 6-1 junior guard 
from Richmond, averaged 14 points as a 
sophomore and was one of the conference's 
better guards at season's end. Tom Green, 
lanky 6-6 junior forward from Bristol, Tenn., 
averaged 11.5 points and 7.8 rebounds and 
should do better in both departments. Junior 
Billy McCann, a six-footer Richmonder, is 
a fine play-making guard and defensive 
player, and Senior Spike Welsh (12 .6 point 
average), 5-11 guard, is one of the best out-
side shots in the conference. The other letter-
man is Buster Batts, 6-8 junior center from 
Richmond who improved rapidly as an offen-
sive performer and rebounder. 
TICKETS 
Season tickets for the Spiders' nine home 
basketball games are priced at $15 (side 
court) and $11 ( end zone) . Checks should 
be mailed to UR Athleti c Association Uni-
versity of Richmond, Va. 23173. All,home 
games will be played in Richmond Arena at 
8:15 p.m. 
Among those battling for front-line duty 
will be Harvey Roberts, improved 6-4 Nor-
folk junior; Bob King , 6-5 prospect from 
Salem, Ohio; Butch Renaldi, 6-4 junior from 
Easton, Pa.; Terry Burgess, 6-5 Colonial 
Heights sophomore who was the freshman 
team's most consistent performer, and Bill 
Deel, 6-4 sophomore from Clintwood. 
Additional help at the guards may come 
from Robbie Baldwin, 5-11 Roanoke junior 
who started a few games, and Sophomores 
Charley Glisson of Chesapeake and Howard 
Dougherty of Sardis, Ohio , both excellent 
shooters. Dick Balderson, 6-4 sophomore 
from Portsmouth, also may see some service. 
The 1965-66 basketball schedule: 
December 1 George Washington, Ft. Myer 
4 V.M.I., Lexington 
8 North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
10 Furman, Richmond 
11 Virginia, Charlottesville 
14 West Virginia, Morgantown 
15 St. Francis, Loretto, Pa. 
17 The Citadel, Richmond 
29 Marshall, Huntington 
January 4 Davidson, Richmond 
6 Virginia Tech, Blacksburg 
8 George Washington, Richmond 
10 East Carolina, Greenville 
13 V.M.I., Richmond 
15 William and Mary, Williamsburg 
27 Southern Illinois, Carbondale, Ill . 
28 Kentucky Wesleyan, Owensboro 
February 1 Virginia Tech, Richmond 
4 The Citadel, Charleston 
5 Furman, Greenville 
8 D,iv.idson, Davidson 
11 West Virginia, Richmond 
17 East Carolina, Richmond 
19 Wiliam and Mary, Richmond 
STRICKLAND DESIGNATED CHAPLAIN OF THE YEAR 
Rev. Paul W. Strickland, '46, chaplain 
at Arizona State Hospital at Phoenix, Ari-
zona, has received the designation as 1965 
Institution al Chaplain of the Year. 
The award was made to Chaplain Strick-
land at the board meeting of the Home 
Mission Societies in San Francisco. Award 
candidates were screened by the Committee 
on Health and Social Ministries of the 
American Baptist Home Mission Societies 
on the basis of character, competence and 
contribution. 
Mr. Strickland became the first full-time 
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chaplain at the Arizona hospital in 1959. 
He worked in the Florida State Hospital in 
a similar capacity. 
After graduation from the Southern Bap-
tist Theological Seminary in Louisville, Ky., 
he studied with Dr. Wayne E. Oates in 
the Department of Pastoral Care for two 
years. He took his clinical training at Mis-
souri Baptist Hospital, North Carolina Bap-
tist Hospital and Mississippi State Hospital. 
He spent four years in pastoral ministry 111 
local churches. 
DEATH BREAKS A DATE Her date was killed ... speeding ... try ing not to 
be late. A promising career snuffed out in one tragic moment. It ta kes more than saying 
"Drive with Care." We must respect the power of a car to kill and to maim. Drive with 
care, intel ligence and reason. It takes al l three to save your life and t he lives of others. 
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